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Hit his heat...



ALL 28 3-D RENDERED
MAJOR LEAGUE " STADIUMS

PHOTO REALISTIC PLAYER GRAPHICS

...or join his fan club.
We could tell you that ALL-STAR" BASEBALL '97 FEATURING FRANK

THOMAS" has every feature you ever wanted (because it has) . But every

ball player will tell you he can hit. Or pitch. Or field. It's how you play that matters.

Just like an All-Star, we're bringing you the complete package. Intuitive.

Fast. Accurate. Consistent. And multi-talented. Because an All-Star isn't just a

pitcher. He's a fielder, too. An All-Star isn't just a batter. He's a threat to steal.

An All-Star isn't just a catcher. He's a pitching coach. An All-Star is a workhorse.

And a stallion. An All-Star is a player. All the time.
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PUY BY PUY CALLS
FROM JON MILLER

FULL SEASON TEAM AND
PUYER STATS

TRADE PLAYERS BETWEEN TEAMS

www.majorleaQuebaseball.com

A PERFECT GAME
Major League Baseball trademarks and copynghts are used with permission of Major League Baseball
Properties, inc. ©MLBPA Officially Licensed By Major League Baseball Players Association. Officially

licensed by Big Hurt Enterprises, Inc. PlayStation and the "A" logo are trademarks of Sony Computer
Entertainment. Inc. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD. All rights

reserved. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. ® & © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment. Inc.

All Rights Reserved. Screen shots shown were taken from the PlayStation version of the videogame.
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entertolnmenf. Inc.

www.acclaimsports.com
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IT'S SUDDEN DEATH ALL THE TIMEi )

It's a tong tournament - you gotta

play hurt!

w

A playbook filled with 40 weapons -

how 'bout that coach?
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Breakneck frame rates and real-time

3-D destruction!

'^GjT'iSMIJ

We're bringing

miA 9 home America's

greatest professional deathsport so everyone can get

a taste of the action! All the arenas. All the

stats. All the realism of major league annihilation.

Feel the SOOmph hit of full-contact sport. Go for

a career high in kills. Taste titanium exhaust. Get

inducted into the Hall of Flames. Your hovertank

is waiting.

(Download Free PC Demo: www.acclaimnation.comj

O 1905 1997 Tho 30O Company. All rights teseArsd. 30O, the SludKi 3DO kngo and BATTLESPORT are iTw trademarks

anOiot legtsteivd trademarks of The 300 Conpany PlayStation and tne '^ logo are trademark! of Sony Computer
Entenammenl. Inc. Sega arKi Sega Saturn are trademarks ol SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD. All rights reserved Aocaim Is a
division and reQtttered trademark ol Acdatm Enlenainmenl. Iik. O >997 Acclaim EniArtatnnient. Inc. All nghts reaeivsd.
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SUBJECT JOLTED BY
RUMBLE PAK"-'

IMPACT CONTROL SENSOR

'W

SUBJECT ATTACKED BY
FELLOW SQUADRON PILOTS
IN 4-PLAYER MODE

SUBJECT DEPLANES FOR
LAND BATTLE

<>00N YOU WILL I3IE ABLIE TO l-IEIEL

HE i-ulL IMMAll Ul- m\ai combat

1
STARFOX 64 INCLUDES THE «iosiHOuii8

RUMBLE PAK IMPACT CONTROL SENSOR
ONLY FOR THE NINTENDO 64 SYSTEM

ATTACH IT TO YOUR CONTROLLER
FEEL THE WHOLE PICTURE esrb

ic National Archives Still Picture Branch, www.nintendo com
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SUBJECT ENTERS HYPER-REALITY
OF THIRD DIMENSION
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SUBJECT INTERACTS IN REAL
TIME WITH FELLOW PILOTS

SUBJECT PERSPECTIVE CHANGES
FROM VICTOR TO VICTIM
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The Fighter's Edge
Fighting Games Roundup

31 Street Fighter III:

New Generation

34 Mace: The Dark Age

30 Arcade World '97

Check out the fresh arcade games

from the ASI Show in Las Vegas

and the AOU Show in Tokyo.

36 E3 Sneak Peeks!

Inside info about the hot games

coming to the Electronic Enter-

tainment Expo (June 19-21)

in Atlanta, GA.

35 Marvel Super Heroes

vs. Street Fighter

35 Vampire Savior (Darkstalkers:

Jedah's Damnation)

35 The King of Fighters '97

43 Dynasty Warriors

62 War Gods

66 Battle Arena Toshinden 3

102 WCW vs. The World

108 Fighters Megamix

street FIgliter Bl: New GenenUon!
Page 31,

CourierCri^ (left) and
Critical Deptli! Page 36.

102 SWATPro Strategy Section |r

WCW vs. The World 'L
*

PlayStation ProStrategy Guide

Bone-crushing moves, PLUS how to find

eight hidden fighters!

The Fighter's Edge

Fighters Megamix (Saturn)

A detailed breakdown of 11 hidden fighters!

SWATPro
Secret codes and tricks for Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter, NHL '97, Spider, and morel

Ll-r%m-* n

mk- < Maximum
!sJ» -i Force cheats!

Page 126.

80 The Legend of Zelda : A Link to the Past

Super NES ProStrategy Guide (Part 2)

Complete map of the Dark World!

Cover: Courtesy of Namco. Capcom. and EA Spoi
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Triple nay '98! Page 84.
OverBloodI Page 68.

Arcade

30
PC GamePro

52
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Nintendo 64
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Bomberman!

Page 58.

PlayStation
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GTIClub 33

Sports

Pages

84

Role-Player's

Realm

96 The Legend ofZeUa 64!

Page 96.
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Hang Pilot 33

HardBalie 88

Harvest Moon 96

The House of ttie Dead 32

Interstate '76 56

Ken Griffey Jr. Baseball 88

The King of Fighters '97 35

The Legend of Zelda 64 96

IVIDK 52
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Magical Drop III 34

Major League Baseball '97 88
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Street Fighter 35

Mass Destruction 74
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Scorcher 76
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Spawn: The Eternal 40
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Syndicate Wars 47

Tekken3 30
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Thunder Truck Rally 69

Top Skater 32
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Triple Play '98 84

VMX Racing 90

VR Baseball '97 88

Vampire Savior 35

Virtue Striker2 32
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War Gods 62

World Series Baseball '98 86

Spawn: The Eternal! Page 40.

14 Head-2-Head: Letter

from the GamePros

14 The Mail

15 Art Attack

16 Buyers Beware -^
The consumer's hotline!

18 ProNews

22 NetPro

Online gaming with Kali, the

Arena, VR-1 , and Engage

26 ^6 Cutting Edge
High-powered new generation

arcade systems!

28 GamePro Labs

The Proview TV Box and the

TV Genie

30 Hot at the Arcades

On the scene at the ASI Show!

35 Overseas Prospects

Maivel Super Heroes vs.

Street Fighter, Vampire

Savior, and other new

Japanese arcade games!

38 Sneak Previews

Dul<e Nul<em 3D, Spawn:

The Eternal, Mega Man X4,
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MDK, Interstate 76, Blood,
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and more!
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Download The Demo
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Letter from the GamePros

^aving just spent $200 on Nintendo's latest s^

owners are flooding our offices with questions about th_.

new 64DD disl< drive Nintendo expects to release later this year

(see "The 64DD Gets Real," March). We don't blame gamers for
;

being nervous. "SIvrsqrl" correctly reminds us that we've all seen ;

the Sega CD, 32X, Jaguar CD, and other add-ons crash 'n' burn. |
Even Nintendo's own CD add-on for the Super NES never made ;:

it out of the lab.
\

The difference, however, is that in many cases those add-ons

were to be replacements for their host systems, whereas the

64DD will primarily be an enhancement to the N64. The 64DD i

^^^^_^,^,^^^^ isn't going to replace the N64, not

Disk Drive ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ™^^ supposed to ;

make you want to stop playing the
DOUBTS

16-bit Genesis.

Since it records and reads data

on a removable CD cartridge, the 64DD's most powerful asset will

be its ability to save game information. You'll be able to take char-

acters you've created (like your jet skiers in Wave Race 64) to a

friend's house and play with or against theirs. You'll even be able

to purchase CD cartridges that contain new characters and levels

for your existing games. If Nintendo also releases an N64 modem
(like the prototype that CamePro saw at the Shoshinkai Show in

November '96), you may even be able to use the 64DD to down-

load gameplay data or demos from the Internet. Who knows, you

may even be able to play games online!

True, there may be some games (very possibly The Legend

of Zelda 64 and Mario RPC 64) that will require you to own the

64DD. But N64 cartridge games will still be the primary focus

for Nintendo. After all, the N64 is off to a record-setting start. By

the time the 64DD is available in late 1997 or 1998, there will be

millions of N64 gamers with a ton of cartridge games.

It's smart to study all your options carefully before you buy

game hardware. Nintendo's being very deliberate, and as Game-

Pros, you should be, too.

The GamePros

comments.gamepro@gamepro.com
San Mateo, CA

GamePro

Nintendo's
Disks

1am very pleased with my
Nintendo 64, but I fear

that the N64 disk drive is go-

ing to be another worthless

add-on. There has never been

a good add-on for any video

game system. The only way

the 64DD is a good idea is if it

improves the N64 and doesn't

replace it. By that I mean they

^should still make games that

ijse the standard N64. If Nin-

Bndo wants the best for its

Consumers, then don't make

|he N64 disk drive mandatory!

"sivrsqrl"

i\i Internet

foach Kyle replies:

f raise a point that many
bther gamers are worried

jbout. See our adjacent "Let-

er from tlie GamePros" for

f complete response.

|m concerned about the

i|DD. Why would Nintendo

; me buy another disk-

|)ased system when I just

|ot done spending over $600

an the N64 and its cartridge

ames? They're pushing us

30 far.

Keith Farrell

• Copperas Cove, TX

Nintendo pushing you too far

ly asking you to pay for yet an-

otlier game fonnat?

hat's all this talk about car-

idge games not being as

od as CD games? If you ask

me, cartridge games are light-

years beyond CD games. Not

for the gaming quality, but be-

cause they last longer. Sure,

CD games are cheaper to

make and the music is better,

but you can wreck them in a

heartbeat. For instance, I just

bought Tekken 2. Unfortu-

nately, my little sister broke

into my room, picked up my
game, and broke it in two!

That's $59.99 down the drain.

Would that ever happen to

your cartridges?

"JBaskin596"

via Internet

Dr. Devon replies:

No, I don't thinl< I'd let your

sister break into my room and

bust one ofmy games either,

but you're right about the

longevity factor We don't get

any letters from readers com-

plaining that their cartridges

were scratched or that they

froze up. Then again, isn't it

nice to see Saturn and Play-

Station games priced under

$50, when N64 games are of

ten $70?

Games 'n' gear

Is
Nintendo working on

some sort of gun periph-

eral for the N64?

Miguel Alcantara

Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic

Air Hendrix replies:

A Nintendo spokesperson told

us that "there are no immedi-

ate plans for a gun periph-

eral, and in fact there are no

shooter games in the works

that would even use a gun."

June ISS7



The
Magazine Biz

(heard that E3 will be open

for one day to the public

this year. Is this true?

Josh Reisner

St. Louis, MO

The Net Nut replies:

That rumor's been circulating

ail spring. Sorry, but the Elec-

tronic Entertainment Expo,

which is held in Atlanta June

19-21, won't be open to the

public. You'll have to read up-

coming issues ofCamePro to

get all the E3 info about hot

new games.

We're Not
Perfekt

In January's "PC CamePro"

we stated that "most PC

games are rated by the Re-

creation Software Advisory

Council" (RSAC). Douglas

Lowenstein of the Interactive

Digital Software Asso

elation (IDSA)

wrote to point tf\^
out that the ^ji

Entertainment

Software Ratings

Board (ESRB) has

rated over 1000

PC titles, as com-

pared to the 400

games rated by the

RSAC. CamePro re-

grets the error.

Reader Report

^l^tlUVCM

Seth Kaplan asks for

Sylvester StaHone's oddress.

Write to the stc? of Demolifion

Man and Judge Dredda^ his

management company:

Sylvester Stallone

7685 Debeaubien Dr.

Orlando, FL 32835

The company and avail-

ability date were miss-

ing from the preview

of X-COM: Apocalypse

(see "PC CamePro," May)

X-COM is published by

MicroProse and will be avail-

able in June. CamePro regrets

the error

In March your faithful Reader Reporter asked

you to identify your best and worst games of

all time (see 'Head2Head," March). Here are

the six games you'd want on a desert island,

and those you'd toss into the sea:

Best Games:

Resident Evil (PlayStation)

Sonic CD (Sega CD)

Super Mario 64 (Nintendo 64)

Super Mario World (Super NES)

Tekken 2 (PlayStation)

Warcraft II (PC)

Worst Games:

Braindead 13 (Saturn)

Dynamite Headdy (Genesis)

Highlander (Jaguar)

Mo Hawk & Headphone Jack (Super NES)

Time Killers (Genesis)

Ultraverse Prime (Sega CD)

Dizzying gameplay made some of

our readers want to pull the plug

on Mo Hawk & Headpltone Jack.

Pick of the Month

Jim Benton, Bloomlield, Ml

Whaddayg Think?

This is your magazine, so tell us what you'd

like to see in it. Send your suggestions to:

GamePro Magazine
DewlAlor

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

We (onnol publish all letters and e-mail

messages, and we cannot send personal

replies to your letters or e-nuA Josepti Morrison, Bloomlngdale, GA

ail us your comments through America 0\

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address

comments.gamepro@gamepro.com

EAMEPRO® June 1SS7



By The Watch Dog

The weather's heating up, and so are some of our

readers who are getting hot under the collar over

their recent purchases.

Q I recently tried to

buy a Nintendo

64 for $100 from

someone over the Internet. I

sent him cash, and he sent me
nothing. Is there any way to

get the N64 or my money back?

Kenjiro Yagi, San Jose, GV See ya, C-mte.

A The Watch Dog replies:

' Basic advice for Internet transactions: Don't blindly

mail cash or give out credit card numbers! Re-

quest that goods you want to buy arrive COD (Cash On Deliv-

ery). And try to deal with reputable companies with established

Web sites rather than some anonymous person who only has an

e-mail address.

Now, here's how to report bogus deals. First, call your local

Post Office and ask for the number of the Postal Inspector Mail

fraud is a federal offense that the Postal Service takes very seri-

ously Second, look at the seller's e-mail address. Copy every-

thing after the "§" symbol {@juno.com, for instance). Before the

"@" symbol, type "webmaster," then send an e-mail to this ad-

dress (webmaster@juno.com, for example) explaining your

predicament. The webmaster for that person's Internet service

may help you.

Unfortunately, any deal that sounds too good to be true

probably is.

Q The joystick on my
N64 controller is

* sticking badly! Is

there any way to clean it without

voiding my warranty?

Tom Erickson via Internet A sticky situation

A A Nintendo Consumer Services rep replies:

"We've had many calls from gamers whose joy-

sticks got stuck, and in almost every case the

problem has resulted from spilled food or drinks. To clean the

joystick, unplug the controller from the system, then get a clean

l.ll!.P,IJJI llfJil '

lai! us your product complaints through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

buyers_beware.gamepro@gamepro.com

toothbrush and a glass of hot (but not boiling) water Wet the

toothbrush, then carefully scrub all around the joystick. Do a

slow, thorough job and work the bristles down as far as possible.

Then wipe off the controller and let it dry overnight. If it works

better, repeat the cleaning process. Definitely don't submerge the

controller in water, and don't use any cleansers other than water

If the joystick still sticks, call 800/255-3700, and Nintendo's Con-

sumer Services will make sure your problem is solved."

Q I just bought Rally

" Cross for the Play-

Station, and the

package said that you can choose

from six tracks and three types

of weather conditions. When I

turned on the game, however,

1 couldn't select any of these

options, even though they're

shown on an options screen.

Is my game broken?

"Silver676" via Internet

/^fi
h ./-'

IKffl faces = Wm options

A A Sony Customer Service rep explains:

* "You have to earn those options. If you race a full

season and finish first overall, the options are 'un-

locked.' You can then select the six tracks and three weather

conditions shown on the options screen."

Q I still can't find a

Nintendo 64 for

' sale in stores. Is

there a phone number I can call

to order a system?

Alex Allred, Bedford, TX

A The Watch Dog
' replies:

• Nintendo doesn't

sell N64s via phone order. However, they can help you find

them at a local retailer Call 800/255-3700, then press 2, then

press 1 , to access taped lists of toy stores, electronics stores, de-

partment stores, and mail-order catalogs that carry the N64. You

can also speak to a live Consumer Services rep at this number.

t GamePro, listening is what we do best. When you have a

problem with a product or feel you've been ripped off, we

i want to know. If you have a complaint about a product,

' write to:

GamePro 's Buyers Beware
P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

imissing in action

CAMEPRO (2) June 1897
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• 10 all new arenas, and this time they're enclosed.

• 30 characters. 12 completely new, each armed with their own deadly weapon.

Select from an unbelievable 30 frames per second or an even faster 60 frames per second.

• Unique save/ranking feature holds your place between matches. • 2 player mode.

• Dozens of brand new fighting combos. • Improved game and control dynamics.

'MiJ^' http://www.playmatestoys.com

PIE '
IS a trademark of Playmates Interactive Entertainment. Battle Arena Toshinden 3 and its characters are trademarks of

Takara Co. Ltd-' 1997 All rights reserved. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with th

game console. PlayStation and PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. 1,,^.



June 1997

Nintendo 64 Jumps on $149 Bandwagon
As expected, in March Nintendo of America slashed $50 off the price of the Nintendo 64 throughout North America, thus lowering the system's

suggested price to $149.95. The N64 now matches the price of the Sony PlayStation, which also dropped to $149 just two weeks earlier. Unlike

Sony, which also cut $10 off new PlayStation games the saine day it cut the system price, Nintendo didn't cut the price of its N64 games (mo.st

N64 games debut at $60-$80, depending on the retailer).

Nintendo and Sony are locked in a hard-fought war for con-

sumer dollars, and each has stats to support a claim at the top spot.

While the nine-month-old N64 has been selling faster than any U.S.

system in history (almost twice as fast as the PlayStation), the 21-

month-old PlayStation still has a much larger installed base around

the worid (over 13 million owners globally versus about 5 million

for the N64).

As attractive as the new $149 figure is, it's probably only a

steppingstone to an even lower price. Many experts predict that

both companies will reduce their prices to the $99-$119 range in

time for Christmas.

Sega, meanwhile, is standing on the sidelines watching the

two leaders slug it out. So far the Saturn price remains at $199,

but Sega points out that pack-in games are included with the sys-

tem. Game prices appear to be the focal point of Sega's strategy:

At the same time Nintendo and Sony were slashing their system

prices, Sega announced that it was extending its Christmas '96

offer of three free games with a new Saturn and also cut prices

by half on some of its Japanese games. Further price cuts on

Saturn games in both Japan and the U.S. are expected this year.

Goin' Hollywood
This is shaping up to be a year when software companies decide

they oughta be in pictures. Longtime gamemaker Namco has de-

cided to get into the movie business by joining with Sony and the

computer-graphics company Polygon Pictures to form a new

moviemaking venture called Dream Pictures Studio. According

to Namco, Dream Pictures will create "digital content for computer

graphics-based films and entertainment software." However, there

may be more specific announcements coming soon, as industry in-

siders speculate that Dream Pictures Studio's first product will be

a full-length computer-generated film version of Tekken, Namco's

popular series of fighting games.

Also jumping on the moviemaking bandwagon is Sega

Enterprises Ltd., which has joined with Bandai to produce

four animated videos in Japan. These videos will be the first

joint products resulting from the proposed Sega-Bandai merger

announced last month. The videos will be based on the popular

Japanese RPG Sakura Wars, and a new video will appear every

other month. There's no word yet on whether the game or the

Inside Scoop

• Great news for sports gamers: EA Sports is bringing some of its top-rated

games to the Nintendo 64. Under a recent agreement with Nintendo that ex-

tends for the next few years, EA Sports will have 64-bit versions of some of its

best-selling titles ready for the first half of 1 998. No specific tides have been an-

nounced yet, but the likely suspects include Madden NFL, NBA Live, NHL, and

Triple Play. The compan/s first N64 sports tide, RFA Soccer 64, was released

in late March.

• Buoying up a company in need of a hit, Electronic Arts has invested in Acco-

lade, the long-time developer and publisher of the Bubsy games. According to

the agreement, EA will distribute all new Accolade games, including the upcom-

ing NFL Legends Football '98 for the PC and HardBall 6 for the PlayStation

and PC.

• The next Warcraft game is going to get

a whole new look. Blizzard Entertainment

has announced that Warcraft Adventures:

Lord of the Clans, the third chapter in the

epic Warcraft saga, is going to be a fan-

tasy adventure game, not a real-time strat-

egy game like its predecessors. The Win-

Warcraft Adventuns brings an ^^^ 95 ^^j ,^3^ ^ ^^ould be out in

exciting new look to the War- r ^,
. time ror Chnstmas.

cratt series.

• Sega has brought its superstar mascot to the PC in a new compilation disc.

Called the Sonic & Knuckles Collection and priced at under $30, the Windows

95 CD includes three games with enhanced sounds and graphics: Sonic the

Hedgehog 3, Sonic & Knuckles, and Sonic 3 and Knuckles.

• To revive its sagging fortunes, Sega of America (SOA) has appointed two

new executives to key positions within the company. Interestingly, both are

former vice presidents at Sony and helped successfully launch the PlayStation.

Bennie Stolar is SOA's new chief operating officer in charge of expanding the

North American business operations. And now heading Sega's software de-

velopments (including all console and Net Link games) is Shuji Utsumi. They

will join the team led by the company's chief executive oflFicer and chainnan,

Shoichiro Irimajiri, who assumed the top spot at Sega last summer (see

"ProNews," October '96).
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m.
movies will come stateside.

Disney and Pixar Ani-

mation Studios are reteam-

ing to make a sequel to the

1995 hit movie Toy Story.

Tim Allen and Tom Hanks

have both signed on to

reprise their roles as the

voices of Buzz Lightyear

and Woody, respectively. Sakura Wars, a top-selling RP6 in

The movie is expected to Japan, goes to video.

be a direct-to-video release sometime in 1998, but no game has been

announced yet.

All this movie news comes after Square had already announced

that it was creating the computer graphics for some new unnamed
movies (see "ProNews," November '96) and after Capcom's spring

announcement that a $25 million Resident Evil flick is in the works

for a 1998 release (see "Head2Head," May). Coming in August, of

course, is Mortal Komhat Annihilation, Hollywood's sequel to 1995 's

Mortal Komhat movie.

News from the Tokyo Game Show
April's Tokyo Game Show introduced some familiar names in familiar

games. The biggest announcement concerned Tekken 3. Verifying the

many aimors that had been swirling around the Internet for months,

Namco said tliat its masterful arcade hit is coming to the PlayStation,

probably in time for Christmas. No screen shots or details on the game
were available (see next month's E3 preview for the latest on the home
version of Tekken 3.

Also shown at the Tokyo

show was the next Sonic

the Hedgehog game.

It'll be a real blast

to the past: Called

Sonic Jam, it will com-

pile four previously re-

leased 16-bit Sonic games

(Sonic 1,2, 3, and Sonic &
Knuckles) onto one Sat-

urn disc. There's also

a visual tour of various

elements from Sonic's

past, such as box art and

character profiles. The game should

be out this month in Japan; there's

still no definite U.S. release date. Q

Neujs Bits

1S!^.
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Hot News from GamePro Online
flmerica Online users can now get daily game nevys updates. Use the keyword

GAMEPRO to access GamePro Online, ilien head straight to the Hot News

section to get the latest video game news. You can also read daily updates of

news In the GamePro Online Web site at http://www.gamepro.com.

• Electronic Arts has scored a coup by securing the distribution rights (and

some publishing rights) to upcoming games made by DreamWoH<s Interac-

tive. T>ie first game to be launched under the new deal will be TTie Lost

World: Jurassic Park for the PlayStation, which is due out soon.

• Fans of the almost-extinct 16-bit Sega systems have something to look for-

ward to. Sega has announced that The Lost WoHd: Jurassic Park, will appear

on the Genesis and Game Gear, hopefully in eariy summer. It'll be the first

new game for these two systems in almost six months; probably the last '97

release for either system is Worid Series Baseball '98 for the Genesis. As for

the Super NES, Midway has announced that it has one last 16-bit game up its

sleeve: Due later this summer is the Atari Collection 1, a compilation carl with

Centipede, Tempest, Battie Zone, Missile Command, Super Breakout, and

Asteroids. It'll be the final 16-bit offering from the company that brought

MK3 and Doom to the SNES. Watch our "16-Bit Gamer's Survival Guide"

for more 16-bit info.

• In other news concerning

dead or dying systems, you

may be able to find some

newJaguar games to play.

Although it's been a year

since the system officially

expired (see "ProNews,"

May '96), in recent months

Telegames has quiedy re-

leased four new carts for

the Jag (Towers II, Breakout

2000, Worms, and Zero 5),

The fb^lnm Soldier received a 5.0 FmFac-
t^o new CDs for the Jag CD

tor rating in March '95; the release of these- C™" Soldier 2 and Worid

quel should be heartwarming news for those Tour Racing), and even two

scarce and patient Jag owners. new Lynx games (Raiden

and Fat Bobby). These games are available only via direct order. Visit the

Telegames home page (http://www.telegames.com) for ordering info.

• Apple Computers, designers of the Pippin game station for kids, has been

suffering through major financial tur-

moil in recent months and has laid off

thousands of employees. As a result,

Apple may be saying adios to the Pip-

pin. Apple execs have denied that the

company has already scrapped the

fledgling system, but they've admitted

that such an idea has been discussed. '^W'" '" ''*'"'

The Pippin has never taken ofl^in the U.S. as hoped-some analysts suggest

it has reached only 20 percent of its sales target in its second year of release.

• SegaSoft has inked a deal to bring the popular Grossology books to disc.

You'd remember these illustrated books if you saw them: They explain the

science behind such attractive topics as projectile vomiting and zits. A hybrid

Windows/Mac CD-ROM called Grossology: The Science of Really Gross

Things will hit stores next Christmas. If that isn't gross enough for you, a

Hollywood production company is developing a combination live action/ani-

mated TV show for Saturday mornings.
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Online Gamino
If you're lookin' for multiplayer games, here are

four more services competing in tlie online gaming wars.
By The Net Nut

n recent issues CamePm has detailed such high-

profile online gaming services as TEN (see "Ten-hut!,"

February) and Mplayer (see "Mplayer IVIadness," March).

But these aren't the only services that can hook you up

for furious online head-to-head gameplay Here's the

lowdown on Kali, the Arena, VR-1 , and Engage.

Krazy 'bout Kali

One of the biggest factors gamers must consider when they commit

to online gaming is the cost. Participating in multiplayer games like

Quake and Duke Nukem 3D on TEN and Mplayer can cost over 520

a month. This is where Kali differs from other online gaming services.

ri Full unlimited lifetime access to

t multiplayer gaming on the Internet

via Kali will set you back only 520—

; that's once, not every month!

Kali works this financial magic

by scaling down its services. You

don't share in expansive commu-

I I nity activities such as contests and

Located at http://www.kali.net. Kali tournaments that you get with
is one of the most affordable online j^^ „^^ ^^^ ^„|, ^ ^^

,

.

gaming services (up and running far '

,

' ^

three years, ifs also one of the old- tech voice chat and Scnbbletalk

est). The name comes hvm India, communications that Mplayer
«,here Kali is the goddess of death

^ffg^s. Kali doesn't have flashy
and destruction.

, , , ,

graphics like the other services,

and they don't hype any big-name exclusive games. Kali merely pro-

vides you with some software to download. This software connects you

to Kali servers which then enable you to connect to other people who

are playing games on the Internet. Unlike TEN and Mplayer, Kali

servers do not optimize the online gameplay, so the speed of the game

is determined by the speed of your hardware, primarily your modem and

the modems of the other players. Sound inexpensive and easy? It is.

In addition to the low cost, Kali has some good features that have

helped it attract over 100,000 members. One is the easy startup: Just

go to the Kali Web site {http://www.kali.iiei) and register to download the

Kali software. Then all you do Is scan a list of games going on around

the country to see what's playing.

Other Kali features include real-time chat and profiles of players.

You can also check another player's modem speed (called "ping time")

so you know who your computer is compatible with to get the best

gaming experience (players with mismatched modem speeds can get

choppy gameplay).

[ MicoHMtl IfMOf infp-..
]

[ HIPWBMllnlB... ]

NB I»lainman I
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Kali's Web site offers links to the

home pages of its games, including

the NovaLogic page for Werewolf vs.

Comanche 2.0.

[ tfpdilB taruTi— )

Kali 5 game list is impressive
^i,„ .p^^m, g,„^,_ ,„ ,^^ ,g^^^

and includes such familiar names left corner is info about the server,

as Duke Nukem 3D, Quake, and '"""""''"S the number of users.

Warcraft II (as with TEN and Mplayer,

you must own your own copy of these games—you can't download

complete games from Kali). What's more, this spring Kali added soft

ware for Mac owners. For economical gaming without all the extras,

a trip to Kali can't be beat.

Konnectin' with Kali

• URL: http://www.kaii.net

• Cost: one-time S20 fee

• Current games: Over tv;o dozen, including Quake, Duke Nukem 3D,

Command & Conquer, Mortal Kombat 3, and Warcraft 2

• Hardware requirements: 486/50 PC or 68000 Mac

• Operating system: DOS or Win 95 (PC), System 7,0 or later (Mac)

• Modem: 14.4 baud (28,8 is highly recommended)

• Must have Internet connection

Step into tlie Arena
For people who want to subscribe to more than one gaming service

the Arena is a convenient way to play and pay. The Arena, which is

part of Earthlink, connects several

online gaming services into one,

so that by visiting the Arena Web site

(http://www.earthlink.net/thearena) reg-

istered users can seamlessly access

games from each individual service

from one location. In addition, the The Arena's Harpoon Online is Arii

separate bills for the different ser-
'"""ipl^yerjnaritime mrgame wt.

-1

-i.
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««
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vices are consolidated into a single the North Atlantic
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Forget your old system.

Get the new Nintendo

64—better color and

better graphics, so it's

easy on the eyes. And
now, it's better priced.

Just $149.99. See?

And the coupon for an

extra $10 off any

Nintendo 64 game
worth a look, too.

TAKE $10 OFF ANY NINTENDO 64 GAME
TITLE PRICED AT OVER $40.

Offer valid 5/15 to 7/15/97. To receive $10 certificate you must mail this coupon along — — —r-
with your register receipt showing purchase of your Nintendo 64 title at any Babbage's Name (Please print)

or Software, Etc. store. In order to qualify for the $10 certificate the product purchased

must be $40 or above. Coupon and receipt must be received by July 31, 1997. Upon Address
receipt, you can redeem certificate to receive $10 toward the purchase of any Nintendo

64 title priced at $40 or above at any Babbage's or Software Etc. store. Allow 46 weeks

for delivery of certificate. Limit i coupon per customer. No photocopies of coupon or receipt City / State / Zip

accepteo. Mail this coupon and your register receipt to:
Babbage's Etc. Marketing Department

2250 Wiiliann D. Tate Avenue

Grapevine, TX 76051_ ^^^^ (irapevine, ix iwiti

soft ware Q^ sabbages
TM, 19, StarFox 64, Nintendo 64 and the 3-D "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.



monthly statement that totals less than S2 for every hour of gameplay

(and you need only one password instead of multiple passwords for

all the different services). At press time, the Arena united Engage, Aries,

and the ImagiNation Network to give subscribers over a dozen games

to play (including a card game for the Mac), with more services and about

50 games scheduled to be available by late summer.

If you're worned about latency problems, the Arena avoids the whole

issue. Most of the Engage, Aries, and ImagiNation Network games fall

in the strategy genre (Warcraft II, Diablo, and Casino Poker), not the fast

shooting genre (such as Quake) which requires extremely low latencies.

A self-described "one-stop shop" for online gaming, the Arena also

offers all the extra features of Engage, Aries, and the ImagiNation Net-

work. There are tournaments and contests, real-time chat, an Equip-

ment Depot selling hardware and software, and even an encyclopedia

of gaming terms. While it may not appeal to hard-core shooter fans,

the Arena is still a good, convenient showcase for online games.

The Areua's community activities in-

clude Units to Web sites and news-

groups that discuss game strategy.

The Arena uses Jetsons-/*e space

stations and witty text to present

all its options.

Enter the Arena
' URL: http://www.earthlink.net/thearena

•Cost:S1.75perlioiir

• Current games: Over a dozen, including Air Warrior. Warcraft II. Diablo.

Harpoon Online, Macintosh Casino Poker

' Minimum hardv>/are requirements: 486 PC or Mac LC III. 8 MB RAM
' Operating system: Win 95 (PC) or System 7.1 (Mac)

' Minimum modem requirement: 14.4 baud

• Must have Internet connection

Sound card, joystick, and mouse recommended

Newbies: VR-1 and Engage
Two more online gaming sites worth checking out are VR-1 and En-

gage. Both are brand-new and are gradually assembling a full comple-

ment of online multiplayer games. VR-1 (http://www.vr1.com) started

as a site devoted primarily to digital comics like MegaBot and Animal

Kingdom. Right now there are six one-player arcade-style games up

and running, all at no charge. The titles may be new (Orn Attack, Orn

Patrol, Fishin' wit' Raunchy, HyperPlasmaBall, X3 DFN/DR, EDM Signal

Isolation System), but the gameplay will seem familiar (Orn Attack, for

example, is basically Asteroids).

Multiplayer games that promise to throw you into arenas against hun-

dreds of live gamers are coming from VR-1 later this year, though. Of these,

Engage (http://www.engagegairies.com)

offers multiplayer games (such as

Castles II) that can't be played else-

where online.

Commg soon to Engage are four more
multiplayer games: Shattered Steel,

Dragon Dice, Battlechess 4000, and
Rolemaster: Bladelands.

the flight sim Air Attack and the underwater strategy game SARAC

Project are the most promising. The cost of multiplayer games hasn't

been established yet.

And finally. Engage Games Online launched this spring after a

lengthy beta test (http://www.engagegames.com). Engage is an online

gaming service from which you download games to play. The initial

games include Engage exclusives such as Rolemaster: Magestorm and

Splatterball, with more to come soon (see "Online Gaming 101, "Janu-

ary). Chat areas and bulletin boards are among the other services pro-

vided by Engage.

Unlike TEN and Mplayer, Engage charges different "pay-per-play"

fees rather than monthly subscription fees. These hourly fees of either

SI. 95 or S2.50 (for advertising-free gaming) are actually tallied by the

minute, so a quick online game may run you only a few cents. While

the hourly charges may add up for devoted subscribers after a long

month of gameplay, casual users may find these prices (and these ex-

clusive games) good reasons to get Engaged. Q

When it debuts, VR-Vs Air Attack will

strap you in the cockpit of a classic

marbird such as a l^ustang or Spitfire,

with hundreds of opponents ready to

blast you from the European sky

SARAC Project is VR-1's upcoming

strategy game that puts you at

the helm of a small sub in an

undersea colony. Currently, you

can play six one-player games

VR-1 and Engage
• VR-1s URL: http://www.vr1.com

• Engages URL: http://www.engagegames.com

• Minimum system requirements for both: 486 PC, Win 95. 14.4 modem.
Internet connection

• Current games for VR-1: Orn Attack. Orn Patrol. Fishin' wit' Raunchy, Hyper-

PlasmaBall. X3 DFN/DR. EDM Signal Isolation System

• Cost for VR-1: Free for current library of one-player games: cost to play

multiplayer games not yet determined

• Current games for Engage: Castles II. Rolemaster: Magestorm. Descent On-

line. Virtual Pool, Warcraft II, and Splatterball

' Cost for Engage: SI.95 or S2.50 per hour (vi/ithout ads)

E-mail us your comments through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

comments.gameproig)gamepro.com
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MMHEWr
For Sony PlayStation™

"Strategy fans should definitely enlist in this war."

— Game Pro

"This is an amazing game, like nothing any

console gamer has ever played before."

— EGM 2

i.»U'

"Plain and simple, C&C is one of

the greatest games of all time."

— Game Informer

"Command & Conquer is simply the best

PlayStation release of the year."

— Games Domain
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Over 60 missions,

including 20

bonus missions
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Looking for the latest video game hardware? Check out the arcades!

By the Whizz

Sure the buzz is about

console systems, but ar-

cade systems are powering up

for heavy-duty action, too. Vir-

tua Fighter 3 continues to turn

more than a few heads, thanks

to Sega's Power PC-powered

Model 3 arcade board (see

"Hot at the Arcades," July '96).

Now a new generation of ar-

cade games based on a new

generation of arcade hardware

from coin-op champs like

Namco, Konami, Atari, Cap-

com, and Taito is poised for

token-melting action.

Namco's System IZ
it's no surprise that Tekken,

Tekken 2, and Soul Edge ver. 2

took the PlayStation and the

arcades by storm. They're

powered by Namco's System

11 arcade board, which is

based on 32-bit Sony Play-

Namco's System 12 powers
Tekken 3.

Station technology, enabling

Namco arcade games to make

a swift and easy transition

home. But the System 12, ac-

cording to Namco, is 1.5 times

faster than the System 11,

which is why Tekken 3 looks

like an instant winner (see

"Arcade World '97," this issue).

Additionally, the System 12

makes possible higher graph-

ics resolution and cool inter-

active backgrounds. How? Try

dual PlayStation-style CPUs.

VJhat's Hot at the Arcades:

Tekken 3—what else!

Konami's
Cobra System
Thanks to a collaboration

with IBM, Konami's Cobra

gets its bite from three Power

PC processors. Cobra's specs

boast polygon-handling per-

formance of up to 5 million

polygons/second at up to

250 million pixels per second.

Graphics resolutions range

from 640x400 pixels up to

1280x1024 pixels. For com-

parison, Sega's Model 3 board

used in Virtua Fighter 3 maxes

at 1 million polygons and at

640x480 pixel resolution.

Not at the Arcades: No games

announced at press time,

though arcade game-watchers

are buzzing about a Cobra

3D fighting game demo at

arcade trade shows.

Capcom'sCPSIII
Capcom's prepared to go all

the way with 2D animated-

graphics fighting games.

Street Fighter III; New Genera-

tion (see "Arcade World '97,"

this issue) appears courtesy

of a new 32-bit video plat-

form, the CPS III, which uses

a CD-ROM drive and 776 mega-

bits of system RAM. The CPS II

powered Street Fighters for

years, but Capcom says the

CPS III can produce graphics

that are four times more color-

ful and 200 percent smoother!

For example, Ryu's Hadoken

attack, reportedly animated by

four frames of animation in

Capcom believes the CIV III will

turn 2D fighting into an anhnated
work of art.

Street Fighter Alpha, is now
being buffed by a whopping

14 frames of animation.

Hot at the Arcades: Street

Fighter III: New Generation

Rtari Comes'
VooDoo Graphics
Atari Games hopes VooDoo

can produce arcade magic.

VooDoo Graphics is a power-

ful but low-cost 3D graphics

accelerator chip set built

by 3Dfx and originally

designed for PCs. This

means Atari's VooDoo
units, unlike the Sega

Model 3, are relatively in-

expensive to produce and

are still capable of push-

ing 1 million polygons

per second like the Model 3.

Moreover, the Nintendo 64

uses a graphics chip design

similar to the VooDoo, and

Atari arcade units, the N64,

and the PlayStation all house

MIPS processors, so Atari

games have a slick pipeline

into console systems as well

as into PCs.

Hot at the Arcades: San Fran-

cisco Rush, Wayne Cretzky 3D
Hockey, Mace: The Dark Age

Taito'sWoifSOfM
Like Atari Games, Taito is also

using 3Dfx VooDoos in its

Wolf arcade systems. Unlike

the proprietary Atari hard-

ware, Taito's arcade unit will

be totally PC-based. The Wolf

represents the first use of PC-

standard graphics and system

components in a Japanese

coin-op unit.

Hot at the Arcades: Psychic

Force 2

SNK'sNeoCeo64
At press time, no specs were

available for the SNK Neo-Geo

64. Watch out for the system's

arcade debut set for August

with Samurai Shodown 64. t3

Some Online Info
Namco Arcade Products

http://www.nnmco.com/NAI/index.iitml

VooDoo Graphics Systems

hllp://www.Sdl\.com

Konami Cobra System

htlp://www.l(onami.com/cobrap.iitm
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ri^;. /^ H Player's Guide to
— Bower Peripherals

tuners take oyer! Need a TV but don't have the room?
Let yourJPC handle your viewing needs. -

By The Lab Rat

SPECIAL REPORT

ig this: You come home

— from class, you've spent

all day listening to your profes-

sor droning on and on about

the Battle of Antwerp, and now

youjust want to relax a little,

watch an hour or so of TV,

then get to your homework.

The problem is:

- Your dorm room is too

crowded for a TV

Your little brother/sister

or mother/father is hogging

the living room TV set

You like your privacy, but

you can't afford a new TV
for your room

'Your parents are just too

damn cheap

Aver Media and Proview know

just how you feel. They've

come up with affordable,

easy-to-install TV tuners for

your personal computer,

called the TV Genie and the

TV Box. Now you can enjoy

watching television on your

computer monitor without

buying a new television.

What's even better is

that you can also play video

games on your PC through

the AV hookup, or even

connect a VCR or other AV

device, making your PC a

true multimedia machine.

Hook your PlayStation and

VCR to the tuner, and you can

play Tekken 2, watch Termina-

tor 2, or write Term Paper #2

all on the same machine.

Both units operate on the

same principle; instead of

using complicated add-on

video boards that may in-

terfere with your system's

hardware configuration, the

units act as a VGA bypass

for your video connector In

other words, the TV signal is

filtered through the tuner, and

that signal is then sent to your

Proview TV Box

System: PC or Mac

Price: $119

Available: Now

Features: Full-channel

auto-scanning, 24-bit true

color, built-in mini-speaker,

ability to work on computer

and listen to your TV at the

same time (so you can work

during the commercials!).

Contact: Proview

714-379-4455

monitor It's kind of like using

the VCR as a cable tuner

Electronic

Couch Potatoes
We tested both units on a

PowerMac 8100/80 and an

Acer Aspire P200. Both tuner

units come in a basic four-

piece set—you get the tuner, a

VGA cable, power supply, and

a remote control. Although

both units are compatible with

Macs and PCs, you will need

to purchase adapters to fit the

pin sets on the Mac cables.

The installation for both

tuners is a snap. You discon-

nect the VGA cord, plug it

into the tuner, then plug the

provided cable from the tuner

back into the computer There

are slots on both units for stan-

dard video and audio inputs

and outputs, and although

there's an optional teletext/

closed-caption signal for the

Proview, only the TV Genie

comes with an S-Video input

option (which should provide

a clearer signal). The TV Genie,

however, requires you to pro-

vide your own sound (exter-

nal speakers), while the TV
Box has a small speaker built

in. Otherwise, both systems

are nearly identical.

Now you're ready to rock.

With the remote, you can

TV Genie

System: PC or Mac

Price: $149

Available: Now

Features: Auto scan, on-

screen display. Sleep and

Timer functions. An alternate

sound output (like speakers)

is required.

Contact: Aver Media
510-770-9899

Web: www.aver.com

switch between TV video

games, and your PC with the

flick of a button. Attach the

co-ax input to a cable TV line

or a really good antenna (the

standard cheap RF antenna

we used gave us really bad

reception) and you've got

high-resolution, low-radiation

emission viewing on your PC.

For the money ($119 msrp for

the Proview TV Box, and $149

msrp for the TV Genie), it sure

beats buying a 19" TV

iMEPRO ^^ June 1997
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Here's a wrap-up of the ASl arcade show
By Johnny Ballgame

Tekken 3 slams its way into the arcades with a game that's

faster, smoother, and more brutal than ever, delivering the

most head-smashin' fun per token of any fighting game out there.

Tekken's lineup of characters includes old favorites like Nina

and Paul, as well as new knuckle-bruisers Jin, Xiaoyu, Hwoarang,

and Eddy Gordo. The total number of fighters, however, is still

unknown due to Namco's time-release system, which unveils new
playable characters after the machine's been active in the arcade

for a certain number of hours.

Controlling your favorite fighter has never been easier as

Tekken 3 takes character movement and responsiveness to the

next level. Combos and juggles are easier to pull off, while new
wrinkles, like reversing those bone-busting ground moves, add to

the advanced maneuvers skilled players can perform.

Tekken 3 terrorizes the competition with its array of muscle-

mauling gameplay and good times. Tape up your fists and get

ready to rumble with the baddest brawlers ever assembled!

Jin Is a qirick and powerful
fighter wWi deadly combos.

PROTJP: Hwoarang's combos and
juggles are performed much like

Back's from Tekken 2.

I

PROTIP: Xlaoyu's strength conies from her

crane technique, whKh Is performed by
tapping i (IPRP).

PROTIP: Use quick, km
strikes to frustate op-

ponents trying to pull off

their big, powerful moves.

Xiaoyu literally sweeps

her men off then- feet

not quite up to

VF3's breathtaking look,

Tekken 3 still shines with stun-

ning sights of its own. Namco im-

proved the game's backgrounds

and gave Tekken 3 some of the

fastest, most fluid fighter move-

ments around.

wicked cracks of

breaking bones will chili

your spine, but the normal boots

and fists to the face don't sound

as high impact as they should.

Whether you're Eddy

Gordo doing a break-

dance-kickin' move on foois or

King supiexin' enemies into obliv-

ion, Tekken 3 provides the most

responsive controls of any ar-

cade lighting game.

PROTIP: Use King's powerful

kkks to wear down opponents

and set them up for more
deadly moves like the suplex.

Fun Factor

_^^ Tekken 3's the fiercestAa fighting game to date,

blending stylish looks with the

coolest control and gameplay your

quarters can buy. Fake fighters

better step aside-the king's back

in town.

CDMEPRO (30) June 1817



Overseas Prospects Presei^t

in Las Vegas and the AOU show in Japan
and Major Mike

HjsasMi:

SF Ill's lineup of 11 fighters indudes same

old faces.

PROTIP: Panying is the new counter

move. When an opponent attacks, tap

tlie directional toward them at the cor-

rect time to put yourselfon the offensive.

Street Fighter III: New Generation is finally here! Even

though SF Ill's a fijn fighting game, it's ultimately

disappointing because of some shallow new fighters and

a lack of fi-eshness. What you get is more of the same game

you've been playing the last six years.

Ken and Ryu are the only returning fighters, while the

new characters are a mixed lot. Newcomers like Oro and

Necro seem like they should be in a Darkstalkers game be-

cause of their strange attacks and supernatural powers.

With the exception of one new technique, the charac-

ters' moves haven't changed much, consisting of the famil-

iar quarter- and half-circle motions and charge moves. Each

character also has three super moves called Super Arts, but

only one can be executed during a fight. Parrying, the new

technique, is done by pressing into an opponent

when they attack. It also enables you to block and

then counterattack.

In all. Street

Fighter Ill's fun to

play. But the irony

here is that it makes

you look forward to

the next SF install-

ment rather than

getting you excited

about playing this

one repeatedly.

PROTIP: Ore's Electromagnetic

Blast Is great for deterring op-

ponents who like tojump in

with an attack.

One of Ken's Super Art

moves—a Shadow Hurri-

cane Kick!

PflOTIP: Stick to Ken and Ryu's effective

Dragon Punches against air attacks and
jumping opponents.

SF III has the best hand-

drawn 2D animation of

any fighting game, courtesy of

the new CPS III hardware. The

characters all move fluidly, and

the Super Art moves provide

some visual fireworks.

Sound
The crystal-clear audio

rings with intelligible

yells and victory expressions.

The musical themes for the char-

acters jam, from the tunes for

Ibuki's tranquil village to Elena's

battle on a high bridge.

SFIII scores a perfect

round with flawless con-

trols. The special moves and com-

bos are simple to execute, and

the Super Art attacks are almost

as easy.

EAMEPRI®

Fun Factor

SFIII looks and plays

great, but it isn't the

ground-shaking game we've been

expecting. It lacks the number of

moves and much of the flash that

made Street Fighter Alpha 2 and

Super Street Fighter II Turbo so

much fun to play.

Jme IS97
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The House of the Dead
Virtua Cop meets Resident Evil in Sega's

1 latest two-player ghoulish gun game. Filled

I

with blood, guts, and gore. The House of

the Dead pits players in hellish surround-

ings, forcing them to blast their way out.

The goal of the game is to rescue trapped research scientists

while destroying nearly everything in your path. Depending on

the decisions you make throughout the game, the story line,

I

scenes, and enemies change, creating a new shooting experience

every time you play.

Sega Super GT
Sega Super GT drove the show

attendees crazy with adrena-

line-filled action and racing

good times. An unbelievably

beautiful, fast, and smooth

driving game that sports im-

pressive detail, Super GT has

no equal in arcade fun, especially in mu
competition. Four courses, four cars, 60 frames,

and 1 million polygons per second make Super

GT a game not to be missed!

Top Skater
Lace up your Vans and get ready to ride the

world's first skateboard simulator. Skaters

and wannabes alike will thrill through half

pipes and ramps while pulling off amazing

maneuvers like Ollies, Three-Sixty Rips, and

Indy Nose Bones. The motion-based simula-

tor delivers an authentic skating experience

as you actually have to hop up on a board

to play the game.

Virtua Striker 2
The world's most popular sport kicks its

way into arcades with Virtua Striker 2.

Goal-scoring graphics deliver some of

the most realistic movements and stun-

ning stadiums seen

in any soccer game.

Sega's Model 3

board keeps this

baby humming

graphically at 1

million polygons

per second.

Microsoft, with the help of the Australian company

CybaNetix, is trying to revolutionize the arcade industry,

and part of their plan was unveiled at ASI. Microsoft's

idea involves loading arcades with game units that utilize

Windows 95 technology, which would enable gamers to

either access the Internet or play against others in multi-

player contests like Quake and Diablo. This new approach

would also enable arcade owners to change the games
in their machines for a relatively low cost, thereby keep-

ing their arcades fresh with the hottest new titles. And

with the emergence of MMX for the PC, Microsoft

hopes its games can keep pace with top arcade dogs

like Namco and Sega.

K/Kcroson
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Armageddon
Although not on the show

floor, Armageddon (based

on the card game Magic:

The Gathering) was shown

to CamePro editors behind the

scenes, and it hcis all the mak-

ings of a great game. Armaged-

don's an action/strategy game

that pits wizards against each

other in an arena of magic and

mayhem. You create

creatures, zap your

opponent with en-

ergy, and teleport

away from enemies as

you attempt to kill

the opposing wizard

before he kills you.

ir-MPro Alpine Racer 2
Namco's Super System 22

hardware brings skiing to life

with new courses and a new

feature that enables you to

change your view on the fly.

You can choose from three

characters and two racing

modes, Gate and Downhill.

Armadillo Racing
A trackball racing game, this

title relies more on a fast arm

than actual racing skills. You

spin the trackball to move

your racing armadillo. When
your racer reaches top speed,

he rolls into a ball. Up to four

armadillos can race against

each other in linked play.

Alpine Surfer

Surfin'—snowboard style!

In Alpine Surfer, you speed

down the slopes standing

on an actual snowboard to

take the turns; the harder

you lean into the board, the

sharper the turn. Rounding

out the features are two

courses, two difficulty levels,

and a hidden character. \mUUt\Mmi
Note: For info on Konami's new Cobra arcade hardware, please see "The Cutting Edge" in this issue.

GTI Club

Race on the winding streets of France's exotic Cote d'Azur with four

cars and three difficulty levels. You can drive a regular race or play

Bomb Tag mode, where you pass off a ticking bomb to other dri-

vers in linked play.

Operation Thunder Hurricane
This aim-and-shoot title uses

a machine-gun rifle that recoils

and features combat zones fi-om

the sky to the jungle. There's no

reloading to worry about, which

is helpful since you're assaulted

by wave after wave of enemy

troops, tanks, and choppers.

vc

Deadeye
Another shooting

game, this pistol-

blaster features

several missions like

saving hostages and

obliterating terrorists.

You shoot at pop-up

wooden targets, and

you're penalized for

blowing away civilians

and whenever you hesitate

when shooting the bad guys KONAML
Hang Pilot

This hang-gliding simulator

uses two screens—one in fi^ont

to see oncoming objects, and

another below to see ground

objects. The controls are also

two-fold: A horizontal bar con-

trols your speed and a swiveling

board directs your flights.

EXMEPRO (33) Jdie 1187



Mace: The Dark Age
A 3D fighting game,

Mace is powered by

the Voodoo Graphics

chipset, which gives

the game beautiful vi-

suals. Eight warriors

fill the lineup, and five

hidden fighters keep

the fight interesting

(see "Hot at the Arcades,"

February).

B ATA? I

Rampage World Tow
The revamped version of the arcade

classic. Rampage World Tour was the

highlight for Midway (see "Hot at the

Arcades," May). This new version fea-

tures improved graphics, sounds, and
over 130 cities to destroy—not to men-

tion several hidden areas. Choose fi-om

one of three monsters— Lizzy,

George, and Ralph—each

with different methods of

destruction. Three players

can simultaneously Join

the fray.

M/Dvmr Midway also showed Cruis'n World.

Maximum Force
This gun game pits

you against a power-

ful drug cartel for 30

minutes of intense

shooting action, so

get those quarters

ready (see "Hot at

the Arcades" May).

Atari's lineup also included San Francisco Rush.

I

Real Bout Fatal Fury Special
The sixth Fatal Fury title

features 19 playable

fighters. Along with the

usual Fury lineup that

includes Joe Higashi

and Terry Bogard, you'll

find old bosses like

Laurence Blood and

Wolfgang Krauser.

star Wars Trilogy

Special Edition
The highest-grossing movie series

of all time storms into pinball

form. Star Wars Trilogy Special

Edition features 3D models of

an X-Wing, Darth Vader's Tie

Fighter, turbo lasers, and Han
Solo in carbonite. Multiball ac-

tion. Star Wars trivia, and an X-

Wing fighter cannon that you

must both load and fire add to

the skill level of the game and to

the excitement of playing pinball

in the Star Wars universe.

CSKII^ Magical Drop III

More puzzle madness, this time

with 16 tarot-card characters to

choose from. Magical Drop III

also uses an extra button that

lowers the drops one level. Oth-

erwise, it's just as addictive as

Magical Drop II.

NBAFastbreak
Take it to the hoop in Midwa/s
officially licensed NBA pinball

game. NBA Fastbreak features

a 24-second shot clock, an an-

nouncer who calls out the ac-

tion, and an interactive back-

glass game that enables you

to shoot baskets for a multi-

tude of points. There's even a

million-dollar shot mode that

gives players a chance to keep

playing after their last ball has

bricked its way into the drain.

MIDWAY
BAMEPRI (^34) Jane 1987
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ThiG AOU Sbiow
What's the arcade action like in Japan? Besides the big titles lil(e

Tekken 3 and Street Fighter III, here's what else is brewing overseas

at the recent arcade show in Japan. - By Ken ogasawara

Vampire Savior

The third Darkstalkers

game, Vampire Savior

has the biggest lineup yet

with 15 fighters. Hudzil,

Pyron, and Donovan are

history, but four new

fighters have joined

the melee: B.B.

Hood, Q-Bee,

Lllith, andjedah

(see "Hot at the

Arcades," May).

Marvel Super Heroes last-minute
vs. street Fighter upr
Fresh from Japan: First the Street

Fighters took on the X-Men, now

they battle the Marvel Super Heroes!

The characters in this battle-fest in-

clude Cyclops, Sakura, Wolverine,

:
Spider-Man, and what looks

like a hidden character! Stay

, tuned to GamePro for more

on this arcade fighting game
|ii

,

i i. .
I k

-r*^

\^

Capcom carries on the tradition of side-scrolling. Final

Fight-like titles with Battle Circuit. BC has five cyborg

characters to choose

from, and their special

moves can be upgraded

with money they collect

in the vari-ous stages.

Up to four people can

play simultaneously.

The King of Fighters '97

Ryu Yamazaki, Billy Kane, and Blue Mary

join the lineup because they were voted

into the game by three gaming magazines.

EAMEPia June 1997



tttaes In rill'ste
(See "Game Finder" in the

Table af Contents)

Abe's Oddysee

Duke Nultem 3D

Spawn: The Eternal

Street Figliter III: Hew Generation

Tekken 3

Over 150 Hot E3

Games Coming in

1997 Or Early *98

Nintendo 64

BioFreaks, Midway, fighting

games not formally announced •

Body Harvest, Nintendo, alien ab-

ductions • Buggie Boogie, Nin-

tendo, car battles • Clayfighter 63

M, Interplay, claymatlon fighter •

Crazy Cars, Titus, racing • Creator,

Nintendo, painting & animation •

Deadly Honor, TecMagik • Don-

key Kong Country 64, Nintendo,

Christmas release? • Duke Nukem
3D, GT Interactive • Earthbound

64, Nintendo, first N64 RPG •

HED, Ubi Soft, Rayman-style ac-

tion/adventure • Final Doom II,

Midway, not formally announced •

F1 Pole Position, Ubi Soft, arcade-

style racing • Freakboy, Virgin,

"top secret" • F-Zero 64, Nintendo,

update of classic 16-bit racer •

Goldeneye 007, Nintendo, based

on '96 movie • Jeopardy!, Game-
Tek • Joust Epic, Midway, not for-

mally announced • Ken Griffey Jr.

64, Nintendo, baseball • Kirby's

Air Ride, Nintendo, action • Lam-

borghini 64, Titus, racer • Mace:

The Dark Age, Midway, fantasy 3D
fighting game • Legend of Zelda

64, Nintendo, bundled with 64DD?
• Lode Runner 64, Banpresto, ac-

tion/puzzler • Metroid 64, Nintendo,

will Samus return for Christmas? •

Mission Impossible & Mission Im-

possible 2, Ocean, action/adven-

ture • Mortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub Zero, Midway, Kombat beat-

em-up • Quake, Midway, shooter

not formally announced • San

Francisco Rush, Midway, arcade

A supei^early
When the Atlanta Convention Center opens its doors on June 19-21 to the third annual

Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3), popular video game journalist strategy says you

rush to the hottest games first. Here's GamePro's must-see list so far for the PlayStation,

Nintendo 64, and Saturn. Of course there's more, which you'll see next issue!

By Undercover Lover and Bonehead

PlayStation Premieres

CamePrds Mortal Kombatants

are aching to play Mortal

Kombat Mythologies: Sub
Zero (Midway), the MK beat-

em-up... Mortal Kombat 4

(Midway) at E3? No way,

Jose...Crash Bandicoot 2

(Sony) should lead the pack

of action/platform performers...

Spawn: The Eternal (Sony)

will be ready to knock down

the gates of Hell...Blasto (Sony)

will be a sci-fi adventure game
with a Flash Cordon-type hero

and a bizarre sense of humor...

Lara Croft should return in fine

action/adventure style in Tomb
Raider 2 (Eidos).

Those Eidos guys also have

a hot-sounding action/fighting

game in the works, Fighting

Force.. .Looking forward to see-

ing how well Tekken 3 (Namco)

translates for home duty and

whether or not it looks ready

for Christmas.. .Resident Evil

2 should be the theme of Cap-

corn's booth, but 2D fighters

should also be nicely repre-

sented by Marvel Super He

racer • StarFox 64, Nintendo •

Super Ghouls N' Ghosts 64,

Capcom, classic action/adven-

ture • Superman: The Animated

Series, Titus, super action/adven-

ture • Top Gear Rally, Kemco,

racing • Turok 2, Acclaim, dino-

saur-hunting sequel • Ultra Com-
bat, GT Interactive, helicopter

combat • Untitled snowboard

game, Natsume • Untitled WWF
wrestling game. Acclaim • Wayne

Gretzky's 3D Hockey 2, Midway,

not formally announced • WCW

Resident Evil 2 (PlayStation)

roes, X-Men vs. Street Fighter,

and possibly Street Fighter III.

Acclaim may show Turok

1.5 behind closed doors, and it

will be different from the N64

version. ..Nuclear Strike (Elec-

tronic Arts) means helicopter

combat could be better than

ever...Submarine combat goes

deep in Critical Depth (Single-

trac)...Square's Saga Frontier

from Japan should be ready to

pull American RFC duty for

Sony, and just for the record-

Final Fantasy VII!.. .BMC Inter-

active promises Japanese anime

will meet Disney-style anima-

tion in its 3D adventure game,

Monkey Boy. Cotta see it...

3D gecko adventures, anyone?

Wrestling, T-HQ, pro wrestling •

Wheel of Fortune, GameTek •

Wild Choppers, Seta, helicopter

combat • Yoshi's Island 64, Nin-

tendo, action/adventure

PlayStation

Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee, GT
Interactive, action/adventure •

Ace Combat 2, tenative title,

Namco • Alien vs. Predator, Fox

Interactive • Apocalypse, Acti-

vision, action starring Bruce

Willis • Atari Collection 2, Mid-

tAMEPRO®

Courier Crisis

(PlayStation, Saturn, PC)

Early word says Cex 2 (Crystal

Dynamics) is awesome!

Nintendo News
If Legend of Zelda 64 (Nin-

tendo) is at the show, the edi-

tors will be eager to see if it

indeed resembles Mario 64's

3D adventure gameplay and

rendered polygon look.. .How-

ever, Nintendo definitely plans

to make its spaceship shooter,

StarFox 64, its E3 star.

N64 racing games could be

a hot ticket, led by Top Gear

Rally (Kemco), F1 Pole Posi-

tion (Ubi Soft), San Francisco

Rush (Midway), Rev Limit

(Seta), and Lamborghini 64
(Titus).. .The most intriguing

way, includes Gauntlet, Millipede,

Road Blaster, Marble Madness,

Crystal Castles, and Paperboy •

Bass Masters Classic: Pro Edi-

tion, THQ • BioFreaks, Midway,

fighter not formally announced •

Blasto, Sony, 3D, sci-fi action/

shooter • Bug Riders, GT Inter-

active, insect racing • Castleva-

nia: Symphony of the Night,

Konami, action/adventure •

Clayfighter Extreme, Interplay,

claymatlon fighting game • Col-

lege Football '98, EA Sports •

Command & Conquer: Red Alert,

Jill 1117



gonna be hot at
racer could be F-Zero 64

(Nintendo), the personal pro-

ject of Nintendo game guru

^Shigeru Miyamoto.

CamePro RPC editors are

[eager to learn why Earth-

-bound (Nintendo) will be

the first N64 role-playing

Igame released. ..Yoshi's

I

Island 64 (Nintendo) looks

I
like an excellent adven-

jture, making hands-on E3

ptesting a priority.

Can NFL Quarterback

ICIub 64 (Acclaim) score as

the first N64 football game?...

kAnd Ken Griffey Baseball 64

Iwill be at the show even though

it's not likely to appear during

the 1997 baseball season.

Saturn Fighting Back

After sweeping the area for any

hint of Virtua Fighter 3, the

teditors will be curious to see if

(Last Bronx, the big E3 game

Ifor Sega, has the stuff that made

lit a solid action/fighter in the

Parcades...The real Saturn star

could be Lara Croft in Tomb
jider 2 (Eidos) or Abe the

fallen of Oddworld: Abe's

joddysee (CT Interactive)...

LDuke Nukem 3D (Sega) will

[present first-person shooting

[with attitude in the original

I
PC levels, but everyone's eager

ito see the new Saturn level...

Westwood Studios, strategy •

Courier Crisis, BMG Interactive,

bike messenger action • Crash

Bandicoot 2, Sony • Critical

Depth, Singletrac, submarine

combat • Deathtrap Dungeon,

Eidos • Duke Nukem 3D, GT

Interactive, "Come get some!" •

Dynasty Warriors, Koei, weapons

fighting game • Final Fantasy VII,

Square • Final Fantasy Tactics,

Square • Fighting Force, Eidos,

3D beat-em-up • Gamera, T'HQ,

classic monster action • Gex 2,

Crystal Dynamics, 3D gecko

Starfox 64 (N64)

Action/RPC fans are eager for

Shining: The Holy Ark (Sega),

a Japanese Saturn conversion

from the popular

series...Courier Crisis (BMG In-

teractive) sounds unusual

enough to check out. Bike mes-

senger action?...The editors hope

and pray that Sega will see fit

to bring Bomberman to E3...

And gamers should find out

what took Sonic the Hedgehog

so long to make a comeback

in Sonic Jam (Sega).

Monkey Boy (PlayStation)

F1 Pole Position (N64)

Fighting Force (PlayStation}

action • Golden Nugget, Virgin,

casino sim • G Police, Psygno-

sis, futuristic action/adventure •

HardBall 6, Accolade • HellRacer,

Virgin, spaceship racer • Interna-

tional Track & Field sequel, Kon-

ami • Joust Epic, Midway, not

formally announced • Lode Run-

ner, Natsume, action/adventure •

Mace: The Dark Age, Midway,

3D fighting game • Machine

Hunter, MGM Interactive • Mad-

den NFL '98, EA Sports • Mage-

slayer, GT Interactive, fantasy

adventure • Marvel 2099, Mind-

GXMEPRO

Critical Depth (PlayStation)

scape, comic-book heroes •

Monkey Boy, BMG Interactive,

simian RPG • Mortal Kombat

Mythologies: Sub Zero, Midway,

beat-em-up • Motor Mash,

Ocean • NBA Live '98, EA Sports

• NCAA GameBreaker '98, Sony

Sports • NFL GameDay '98,

Sony Sports • Necrodome, SSI •

NHL '98, EA Sports • NHL Face-

off '98, Sony Sports • NHL Pow-

erplay '98, Virgin • Ninja, Eidos,

action/fighting • Pennant Race

'97, Sony Sports • Pitfall 3D,

Activision, action/adventure •

®

Propaganda, Virgin, driving com-

bat • Rayman 2, Ubi Soft, action/

adventure • Rebel Moon Rising,

GT Interactive • Resident Evil 2,

Capcom • S&M: Slaughter and

Mutilation, Virgin, 3D fighting

game • Saga Frontier, Square,

RPG • San Francisco Rush, Mid-

way, racing • Spawn: The Eternal,

Sony, action/adventure • Spec-

Ops, BMG Interactive, military

sim • Superman: The Animated

Series, Titus, action • SWIV, Inter-

play, helicopter combat • Time

Crisis, Namco, shooter • Tobal

No. 2, Sony, action/fighting game
• Tomb Raider 2, Eidos, Lara

Croft returns • Treasures of the

Deep, Namco, underseas action •

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter 1.5, Ac-

claim, shooter/adventure

Saturn

Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee, GT In-

teractive, action/adventure • Alien

vs. Predator, Fox Interactive, to-

gether at last • Courier Crisis, BMG
Interactive, bike-messenger mad-

ness • Duke Nukem 3D, GT Inter-

active, "Grooovy!" • Enemy Zero,

Sega • Fighting Force, Eidos, 3D

beat-em-up • G Police, T-HQ, ac-

tion based on anime classic • Last

Bronx, Sega, 3D beat-em-up •

Manx TT Superbike, Sega, motor-

cycle racing • Mortal Kombat

Mythologies: Sub Zero, Midway,

MK beat-em-up • Ninja, Eidos, ac-

tion/fighting • Quake, Sega, shooter

• Rayman 2, Ubi Soft, fantasy ac-

tion/adventure • Resident Evil,

Capcom, zombie adventure • Sen-

tient, T-HQ, strategy • Shining: The

Holy Ark, Sega, action/RPG • Sky

Target, Sega • Sonic the Hedge-

hog game, Sega, could be Xtreme
• Superman: The Animated Series,

Titus, superhero action • Tenka,

T-HQ, sci-fi shooter • Tomb Raider

2, Eidos, 3D action/adventure for

the fall • World Series Baseball

'98, Sega Sports

Super NES & Genesis

Atari Collection 1, Midway, in-

cludes Centipede, Tempest, Battle

Zone, Missile Command, Super

Breakout, and Asteroids, SNES •

Brunswick Tournament of Cham-

pions, T-HQ, bowling, SNES • F-

Zero, Nintendo, update of classic

racing, SNES • Lost World, Dream-

Works Interactive, Genesis • Mad-

den NFL '98, T-HQ, SNES/Genesis
• NBA Live '98, T-HQ, SNES/Gene-

sis • NHL '98, T-HQ, SNES/Gene-

sis • Timon & Puumba, T-HQ,

Lion King action/adventure, SNES
• World Series Baseball '98, Sega

Sports, Genesis

June 1817



Devetoped by GT Interactive

PuUished by Sega

AvailaUe July

a mass of big pixels when vou'.re up

close and personal. The mp^t^
in yet, but the sound effects remaiK

true to the PC version—especially

Duke's infamous one-liners. There's

no word, however, whether

the raunchy humor and pro-

fanity of the PC version will

be retained.

Fun Factor

..v

j*^**'r

'vOf'^'

Duke has the makings of a good PC-to-home translation. There's

plenty of blood, gore, weapons, and humor—all the elements

that made Duke a hit in the first place. This version will feature

27 levels ported directly from the PC, along with an original level

llpreated exclusively for the Saturn,

W' vv swv.

.;' t -Kl
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. Oddworlci: Abe's^ Oddysee
ByJUrHendrix

Gameplay

Sure, platform games have been done to death, but the fresh-

ness and humor of Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee will reel in even

the most jaded action/adventure pro. As an escaped slave strug-

gling to prevent his race's extermination, Abe carries the day

by being stealthy and smart, not by packing big guns. Oddysee

serves up plenty of twitch-style jumping and fighting, but the

heart of the action lies in steering Abe through traps, defusing

mines, sneaking past sleeping guards, and the like. Abe can

even possess his enemies, which enables you to assume con-

trol of enemy guards and deal out death with abandon.

By the way, if Oddysee looks familiar, you've seen its earlier

incarnations in GamePro before (see "Epic 1's Looking Large,"

December '96, and "E3 Explodes," August '96) under the names

"Oddworld Inhabitants: Epic 1 Starring Abe" and "Soul Storm,"

respectively. Hopefully, "Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee" is what you'll

see on the box come September!

*>*^:

krv*

iS.

With a healthy helping of charm and innovation, Abe's Oddysee already

packs the potential to reign as one of the top PlayStation titles coming

out this fall.

"^- J, '-!-,

Developed by Oddwortd Inhabitants

Published by GT interactive

AvaiiaUe Sefrtember

Graphics & Sounds

ip
It 1

1-*ll&VJBir-

Graphically, Oddysee's dazzling.

Abe's unique style of movement is

both fluid and humorous—his sneak

move, where he delicately tiptoes

past foes, is a real side-splitter. Gor-

geously rendered backgrounds also

breathe life into the game.

On the sound side, Abe's ability

to talk out loud adds depth to the

gameplay. Our hero can use simple

statements like "Hello" and "Follow

me"—or even farts—to interact with

other characters and solve puzzles

and obstacles.

EAMEPRO ^^ June 1997
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By Dr. Spamn-bie

Spawning the Mood

Sony will try to rev the Kiaybtation s graphic engine to produce
impressive, sharp-lool<ing visuals that effectively capture the omi
nous mood of the Spawn comic books. In this 40 per-

cent beta version of Spawn, real-time lighting effects,

ambient shadows, detailed 3D environments, and
fluid, motion-captured character animation created

a believable, digital representation of life in Hell.

Fmm Ms top-sening comic-book origins, the dark supertiero Spam
has lent himself to a popular action-figure toy line, full-length feature
movie, animated n series, and now an impressive-looking video game
that rings true to its comic origins, while providing gameplay features
that are sure to attract non-comic fans.

Fight to the Death

From Hell to Heaven

c

The VoM^ Qi

Comic book (Image Comics) by
Todd McFariane that spawned
Spawn in 1991.

Spawn is a reluctant agent of Hell

who barters his soul for a chance to

return to his wife on Earth. The game
loosely adapts the comic book story-

line spanning 18 massive levels, and

transforms Spawn in 3 different time

periods: Savage Spawn, Medeival

Spawn, and Street Spawn. All your

favorite Spawn villains such as The
Clown, Violator, and The Soul Trap-

per await you.

Spawn combines Tomb Raider-like

exploration and puzzle-filled game-
play with plenty of hardcore battles

The Sony Interactive programmers
are Tekken 2 fight fans, who say

their aim is to replicate Tekken 2-

style mechanics, like button-tap

combos and cool throws.

There are also power-ups

and magic spells to add

to Spawn's lethal arsenal

of fight options.

Action figures (McFariane Toys):

Spawn author McFariane per-

sonally designs these toys.

ft

Developed and published by Sony
Computer Entertainment of America

Available August

405y:OMPLETE

Uve action movie (New Line Cin-

ema) will star Jai Michael White

as Uk undead Spawn.

EAMEPRO ^^ June 1997



Ace Combat 2

Namco will follow its premiere PlayStation hit, Air

Combat, with a new and improved sequel, but de-

tails were a little sketchy at press time. According

to Namco, Ace Combat 2 (tentative title), will feature

twice as many missions, more planes, and support

the analog joystick.

If these screens taken from the 30-percent beta

version are any indication, the graphics will be im-

proved in this go-round, with cleaner edges and

sharper detail (the first game overcame somewhat

shoddy graphics with speedy gameplay). The real

test, of course, will come when GamePra takes the

jets out for a joust.—Sca/y Larry

Bug Riders
Win95

Bug Riders puts you on the backs

of giant flying insects in six racing

environments. Not only do the

bugs move around each other,

they can go over or under chal-

lengers to get ahead. You can

whip them into the lead, just like

you would a race horse, or use weapons for forward or rear

attacks. The PlayStation game will offer two-player split-screen

death matches, while

the Win 95 version will

be networkable for

multiplayer competi-

tion. Gentlemen, start ^i

your bugsl—Bone

\ ^'fl

l^tej/.

Developed by n-Space

Published by GT Interactive

Available October

I ( ..AflakipnMPLETE
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Developed and published

by Namco
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The Blue Bomber's Back

Mega Man X4
Saturn

By Major Mike
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The Mega Man X series makes the jump from 16- to 32-bit for

more trademarl< side-scrolling, shooting action with Mega Man
X4. So far it looks like you can play as either the Megabuster-

packing Mega Man X or the lightsword-toting Zero. X4 takes a

more serious stance than the usual Mega Man games, using

fewer cute characters, like Roll and Rush, and focusing more

on hard-hitting action.

Meqa Man X and Zero join forces again for tlieir first 32-bit

appearance in tlie MMX series!

••«-
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?1 *^2D Is OK

Lsîr' m Mega X-citement

X4 features excellent sprite graphics

and pays great attention to detail

—

everything, from the recoil of Mega

Man firing his Megabuster to the

complex circuitry of the various

bosses, is intricately displayed. The

music's pounding beat goes per-

fectly with the action, and the sound

effects provide an earful of crashes,

explosions, and laser blasts.

Developed and published by

Capcom

Available June

( Sng/nCIlMPIFTF )

QAMEPRO ^^ June 1997

Looks like Mega Man X is ready

to give next-gen system owners a

healthy dose of 2D action. Although

it's very early in development, X4 is

shaping up to be another worthy

entry in one of Capcom's longest-

running action series.



Sengoku Musou w^^
(Dynasty Warriors)

Yes, Dynasty Warriors (called Sengoku Musou in Japan) is a

fighting game from Koei! Literally shredding its reputation for

slow-paced historical strategy games, Koei has created a nasty,

cutting-edge weapons fighting game that in its completed Japan-

ese form looks and plays like a classy contender. Staying true to

Koei form, the game's 13 fighters are based on characters from

Koei's strategy game Romance of the Three Kingdoms. Moreover,

the weapons and the armor are authentic 2nd-century Chinese

designs. Although the Japanese version doesn't quite sport the

complexity and fluidity of Namco's Soul Blade, Warriors may sig-

nal the beginning of a Koei fighting games dynasty... and that's

really saying something.— rox/c Tommy

OfBisns Ptavira
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Devetoped and published flU
by Koei ^

AvaJlaUe in the U.S. in June ' I
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?^ Treasures of^ the Deeu Hi^siR^

ByAirHendrtx

Hot on the heels of developing excellent air battles like Black Dawn
and Agile Warrior, Black Ops is diving beneath the waves with what
looks like the company's best game yet

Features & Gameplay

Graphics

Treasures of the Deep sends you scouting beneath the sea for

gold, but this game is no wishy-washy Jacques Cousteau ad-

venture. As a member of the Underwater Mercenary Agency,

you face a long list of combat-laden missions like destroying

the cargo of a sunken drug-smuggling vessel, recovering a

satellite from a downed space shuttle, and battling a nefarious

spy network. Along the way, of course, you score doubloons

and other riches from sunken hoards.

Black Ops arms you well for the fray, loading you up with

nets, torpedoes, welder's torches, Maverick missiles, plasma

bombs, freezer bombs, and the like. You can also use the cash

you earn from treasure hunting to upgrade your wet suit, sub,

and more. Treasures is shaping up to be an adrenaline-ridden

fight you won't want to miss.

^J»*^ -

JT^t
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Treasures already sports the best

underwater graphics on the Play-

Station. Beautifully rendered sharks,

mantas, and more slice lethally

through the water, moving with life-

like fluidity. The 3D underwater en-

vironments are jammed with sharp

details, eye-catching lighting effects,

and screen-rocking explosions. The

action's clean and quick, too, with

none of the draw-in problems that

popped up in Black Dawn.

1+ "nil

Deveioped by Black Ops

Entertainment

Publisheil by Namco

Available August

i ano/n cOM^jjfiE

GAMEPRO ^^ June 19S7



Siieak' Previews

Mageslayer
I
Win 95

I

Harkening back to the days of Gauntlet, Mage- f

slayer brings that classic top-down perspective

to the PlayStation, along with some swords-n- •

j^
sorcery mayhem that might just shape up into %
one addictive fight. Charged with locating five

relics that are crucial to defeating the vile Lore

Thane, players wade through 30 levels jammed with enemies

to slaughter and puzzles to solve. Gamers assume the role of

a warlock, an inquisitor, an arch-demon, or an earthlord; each

character has four attacks, a special ability, and ratings in

speed, health, and toughness.

Mageslayer also introduces a quasi-RPG flair as accom-

plishments like victories in battle or unearthing treasure earn

experience points. When characters accumulate enough points

to reach a new level, they score a new attack.—/^/r Hendrix

Mission: impo'--^="*'
Nliitendo64 i

c..., M H^^
t

^%.^
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Mission: Impossible's delay from

Christmas '96 to fall '97 might

just pay off. Ml is a good-looking

hybrid of strategy and action: You

solve intricate puzzles, then blast

your way past enemy agents and

guards. This third-person-perspective game loosely follows the

movie's plot, taking you from a Russian embassy to CIA head-

quarters, and concluding with a train scene. Infiltration and espi-

onage are the goals, requiring you at times to subdue a character

so you can masquerade in their clothes with a mask of their face.

Like the movie, the game's filled with gadgets (such as a mouse

cam for views into locked rooms) and weapons (including a mini

rocket launcher and a pen that shoots blow darts). One of the

stronger N64 games for fall? Mission: Possible.—5one

'1.'^

Developed and published by
Ocean of America

AvaflaMe Fall '97

GAMEPRD ^^ June ISS7

Developed by Raven Software

Published by GT Interactive

Available October

wem
Playstation" gets odd September 1 997
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Machine Hunter
Wln95

Machine Hunter is shaping up to be a great-looking over-

head-view shooter with a couple of cool twists. For one,

you can pilot different droids once you defeat certain

enemies. For another, it features multilayered terrain

where you can scale ramps and see action taking place

below you.

The graphics in the preview version are topnotch.

Movement is smooth, unhampered by slowdown, and

the graphics feature effective light sourcing.

Machine Hunter's solid selection of weapons, includ-

ing plasma cannons and grenade launchers, and bizarre

alien terrains could make it a good choice for Loaded

lackeys looking for a new thrill.—Sca/y/.ar/y

Syndicate <

wars
Syndicate Wars, the sequel to the pedantic strat- .aaiK»«titi

egy game. Syndicate, will be a little more edgy J/t>:. '^MP^Qp^'
and a lot more explosive than its 16-bit prede-

"^' -w-'-

cesser. This time the motto "Corporate Persua-

sion Through Urban Violence" sets the tone for

the Vj-overhead action game. You equip your

corporate spy with nuclear grenades, razor wire,

insanity gas, and more as you search out a sinister group called The Nine in an attempt

to right the new world order in your favor—by any means necessary.

With interactive environments that can be completely destroyed and over 60 mis-

sions in 30 cities. Syndicate Wars will appeal to war-sim strategists with designs on

future conflicts.—SCf7/y Larry

Something gets in your way, biow it up.

Somettitng doesn't get In your way. blow
ifup anyhow. Put it this way, 11 it's a thinking

man's game you want, go play chess.

r
«4B» «m\

^^^
i:

.

www.massd.com

1

!l Developed by Bullfrog

Productions Ltd.

Published by Electronic Arts

Available June
sTiaivH MrfgnsiKeiaM.

I.ETE Ml
EAMEPRO ^^ June 1997
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The two greatest fighting

games of all time.

Together, at last, 'til death

do they part.

11 vicious Fighting Vipers'*

characters.

11 combatants from Virtua

Fighter" 2.

10 hidden mystery

characters.

i. and Fighlers MesaMpx are IiacJemarks ol SEGA. «, 1997 Saja. P.O. Box 8097, Redmxx) Cily, CA 94063. All rights r



One of the largest collections

of fighters ever

New and nasty VIrtua

fighter'" 3 moves.

An unparalleled, world-class festival of fighting.
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR NINTENDO 64

SUPPORTS
4 PLAYERS

!

(NINTENFX) 64 VERSION ONLY)
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REVEW
DOS, Win 95

By Air Hendrix

Unlike many highly publicized

games before it, MDK easily

lives up to all its rampant hype,

delivering one of the year's most

creative, engrossing, and just

plain fun games. Replete with

a humorous flair, eye-popping

graphics, and intense, varied ac-

tion, MDK's a blockbuster that

every PC gamer should play.

Murder Pe^tU. Kfll

Once again, aliens are ravag-

ing Earth—this time they're

traipsing across the continents

in six mammoth mobile cities

called Minecrawlers. Human-
ity's only hope lies in an orbit-

ing research station, where an

inventor/genius dads his assis-

tant, Kurt, in an armored stealth

suit and sends him out to save

the world.

It's none too original as

far as stories go, but more

importantly, the tale creates

a rock-solid backdrop for MDK's
gripping gameplay. Each Mine-

crawler makes up one of the

game's vast levels, and at the

start of each, Kurt parachutes

into the Minecrawler to shut it

down. Once he lands, he must

penetrate and destroy the Mine-

crawler's nerve center, playing

mostly from a highly effective

floating third-person view.

Kurt's equipped with some
sehously smokin' armaments.

His sleek suit sports a sniper

helmet and a reusable parachute

that enables him to glide. The

awesome sniper helmet adds

a whole new dimension to the

action, enabling Kurt to zoom
across large distances and plunk

a round directly through an en-

emy's eye from a first-person

perspective. Power-ups aug-

ment the helmet with fierce

firepower like mortars, sniper

grenades, homing bullets, and

more. Kurt also packs a less

accurate but potent gun in the

third-person view, and he can

collect cool extras like grenades

and dummy decoys.

5f77lrM«* A/^tiV.r-

Shiny Entertainment (MDK's

developer and the creator of

the classic Earthworm Jim)

took advantage of this open-

ended setting with impressive

creativity, fashioning enormous
levels with widely diverse looks

and equally diverse styles of

gameplay. You tackle every-

thing from gunning through

hordes of aliens to crawling in-

side an enemy droid to sneak

past your foes. Some levels

even pose challenges like go-

..^.'V?>f-

PROTIP: When facing stationary targets, slioot continually while quickly
alt&vating between running toward and away from the target. When
timed correctly, you'll duck underneath the incoming fire.

ing on bombing runs or snow-

boarding across a Minecrawler

while blazing away at aliens. A
few areas focus too much on

the stuff of standard platform

adventuring (long series of un-

necessarily tricky jumps and

y^:'. -.-f^

the like), but on the balance,

MDK keeps the surprises and

the fun coming at an unrelent-

ing pace.

The sniper helmet adds

another layer of intensity and

depth because in many situa-

tions. It s smarter to hide in

the shadows and snipe away

PROTIP: When encountering crowds of mobile enemies, shoot con-
Unually but use the Strafe key to circle around them and stay
ahead of their fire.

GAMEPRO ^^ June 1997

MDK by Playmates Interactive

f-^lJC^ fol f%
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$49.95 e levels

Available now Challenge: Adiustabie

Action Replay value:

1 player Medium

Multiple views ESRB rating:

Nol yet rated

Minimum System Specifications

•Pentium 90 •17 MS of hard-drive

•16MB0IRAIM space

• SVGA video card •CD-ROM drive

•SounOBIasleror

100%compalible

sound card
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PROW: When^^^^^^^h
ways stick to ffiRHHMRVlfte
sniper helmet both to scout ahead and to
*"

1 out enemies until you're spotted.
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TIP: Always focus on desbvying these

structures as soon as you come across

them—they create new aliens rapidly.

PROTIP: On bombing runs, concentrate your

fire on large tough-to-destroy targets.

^.iimpH|
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PROTIP: When plummeting into the start

of each level, it's generally worth taking

some damage to collect the power-ups

as they often provide a key edge.

PROTIP: The parachute halts your fall even

If you open it an instant before you land.

Use this to surprise enemies byJumping

In fast. Or glide in slowly while firing

steadily hvm above.

until you're no longer out-

numbered. Never fear,

though—MDK serves up

enough tension-ridden

bmbat to quell any action

junkie's battle frenzy.

Throughout it all, the

controls handle with intu-

itive ease. Kurt moves and

shoots smoothly, and the

sniper helmet's not only

easy to use but it's a blast,

too. Flying with the para-

chute is so fun that you'll

irobably spend a few

lours just gliding around.

Visicvi of

Visually, MDK's flat-out

breathtaking. Designed

with a lithe, futuristic look.

Kurt moves through the

levels with liquid grace.

Gorgeous backgrounds

really make the game

fascinating to explore

—

one area even dazzles

the eyes with mirrored

terrain that reflects all

the action. The comical

enemies moon and taunt

you when you miss but

erupt with gore when

you connect.

On the sound side,

the enemies keep up the

taunts by jeering and

hooting, while superior

weapons sounds make

your speakers rattle.

Nicely themed music

paces the action.

MDK's one of those land-

mark games that instantly

ensnares you—there are

fresh, innovative surprises

around every corner, and

playing through them is

always a blast. Snap it

up the moment it hits

store shelves. You'll be

parked in front of your

PC for weeks! Q

This will steer you through the

first level of MDK. It picks up

right after the practice rooms

at the very beginning since on-

screen text guides you through

those obstacles.

Use the airstrike power-up

to take out one of the enemy

generators, then grab the

mortars and destroy the tank.

Take out the other enemy gen-

erator, then snipe the explo-

sive on the building to blow

open the door. Inside, trash

the last generator and drop

through the hole in the floor.

Blast your way through the

subway station, but be wary

of the tank that rolls out at

the very end.

^^HES^^^^^^wJU
Shoot briefly at the computer

console to summon your ship

for a bombing run. Focus on

the roofs and generators. Then

target the explosive-carrying

ship hovering above the last

building to open its doors.

Grab the nuke, which opens

the last door.

Shield yourself from incoming

fire behind the blocks, then

lob mortars into all four tubes

on the roof to blast open the

impenetrable glass wall.

Parachute to the target at the

bottom, blow it up, and use

the fan in the floor to rise to

the first platform. Complete

the series ofjumps to the top,

but beware of snipers along

the way.

,^1 . r

Head left and shoot open

the singing droid. Climb in-

side and sneak through the

roomful of robots. Use The

World's Most Interesting

Bomb to suspend time and

take out the robots, then col-

lect the nuke and head on.

Boss time! This battle's all

about snipe-n-run as your tar-

get lurks in a pod across a

huge gap. Lob a few rounds,

then dodge before his fire

strikes you. Eventually some
sniper grenades appear, which

really lend a hand.

Happy hunting on the next

five levels!
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your identity. A deadly virus

courses through your veins.

MimtPEIIDINt

;o«rEHrR*itOHYESRD

mystery (

disturbing questions arise.

action. Millie, the

J iiiiiiiwu.i
"'"•"-" v\/ho may

be no stranger And Pipo, the

friendly robot.



I M Sci-fi (Iduentyre

Multiple p

compelling ' ^

the 3-D world to life. Can you

find the cure in time to sav

yourself?

No comoromises.

ELECTRONIC ARTS"

www.ea.com

Electronic Arts and the Electronic Arts logo are traOemaiKs or registered trademarks of hiectronic Arts In the U.S. and/or otiner countries. All riglits reserved. Licensed by Sony

Computer Entertainment America for use wilfi the PlayStation game console. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer EntertainrTient Inc.
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iEVIEW
DU8, Win 95

By Scary Larry

Interstate 76 comes full force

with a generous dose of funk.

I 76 mixes hardtop hammer-

down driving with wild gun-

slinging shoot-em-up action.

Parliament meets the Road

Warrior in this trash-talkin'

tour de force.

Do the Hustle
in a parallel universe

where the mid-70s

gas crisis now dictates

criminal activity in the 7-
Southwest. you're on

a mission to avenge a

fallen comrade—your
sister, who was gunned

down by a very pimp-

like polygonal dude

named Antonio Male- PROW
chio. Also helping out vehich

with vigilante duty is

Taurus, an old-school brag-

gadocio with an outrageous

'fro and an acidic tongue. Every

barb from Taurus is a treasure

in this game, and most of it is

pretty adult.

The groovin' cut scenes are a
stone-cold blast!

PROW: When nearing vehicles

on tight turns, blast them to run

them off the road. You might

wiHuK'm'Ml'iHA MlllwilliiKIUifim it i

into a ditch, taking them out of

the race for good.

PROTIP: Aim Just ahead of the

vehicle so it runs into your shot.

ne Shaft '

Hits the Fans Pfjom

You pilot a souped-up, ^""f^
heavily armed muscle ^"^"5

car loaded with ameni-
**'"'"

ties like rockets, machine guns,

mines, and more as you travel

through 17 missions. Some
mission objectives are no more

.)le car chases, while

others require shooting and

driving skills. Although some
of the driving is extremely in-

tense and fraught with obsta-

cles, sadly there are no

strategic or puzzle ele-

ments to Interstate 76.

Graphically, the

game is no more daz-

zling than disco was.

Although laced with

cool cinematics, the

otherwise bland poly-

gons don't do the

game justice. Little de-

tail in the backgrounds
pgQjip.

and washed-out colors „„» '

r^nr«*n'"333;« : isia ^ ' **

1 «« riMi - gusaj- :

1, ISni rrrm

^^?^H
sfe»9mam^^

^•Mi^^H w

Wk
_
ZysP

PROTIP: When Taurus tells you to meet
him at the water tower in Scene 2, try to

roll just ahead of the tower to get a head
start on him.

little bumpier on this Interstate.

The game's control also

stalls the muscle in these mus-

cle cars. You often veer off the

road, and will find the steering

A.I. a little frustrating. Another

problem is that you must learn

to aim and shoot while driving.

Although the game does have an

CAR / VAN mVEITTORY

IMOntMUMi liwiilWWtWrl

PROTIP: When salvaging items, anything

not used is left in the field. Since you

mounted weapon, discard any duplicates.

PROTIP: Always by to keep a

30-caliber machine gun in the

forward compartment. Although

it takes many more hits to de-

stroy vehicles. It contains almost

a thousand rounds of ammo.

PROTIP: l^y oil slicks or blox

droppers in a zigzag pattern,

but beware—they harm you as

well, so remember where you

left them.

auto-targeting measure, it's

hard to implement.

Pimp Up the Volume
I 76's redeeming factor is its

funkified soundtrack. With a lit-

tle bass, it will have you finger-

snapping and foot-shuffling

quicker than a player gets his

groove on. Other sound effects,

like the disco-era voice-overs,

are well done.

Who'll get their kicks from

I 76? If you want to keep on

truckin' with this righteous blast

from the past, you should be a

'70s child with tons of patience

and an ear for funk. Otherwise,

sucka, you'd better do the hus-

tle elsewhere.

Price nol available 17 missions

Available now Challenge: Adjustable

Action Replay value: Medium

1 player (multiplayer ESRB rating: Not

capability) yet rated

First-person view

Minimum System Speciticalions

• Pentium 90 • 80 MB ot hard-

•16 MB of RAM drive space

• SVGA video card * CD-ROM drive

• SoundBlaster or

100%-compatible

sound card
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Blood
an^

Get ready for Blood, the latest corridor shooter from the creators

of Duke i\lukem. This game more than lives up to its title with gore
j

galore and intense run-n-gun mayhem.

Iri the shareware version that we played, you battle zombies, gun- [^

toting monks, winged demons, and other monsters. To even the

odds, you're armed with some nasty weapons, including pitch-

forks, shotguns, machine guns, voodoo dolls, and dynamite. Em-

ploying these weapons results in gruesome, over-the-top deaths,

like monsters running around and screaming after you set them

ablaze with your flare gun. And although the emphasis in Blood

is on blasting bad guys, the game contains puzzles and various

mission objectives that test your thinking skills.

^iK'

tLOOl 36

Colorful visuals and atmospheric audio bring the carnage to

life. Graphically, Blood's loaded with lots of gory red sprites and

big explosions. Soundwise, the creepy, subtle music works well

for the different stages, and the audio effects really shine with

loud explosions and humorous gibberish uttered by the game's

various demented monk monsters.

The controls on the shareware version perform beautifully.

The only hitch is imprecise aiming when you fire at a target above

or below you, but we hope 3D Realms will fix that on later revs.

Give Blood
For corridor-shooter mayhem. Blood looks like the game to get.

We'll have a review of the full version of Blood in an upcoming

issue.—Major Mike

By GT Interactive

Sliareware available now
Full version available June

n ^*'^^'
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atomic Bombermaii
/ IWin95

Atomic Bomberman is blasting

its way onto the PC, and it lool(s

like it's bringing with it all the

addictive fun of the console ver-

sions, including a multiplayer

option where up to 10 players

can blow each other away. New
rendered 3D graphics provide

some eye candy—and humor-

ous death sequences. More

than 20 power-ups will include

everything from detonators to

classic B-man diseases that

you loved (or hated) the first

time around. Two play modes,

Classic and Enhanced, and a

plethora of custom game op-

tions will also be available.

Getting bombed was never

so much ^un\—Major Mike

By Interplay

Available May

W.A.R., inc.

W.A.R., Inc. will take combat from the war room
to the boardroom in a real-time strategy game.

As the head of a mercenary corporation in 2011,

you plan military campaigns, control research

and development for new weapons technology,

and even invest profits on Wall Street. The 20-

plus nonlinear campaigns can take anywhere

from 15 minutes to four hours to complete. Those

wanting the full experience with resource man-

agement and real-time strategy can play the

Simulation mode. Real W.A.R. mongers will

want to jump right into the fray with the Quick

Combat option—Major Mike

By Interactive Magic

Available June

Flying ^ciycer

IBHB

Flying Saucer promises an atten-

tion-grabbing twist on the hack- r

neyed alien invasion game: This [

time, you break into Area 51 and

commandeer a flying saucer.

Based on data collected by UFO
enthusiasts, this sweet ship em- '

ulates the behavior of saucers "seen" in sightings,

so you can rocket in one direction, turn on a dime,

and zoom off elsewhere. As for gameplay, you lead

the Earth's charge against the alien attack from the

helm of your saucer, and blast through 16 missions

with a sizzling lineup of weapons.—/I//- Hendrix

By AnyRlver Entertainment

Available June

'fe
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Starcraft
Win95 Mac

The creators of the epic Warcraft series rocket into space with

Starcraft, a real-time strategy game set in a galaxy plagued with

war. Playing as the leader of one of three races (Terrans, Zurg,

or Protoss), gamers must complete 30 missions that traverse
"

outer space, interstellar command stations, and planetary sur-

faces. Of course, each species has its own abilities, attributes,

and story line, and all three fight with their own style of technol-

ogy and battle units. Starcraft will support eight-player action via

modem, a network, or the Internet; gamers will also be able to

log onto Blizzard's Battle.net server free of c\]arge.—Air Hendrix

By Blizzard Entertainment

Available September

iij-

I;;. J.^

;^^ ^r

„^K -

V •^'
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'You idiots. That was our village!

ytkin:
—

31 puzzling new levels. 5 bewildering worlds. 3 burly Norsemen too stubborn to ask for directions. Runs aground Spring '97.

endo. Super Nintendo Enleitainme

Y All tijjltrs itfsprved. Exclusively published by Inlerpla

I aiK) the olticidi seals are registered tradematlis ot Nintendo 01 Ami

!. All tigltis reserved. The Lost ViKiitgs and Interplay are Irademarl'

^' rved All other trademarks and coMiltte the property ol their respec!

SSSiBiil f
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pifislnbulois, 310- 568-9800
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THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A TWO-GAME GARAGE.

Lose the pretenders. Rage Racer" is the king of speed. Nothing

captures the realism of street racing like it. Rage Racer is not some

retread. It's brand new from the ground up. But please, don't take

our word for it. Take one lap. Then you'll know why Game Fan calls ^^^^ ^ KA L- r, K

Rage Racer "the greatest racing game on the planet." Real. Fast.



intendo 64

J War Gods
^^ V*,' (By Midway)

Price not 2 players
Level

j

"""''^"l"
Fighting

^^^^

, T^' 3D View

Despite its flaws, War

Gods is fun to play to

a certain degree, as is any new

fighting game, especially one from

Midway. The joy wears out soon

enough, though. MK experts will

quickly tire of the game, and

novice fighters may find them-

selves atheists after experle

ing War Gods.

PROW: The only way to survive most tigltts

is to use ate 3D button extensively. It arms
you with a great dodging countermove.

up to the legacy of Mid-

way's Mortal Kombat series.

Chunky, featureless fighters and

bland backgrounds don't do tlifs
,

game justice.

t's hard to sam- J ^'i^4d^
pie War Cods " ^^ ^

without remem-

bering the glory

fighters from IVlid- i

way's past: Mortal

KombatJJLand III,

p„^„^. ^^ ^^,^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

MK .„ •" jvu vviwf a yicai umitfiiiy uuuinciiiiuvct

playing War Cods

for a length of time, though, you may find that the past has little

bearing on this present cart.

War Cods can easily be scorned for not being as good as

other fighting games like Tekken 2, Fighting Vipers, or Street

"Fighter Alpha 2, but N64 owners have a much smaller selection

to choose from. Is War Cods better than Killer Instinct Cold? No.

Mortal Kombat Trilogy? No. Is it better than second-rate Saturn

and PlayStation fighting games like Toshinden 3 or Colden Axe:

The Duel? Yes, but barely.

Among the host of problems are slowdown, weak visual de-

tails, and cheap, forgettable special moves for your 10 fighters.

On the plus side are gory fatalities, some multi-hit combos, and

an extensive list of moves. The 3D button, while innovative,

really doesn't enhance the gameplay.

If you're thirsting for an N64 fighting game, then War Cods

will certainly pacify you for a while. But true fight aficionados will

want to wait for something more heavenly than these gods. 6

PROTIP:IVIotion-> "^ i i^ <-,

tapLowPuncli

Warhead's Power Bomb

PROTIP:Tapi^,^,^,Low
Kick and High Kick

CY-5's Laser Blast

'j(ftk^!B3^

The special moves

I
closely mimic the MK

set, which is a good choice. Us-

ing the 3D button, however, is

sometimes confusing (it's easy

to mistake it for Low Guard on

the joystick). Slowdown als

haunts these gods.

-^___gP»ikJLA JUL JEll

2OK DAMAGE

I

PROTIP: Motion

tap Low Punch

rVLJUL iJLTJnl
w J Also a step down from

other Midway games,

the sound features sad grunts

nidly sexual groans from

e fighters that will make you

chuckle rather than buckle. ''

PROTIP: When you'n knocked to

the ground, simultaneously press

Toward your opponent, Low Punch,

and High Punch. You'll spring for-

ward with an unexpected attack.

. AmAGE ^.•^f^\?»i.

rKXXjeiKzinLrzrxc
PROTIP: Most combos are easier to execute

while you're running. To run, tap-*,-*, then

tap the High Punch button to start the combo.
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the more cash you accumulate. Use it to modify your

existing car, or save it to finance a tricker, quicker ride.

See the face on the hood of that car? His handsome

mug was lacquered on with the Custom Paint & Team

Logo Designer. No bolt was left untorqued in an effort

to make Rage Racer the most realistic street racing

experience. The only question Is, how Powered By
fast can you race to the store and buy rt? n3f^CO*
llait Riif" S6ntin LtlJ 11^ Ristwl Fl#lni ind te Fli)^



An all-new addiction exclusively for ^iPlayStation game console.
The best parts from the original have been super-charged for the latest and final version of

Descent for the PlayStation game console. Use upgraded weapons, a faster reaction time and
blow through never-before-seen levels and you'll see why this one is called MAXIMUM. ^

Your newest addiction comes faster and hotter for you gamers who just want to

plug-in and play! ^^^ , ^

But you better hurry - this is the last time Descent is earning to the

PlayStation game console. After this, the only thing -^^

left will be some incredible memories and a fev\ai

new craters.

,« *-
t^^i*^

fin

taH^

t%^^*

BY GAMERS. FOR OAMERS.™

Interplay Website; www.inte"^'
"



the Last Time!

, h'^ 36 All-New levels never-oerore-seei

,. _in any Descent game.

Igh-impact, non-stop subterranean action

designed specifically for the PlayStation

game console.

New throbbing "stroboscopic" light source

shading effects brings the intensity right

r 'More than a dozen weapons of devastation,

from double-damage cannons to Level 6 Lasers.

^ We mean 360° fluid movement - any direction, any time,

at full speed. Use Sony's Analog Joystick for more
enhanced control.

f^ Grab a Link Cable and go from One-
«»plc|yer to Two-player Anarchy Levels.

^ AAetal pounding digital soundtrack

takes your sensory input past all ^
safety zones. //

^^</..

InMrlbinmeiil Ir



Battle Arena Toshinden 3
(By PlayroatBS bitaractive Enterlalnnieiit)

By Scary lany

-'-"'>i?

^^^ ust when you thought

^tf it was safe to battle in

^K this arena again (espe-

cially after the debacle of To-

shinden URA for the Saturn),

along comes Battle Arena To-

shinden 3. Although this ver-

sion is better than Toshinden

2 for the PlayStation, it's still

not good enough to be classed

with Tekken, Virtua Fighter 2,

or even Tobal No. 1.

What separates this game

from the Japanese version are

the Battle and Practice modes.

You can also alter the frame

rate for faster fighting (toggling

between 30 and 60 frames per

second), but that gives you

even simpler backgrounds,

reducing some to just blocks

of polygons.

The simple gameplay and

one-button special moves

really kill BAT3's overall fun

(slowdown also affects the

game's continuity). Addition-

ally, the fighters, although

unique in appearance, are too

similar in their fighting styles.

Toshinden 3 isn't a bad

game, it just can't compete

with the fluidity of Star Gladi-

ator or the awesome de-

structive fighting style of

Tekken 2. If you've beaten

every other fighting game
to date, then check out BAT3.

Otherwise, rent it, return it,

and remain true to good fight-

ing games like Soul Blade or

Street Fighter Alpha 2. Q

Every figMer has a taunt, but some taunts, like

David's, actually Fire a shot at an opponent

A healttiy lineup of32 fighters

(some hlMen) to choose from

Fun Factor

What's to like about To-

3 S shinden 3? It's a fun

game for beginners, and the

cheap, easy moves are a good

diversion for your little brother

or sister. It's certainly out of

Soul Blade or Street Fighter's

league, though, and is only mildly

entertaining.

PROTIP: Simultaneously press the R1 and K2 triggers to activate

your fighter's super move when their life bar Is flashing red.

Graphics

Although Toshinden 3's

3.5 a step up from the last

BAT (but not nearly as good to

look at as Tekken 2), the game's

cheesy, simplistic backgrounds

take away from the fun. The

special moves are colorful, but

far from impressive.

Control

Delays in the movement

3.5 of the sprites Intensify

the choppy gameplay. Special

moves are again relegated to

certain single-button presses.

Sound
music pulses

3 . 5 with a driving beat, but

most of It follows the path of

mediocrity set by the other sound

effects-bland and simple.

PHOIIP: Use your ground attack

special moves after you stun

your opponent with a hit

PBOTIP: Use the comers of the

bataefieids to your advantage.

Most players will bounce o»B

wall when hit and land direcm

in front of you. Take this oppor-

tunity to string more hits to

your comlio.

PROTIP: The uppercuts of some

nghters, like Ellis, can hrt a

domed opponent use th^

cheap move to advance quickly

tbrmigh the game.
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^DuVe a [lamePrD— IIdiii ynu can lie

^ ^R?^it)^vrnsan coolest Web sites arouna! You're getting

v/o ms.g

' '^tVv

The Ultima,

bring this 32 -page

mini-magazine alive

with cod life^'tv^^ images and

sites that address

your interests, like

lT\USici2kl\S, "

movie and

TV ScSfS; sports celebrities,

fashion, and fun plOCCS tO QO!

-"JJamePro and the premiere
I
to Internet Entertainment.

NClPlO gives you the site name, "^

URL address, Slt« <!<Scriptioi>,

and rates the site to

let you know if it's 8

UlllSt $9t%m NetPro provides helpful

and xVl-Ti "tlX^lb) about Web etiquette,

how to make chat, and popular NOt llllQO.

Be sure to diecli nut lletPrn mitli tlie July isEue nf [iBmePrD IHagBzine



OverBlood
(By Electronic Arts)

By Bone

$49.99 1 player

Available Action/

May adventure
hink Resident Evil with the puzzles but none of the monsters.

OverBlood's plot has the potential for suspense. You play as a character who wakes up in a
research lab with no memory and no other people around. Long, detailed searches through the
multi-story lab turn up a few moldy bodies, a helpful robot, a screaming woman, occasional mon-
sters, and vital items to snag. Eventually you come down with a disease, find a gun, and learn

about bizarre cloning experiments, but by then you may have lost interest or been overwhelmed
by the cerebral challenge of figuring out where to go next and what to do once you get there.

There's little to stir your blood in OverBlood—the antiseptic action needs more monstrous
clashes before it can be considered first-rate fun. OverBlood? UnderBlood is more like it.

PRtmP: When youAMm W Uw chemical
storage area, jump up Into the open air

shaft to find the screaming woman.

'--—^
1

^^^--

,

r

.-A

*
1

™
1

PROTIP: When you fight the monster in the

chemical storage area, keep him in front

of you and continually advance as you
swing at him.

PROTIP: Just before you reach the wrecked
subway car, place the explosives on top

of your broken thermostat, then run back
down the backs.

PROTIP: After you cross the bridge over the

computer room, you come to this intersection.

Go straight ahead to find the elevators—and
a dead lady.

PROW: When you come to this

humming grate, use your laser

knife to cut through it, then

send in the robot.

f ^^ Graphics
tj^

PROTIP: The paper next to the
PROTIP: When you find the float- dead body has numbers on it;

ing statue, push it over and grab input them into the keypad
the antigravity device. Jump down the hall to unlock the
over the big hole outside. door to the main hallway.

Although you can switch

between three views,

the game's graphics aren't ex-

citing, just lots of hallways and

spacious, undetailed rooms. At

least the characters are big and

they move smoothly.

Jf Fun Factor

\^ This sci-fl thriller ha

3 5 potential with its well-

crafted tale of gruesome cloning,

but it lacks the gore to score

on the thriil-o-meter. it has the

brains-it just needs more brawn.

Control

You can switch among

3 5 three characters, each

with different abilities, to solve

specific puzzles. Too bad the rare

fighting is a one-button affair,

and there's not much to do be-

sides walking around, inspecting

items, and solving puzzles.

The few voices are clear,

3 and the sound effects

create a suspensefui atmos-

phere, miemorable music would

have upped the intensity.
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Thunder Truck Rally

crosses the finish

line well ahead of its

offroad competitors. Although it

lacks the addictive edge of a hit

game, it's still a fun ride.

TTR rumbles to life with nine

big-wheelin' monster trucks and

selves are

pretty ordi-

nary, though,

and suffer

from significant pop-up prob-

lems. As for sounds, the in-race

effects fall squarely on the bland

TlliiirNDER
HCK

12 challenging tracks. The races

go down in standard Circuit mode

or Endurance mode, where trucks

must sequentially reach check-

points via any route. An arena-

based Car Crushing mode adds

some extra fun, but its thrills are

fleeting. Throughout it all, the

somewhat slippery controls do

a decent job.

TTR's action is all about beat-

ing the terrain—it's more impor-

tant to make smart jumps and

turns than to compete with the

pack—so Ridge Racer fans may

find the action a bit slow. TTR's

real problems, however, lie with

its eternal load times and disap-

pointing lack of split-screen mul-

tiplayer action.

Visually, TTR sports excellent

trucks that buck and roll across

the terrain with superb details

and lighting. The courses them-

side, and the techno tunes seem

way out of place.

Thunder Truck Rally leaves

Test Drive: Off-Road and TNN
Hardcore 4x4 sucking exhaust

fumes. For off-road fans, it's a

pretty solid buy, but run-of-the-

mill racing buffs should get

enough with only one rental.

PR071P: In Endurance races, fol-

low the onscreen arrow more

than the road—stralght-llne dri-

ving's almost always faster.

PROJIP: When crusMng

cars, score maximum
points by landingjumps

from as many different

speeds and angles as

you possibly can.

Pfton*: Cut comers whenever you can.

Off-road surfaces are slower, but you

always gain some time on ttie paak.

Ihunder Ihick RaNy by Psygnosis

Price not available

Available now

Otlroad racing

9 players

(allernating only)

4 views

12 trades

Challenge: Ad|uslable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

r^m
|£*23r^', A

K«^ A/ a
1
mm

PROTIP: Line up jumps carefully

as there's often only a small

"safe" landing zone.

Although die-hard

monster-truck fans

may hanker for a

hunk of muddy off-road fun. Test

Drive: Off-Road's loose controls,

aggravating pop-up problems.

^•"^"1 gain a Place.

PROTIP: Take the inside lane, then

ram opponents Into obstacles on

the tack.

PROTIP: Choose the Land Rover

when tackling dirt tracks In the

Mixed League mode.

a>FF'-ppAO
and uninspired gameplay stall its

overall appeal.

Test Drive pounds the ground

with four authentic 4x4 vehicles,

including a Hummer, a Jeep, and

a Land Rover, along with desert,

dirt, and snow tracks. You can play

until you're right on top of them.

The sound, however, rounds the

corners nicely with realistic rev-

ving engines, a cool soundtrack,

and a clear announcer

Test Drive is definitely a game

for racers who fancy monster

trucks over speedy cars. If your

curiosity is still peaked, take a

weekend and experience a differ-

ent way to race. A couple of laps

is all you're likely to need.

against a friend in a two-player

split-screen mode, or challenge

yourself in either a one-player

practice mode or two tourna-

ment modes. While racing, you

can even take different routes

to the checkpoints by going off-

road. This tactic, however, proves

to be more confusing than helpful.

Aside from these options. Test

Drive fizzles with sketchy con-

trol and annoying graphics prob-

lems. Your truck tends to bounce

all around the screen, while tight,

important turns aren't noticeable

PROTIP: Use the power-slide to

navigate tight turns.

Itat Drive: Off-Road by Accolade

Price not available Challenge: Adjustable

Available now Replay value: Medium

Racing ESRB rating: Kids

2 players to Adults

IVIuiliple views

EAMEPRI (69) June 1917



LAYSTATION K
Need for Speed Hv

InmicArts) 1

$54.95 2 players

Available 7 tracks

W Racing ^W///////y^.
PROTIP: Approach ttw crest of hills wMi cau-
tion. Untess you line up precisely, mostjumps
send you blasting strait Into a colllskm.

'f your mouth waters at the th'

see only at car shows, Need for Speed ll's gor^^^ur engine
Sim-style gameplay, however, severely limits itslfl^F^

Car buffs will revel in the jaw-dropping lineup of million-dollar cars, which includes
the McLaren Fl, Ford CT90, Italdesign Cala, Jaguar XJ220, and five others. A solid menu
of modes gives you plenty of opportunity to redline these babies on seven fantasy
tracks packed with brutal jumps and wicked turns.

Redraw and speed problems ruin the two-player split-screen game, but the one-
player action delivers some white-knuckle technical gameplay that'll rivet fans of realis-

tic racing. If you loved challenging racers like Formula I and the original Need for Speed,
Need ll's a perfect fit. But arcade racers hooked on the Daytona experience will bail out'i
of this race after a few laps, s

^^^

If you delight in memo-
rizing the course, brak-

ing before turns, and setting up

tight lines, these responsive con-

trols reward you with realistic

handling. Just don't expect to be

able to pick up a controller and

drive without some m^or time

behind the wheel.

Fun Factor

Graphics

disappointing graphics.

The grainy tracks suffer in com-
parison with the original's, while

the average cars could've been

sleeker and more realistic. Worst

of all, the game never re-creates

the rush of high speed, even when

zooming along at 230 mph.

Well-suited for begin-

ners, the Lohis GT1

offers die most re-

sponshre handling.

PROTIP: Regularly use the new
"look behind" feature (press 12)

to box out passing attmpts.

joy technical driving

will thrill at piloting Need ll's

glamorous supercars through

its varied, challenging courses.

The tough sim-style gameplay

and lousy two-player game will

scare off the Ridge Racer crowd,

though, so renting first is wise.

Need ll's sounds never

draw you into the race.

The decent but lackluster effects

don't make you feel like you're

behind the wheel of an exotic

supercar, and most gamers will

turn off the forgettable tunes.

•#«
PROTV: To beat the Outbade

course, maintain a speed
ofaround 200 mph through

the two tunnels so that

you maximize the subse-

quent sbaightaway.

rocket-like McLaren

a high-end combo of

able speed and sturdy handling.

PROTIP: Avoid power sikles as
they kill too much speed in most
of the cars, instead, brake be-

fore the turn, thai lay off the

gas ifyou start sliding out of

your line.

PROi,t. iiuiphyswal by ym
swiping opponaits as you pa:.

than. Most other bump-n-grfnd

techniques, however, will wreck
you out.



'J^y

f
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the freshly cut grass

The hot dogs.
i pine

.v>U



Exclusive Pitching Meter lets you cont,.

wind-up and release like an ace reliever. Feel the

pressure on the mound that it takes to throw
big-league pitches.

Unique Batting Meter lets you keep your eye
on the ball and control the power in your swing

...everything it takes to find the sweet spot
and "park one."

On-the-fly 3-D environment and free-moving

camera give you the action from field level in 28
authentic stadiums. Accelerated animation pro-

vides the smoothest, fastest graphics for the

most realistic baseball action.

Superior Artifidal Intelligence creates over
800 MLBPA players and prospects who think,

move and play like the pros, based on up-to-

date player statistics by STATS Inc." It's your
average against theirs. And they didn't come to

the majors to lose.

n

.unprece

-ELECTRO)

ifurst ^
1997 Vkgin Interactive Entertainment. Inc. All rights reserved. Grnnd Slam is a trademark ct Virgin Interactive

5 a trademark ol Virgin Interactive Entertainment. Inc. Official Licensee - Major League Baseball Players Association,



*;: <>..::

W€AY FOR REAL

www.vie.com

EntertainmenI, Inc. Virgin is a registered trademark ot Virgin Enterpnses, Ltd. Burst

(<^) MLBPA. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.



ATURN
-f^/'4 j-X^ ^

Mass Destruction
~y BMG Interactive)

By Full Metal Lany

Price not Tank combat

:
"'«'*""'"'

1 player

tr' 0-^20 levels

' %-ovet\\eai view

i
i^t*'«viir:iT/B>.'Vua.iiiif«irtii«wi*.'*lifc

Level M
iaiMb

m m

^K

PROW: Always use shells

on buildings. The

machine gun's ex-

hvmely short range

I renders it useless.

BTQET;
;

T '*-,=«-^ '

/ EM mtIL •«?

fflOr/P; ^ffer you destroy a building, con-

tinue to blast it. Often power-ups (and a
cash bonus) for the complete destruction

of property are your rewards.

wreckin', total destruction extravaganza with enough fire-

power and force to level cities and massacre enemies.

Here's what Mass Destruction isn't: It's not a sim game, it

doesn't have any puzzle elements or brain-draining strategy

sessions, and it doesn't give you very much time to think about

your next move.

Using a formula made popular by the highly regarded

Return Fire, MD busts a blitzkrieg blast. You plant your butt

in the seat of one of three tanks (slow with heavy armor,

medium with average armor, or quick with light armor),

then blast your way through challenging levels, fulfilling

—r-
j

destructive mission objectives like blow-

\ t../ jL:t=: ing up power plants, crushing convoys,

[i \ and draining water supplies belonging

5-:*>* to enemy desert troops.

t Mass Destruction's fast, fun, and

stress-relieving. If hardcore war sims

*-.. C'l^^ I™" Storm and P.T.O. II) are too

peaceful for you. Mass Destruction

will fire

PROTIP: In order to get the 100-percent

building clearance, destroy all parts of

a structure, especially the garages at-

tached to the homes.

Select Tank

you up

for combat

again, g

Fun Factor

1^1 Hbss Destruction is

5 pure, unadulterated,

destructive fun!

1 Sound

..t-/'

PROTIP: These sand bunkers often hide

ammo power-ups.

, '.r-j.-''

tlriKint: Poor
"^X-J

PROTIP: The Cheetah class

tank is good for the Seek

and Oestroy level, where

you race against the clock

to stop a convoy.

Boom! Boom! Boom!

4 5 Tliat's all you hear—and

ail you need to hear. There's littie

music to get in the way of your

missions, but there are nice sonic

nuances ili(e shrieidng enemies.

Control

Getting around in your

4 . 5 tanli is as easy as

storming a Sunday school picnic.

Being able to independently con-

trol the turret is a nice touch.

PROTIP: When you attack the nu-

clear plants in Utis level, destroy

everything around the plant, in-

cluding these towers, but leave

the main building intact.

Graphics

PROTIP: When you get the sig-

nal to find the Extraction Marker,

spend time completing bonus
objectives like destroying the

missiles in this level.

1^1 Simple polygonal Im-

4 ages are enhanced by

sharp details, liiie the flaming

enemies that run around follow-

ing a flamethrower attack. The

small soldiers, however, are tough

to spot.
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gunz is fortified with automatic ,

Reload and ruthless accurac

b»d;guys who deserve to eat :

MakeGunz part 01
.,TV!»'-.

ai^dvSega Saturi^x^^"^

May it with

ACTION

.±^J

Mn

WHApyf \)\ ^'LlLiU

S WITH THE

iZ Arcade Action SHOottft.

^n
^v.>^^

M
PlayStation

i\r-"r, I A irr

Available a ^QUtlque, Best Buy, The liys!, Meljer, and Montgomery Ward

(0 1997 ACT Laboratory Lt^ll rights reserved^ Gunz and ACT Labs are tradftr^^aVk's of ACT Laboratory Ltd. Playstation and the

Ptaystfltioajagos are trademartts of Sotty Computer Entenairtment. Inc. ^6fl4 Saturn is a trademark^f Sega Enterpnses. Ltd,

piP'HAFftrTRILOGy TM & © 1997 Twentietti Century Fox Film Corporation. AH rights resen/ed. WAFI|^ll'l(^ Sunz is designed

lor use wjlh^qur-gam^onsole system and is not a real weapon. Do not pdint it at anyonepr anything ot^er than your television.

http://www.actlab.com/ganiegear

1-800-980-9997



This dark, moody game may appeal to certain gen Xers

' ever, are going _ „gj^
to be turned off by the

''

awkward, choppy move-
ments of the spntes, asi- ^ jc^ 'i
nine gameplay and horri- • j }rv»-|5
ble graphics.

. 'I "-'.-j^,,,;,

You move {very slowly) '•;

through a desolate 3D
environment, knocking

heads with incredibly lame

enemies, including semi- I

nude women and clown- PffOTIP: Never let enemies get behind you.
ishlooking tough guys, a '' '''^V f^o, sitift your character so he can
la Perfect Weapon, which fleliver a back Idck.

and unwieldy, however, that you'll soon give up in frustration

ing of the crow, along with the

dim, poorly animated sprites

and feeble sound effects turn

this Crow into a turkey
~

The Crow: City of Angels by Acdaim

unny caw-

By ScaryLany

Remember all the

cool track turns,

dynamic explosions,

and incredible race physics of

Wipeout? So do we. But appar-

ently the developers of Scorcher,

a Wipeout wannabe, remember

'

only the fast-paced techno music
and nothing else.

This tedious, hard-to-control

racing game puts you in the

seat of a cyber-cycle—an Amer-
ican Cladiators-esque rolling

sphere that speeds you through
six desolate landscapes in a

time-trial race that's only slightly

more exciting than a trip to

Grandma's house.

The dark, poorly defined

backgrounds and jagged one-

dimensional racing sprites are

positioned in a free-for-all racing

LAP S/4 POS 4/4

,, J J
1 I PMTIP: Using objects at close

$49.M M„i,.pie views ''"jfe
is risky, since many enemu

Available now Challeme Arii„M,hi. ""iH SCOre the first hit in hanri-tn.
Aclion/advenlure Replay value: Low
' "'•I'" ESRB ralinj: Mature

By Scary Lany

In Crypt Killer, you

gun through six

stages, blasting

tons of mummies, skeletons,

zombies, and more, and face

offagainst bosses like a Hindu
statue or a sphinx.

The action is choppy, with

wild, unnecessary camera shifts

and cheap hits from the enemies.
Although the action gets frantic,

it never intensifies to the point of
hysteria, the way a good shooter
like Area 51 does. Add to this

maelstrom of malcontent a dis-

mal soundtrack with lame grunts

and groans, and you have the

makings of a barely average
shooting game.

hand combat Instead, throw items
to nail enemies htm a distance.

PftOTIP: Use shortcuts to maximize
I your lead. Look for areas such as
knolls or hills that connect one part
of the track to another.

game where hard right and hard
left turns are determined by but-

ton presses, not the directional

pad. Wacky? Yes. Wipeout? Not
even close.

lAP 1/4 PCS 4/<

PHOJIP-.TUmontte

turbo only on straight-

aways; otherwise you
may slam Into an obsta-

cle and lose yow lead.

Scorcher by Sega

««»liiei Snud Cnlril runF«l>

$49.99

Available now

Racing

1 player

6 Iraclis

Behlnd-the-vehlcl8 view

Cballenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Low

ESRB rating: Malura

Crypt Killer doesn't

provide the thrills of

Virtua Cop, although

the constant shooting

will load you up on
thumb calluses just

the same. Q

PROTJP: When the screen gets
busy, fire into the organic debris
to blast unseen smaller creatures
like bats and rats.

CfyptWIIefhyKoiiaml

PHOTIP: The blue blobs can't be killed Im-
mediately. Nail them after they fire their

BAMEPRO (^re^ Jime 1887

Price not available

Available now

Shooter

2 players

First-person view

6 stages

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Medium
ESRB rating: Teen



1

KIDS TOi ADULTS 1

Jtt-
PlayStation

1;|IW:W,\a11

Twitcn^ames^
Nothinq Else!"

=iUot!aifiinent Inc. "RAYSTOBM" is a liademark of Taito Corp,, licensed by Working Designs, Original

ned (radeiiiark ol Working Designs, Inc All rights reserved, "SPAZ" is a trademark ol Working Designs,

ating Information.

me & Taito Corp. 1996.

All rights reserved,



DRivf A TRUCH> THIS
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#
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A gear-grinding joyride

ff^n/^/it/ 'fO"i <he makers of

1 Klf^J-jrl*^^'^ Destruction Derby 1 & 2.

Strap yourself in pal, because Thunder Truck Rally is putting you in

the driver's seat of destruction. When you get behind the wheel of a

two-ton, nitro-burning, sedan-eating, four-story 4x4 steel beast, the



.* -:

result is high-octane excitement. Pound asphalt, dirt and the

competition into submission in several monster vehicles.

And with life-lil<e 4WD suspension, 360' range of motion and

killer 3D landscapes, kicking-ass will look kick-ass. Ravage

roads. Trample trouble. Send family wagons to meet their

maker. Get Thunder Truck Rally, and get ready to shred.

m

;

[i!iiii.iiiinir?.>^ 7S^.



PRu Legend OF

mm

iLM'rOTllEEi^r
The conclusion of the

Zelda strategy guide maps out

the Daric World for adventurers

who are just now discovering

By Bone this 16-bit classic.

This spring Nintendo re-released The Legend of Zelda:

A Link to the Past for the Super NES. When it debuted

five years ago, Zelda was an instant hit. Since then it has

grown in stature to stand as a landmark action/RPC, thanks

to its endearing characters, challenging puzzles, complex

mazes, and imaginative bosses. Zelda's legacy will con-

tinue later this year with the release of Zelda 64 for the

Nintendo 64.

_ To help newcomers join

the legion of Zelda fans, In

the last issue GamePro re-

vealed the locations of key

items in the Light World (see

"16-Bit Survivor's Guide," May).

Now we turn to the second

half of this huge game: the

Dark World.

Here everybody looks and

acts in a manner that reveals

the evil sides of their charac-

ters, and Hyrule itself takes

on a sinister shade. The num-

bers in the legend at right in-

dicate the approximate order

in which you will find the items,

starting from your first meet-

ing with Kiki the Monkey, who

leads you into the Dark Palace,

to your final confrontation with

Canon in the Pyramid of Power.

Note: Some of the codes below

may not work on recently issued

copies of The Legend of Zelda

because the game code has

been modified.

Pro Action Replay

7EF3770G

7EF3930G

Game Genie

AEEC-ASSe

AE67-0D30

AE6E-DF2A

AE8A-D4FA
m:8d-od9a''

Infinite arrows

Infinite bombs

Some shops

don't take your

money

Infinite bombs

Almost infinite

energy

Almost infinite

magic

U-iJli 'j'Juilil

I
Death Mountain/ ^^

Skull Woods/ Ganon's Tower 1"^

Skull Palace '- I

Dark

PalaceVillage

Outcasts/

Gargoyle's

Domain

I
Pyramid

- of Power

Misery Mire/

Misery Maie

Swamp
Palace

L
Ice Lake/

Ice Palace

Legend foi the

Daik WofId Map

Locations In ami
Around the Dark Palace

1

.

Kiki the monkey

2. Magic hammer

3. First crystal

4. Large faerie

5. Quake medallion

Locations In andAround
the Swamp Palace

6. Hookshot

7. Second crystal

8. Heart piece

9. Flute

10. Bombos medallion

11. Shovel

Locations In and
Around Skull Woods

12. Heart piece

13. Heart piece

14. Fortune teller

15. Fire rod

16. Third crystal

Locations In andAround
the Village of Outcasts

17. Frog-dwarf

18. Heart piece

19. Heart piece

20. Heart piece

21. Titan's mitt

22. Fourth crystal

23. Magic bottle

Locatktns In and
Aroundkx Lake

24. Blue mail

25. Fifth crystal

26. Faeries

27. Heart piece

Locatkms In and
Around the Misery Maze
28. Faeries

29. Heart piece

30. Heart piece

31. Cane of Somaria

32. Sixth crystal

Locatkms In and
Around Death Mountain

33. Heart piece

34. Heart piece

35. Red mail

36. Mirror shield

37. Seventh crystal

Locatkms In andAround
the PyramU of Power

38. Faeries

39. Heart piece

40. Heart piece

41. Red shield

42. Silver arrows

43. Golden sword

44. Canon

GAMEPRO (g) June I9S7



HIE Ki-ltIT GAMUirS SIJUVIVAL CIJIUK

Maps courtesy of Nintendo Power

SAVE IDE lO-BIT GAMER'S SUUVIVAl «UII)E!
Attention, fans of 16-bit games! We need to

l<now what you'd like to see in the "16-Bit

Gamer's Survival Guide." So far we've run re-

views of new games when we have 'em: the

Game Watch, which lists upcoming games;

and the Hall of Fame, which looks at classic

games. But the times, they are a-changin'.

As you know, there are almost no new

games to review or preview. So how do you

want us to use the "Survival Guide"? Tell us

what you'd like to see!

Do you want:

• Strategy and codes for 16-bit games?

• Comparisons between 16-bit games, or even

between 16-bit games and 32- or 64-bit games?

• Re-reviews of games we reviewed years ago?

• More of the Hall of Fame lists of categories like

the best fighting games or the best RPG games?

• Readers' lists of their favorite 16-bit games?

• Something else we haven't thought of?

Help save the "16-Bit Gamer's Survival

Guide"! Send your suggestions to:

16-Bit Suggestions

GamePro Magazine

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

You can also e-mail your suggestions to

comments.gamepro@gamepro.com

GAMEPRO (^8?) June 1887



VR BASEBALL TIP

LAY DOWN THE PERFECT BUNT AND
SQUEEZE THE RUNNER HOME WITH

SIMULTANEOUS BATTER AND
BASERUNNER CONTROL.

I n-
[ m

Check out VR Baseball '97 at www.vrsports.com
Check out the official Major League Basebair" web site at www.majorleaguebaseball.com



mi
MORE CONTROL THAN ANY
OTHER BASEBALL GAME!

VR Baseball '97 Is the next generation baseball game that lets you
control both the batter and baserunners simultaneously. Hit and

run, tag up, steal, stretch out a double or execute a squeeze play.

VR Baseball's completely new, easy-to-use controller design

provides total bat control for power, contact, bunt and pull-hitting

as well as control over pitch selection and speed with unlimited pitch

locations. You can even control a real 3-D camera that let's you play

from any position or angle because VR Baseball has a true

3-D engine.

After3 years of internal development and a total commitment to

quality, VR Sports delivers a winning roster for the '97 season:

Virtual FieldVision"* technology creates an immersive, ultra-realistic,

gaming environment that lets you play the game from any view or

perspective. You can even play from the ball's view if you don't mind
getting Icnocked around.

^^ar^ Four uniform options per team including updated colors and team
logos for 1997. Plus, four play options and three difficulty settings for

the skill level most challenging to you.

Instant access to pitch selection, speed and control for unlimited

plate locations without menus. Total bat control for power, contact,

bunt and pull-hitting without tipping your hand to your opponent.

Super-fast Season Play mode with top 10 or full stats,

mid-season All-Star voting and game.

Plus, a true physics model controls velocity,

rotation, gravity and air friction for true flight,

bounce and roll for varying surfaces like Astroturf,

grass, dirt and fences.

Kff BasebaU '97
Try it. It's new. It's different. You may never

go back to your old game again.

•u 199/ tnlt-<|ii<iy Mfut.lut lion-. All mcjIiI (f>i*rwO VR Spotts, VR B.i'^eb.ill and Ihe Diflt'ic-ncc li Rt-,

dte ifddtMiidiks o! Iiik'rpldy Pfocliiclioib All itghti fi-siTvi'tl M.ijoi U-dtjuc Bdiebdll ir,

copynghli dte usecJ with peimiiiioti ul Mdjor Ledyuf BdifMl Ptopeille. IrK. WMLBPA OMmdl LiC('Hiee-Md|Or U-dcjut-
*"
"i'bdll Players Aisooalion, Setjd dinl iecjd bdlurn dfc trdOfiiidiks ul St-ya tiiteipti-*^. Llti PIdyStdlion diicJ the PldySldlion ioqo .1

X^iiidrks o{ Sony Conipuiei EnlerldiiiineiU Inc. Mmosutl. WincJows .snd the Winciowi9S logo die legiileied lid(Jf'n.ri.s mI k

rpoidiion All fiqhti ri-serveU All utiwi topyrights dnd iradeinarki d»e the properly oi ihejr tespetiivt? owners.

Plus,

Total control over oil aspects of gome ploy including

simultaneous batter and baserunner control.

Ploy baseball in a true real-time 3-D world witli

unlimited 360° views and motion coptured polygon

models lor all players.

Updated stuf>, iu:>iers, uniform styles,

inter-leogue ploy witb a reol-time in stadium scoreboard

and big screen in stadium television.

28 3-D AAojor League Baseball" stodiums including three

new stadiums: Atlanta, Anaheim and Oaklond.

The Difference Is Reoll

ml J^
COMING SOONH!



Another Stellar Year at the Top for Triple Play '98

ijll
Triple Ploy '9B
By Air Hendrix

Plnilll'nNfln
^"'''^ ^'''^ ^^ '''^^ ^^ diamond with another round

"
of exceptional baseball. Mesmerizing graphics and

sounds combine with deep, addictive gameplay to position this out-

standing game as the season's early front-mnner.

All-Star Start
Triple '98's exhaustive features provide a complete baseball experi-

ence. Naturally you'll find all the pro players, stadiums, and teams with

impressively current rosters that even include hot rookies like Wilton

Guerrero. A solid set of modes lets you play everything from a season

to a multi-game series, imd you can also trade, create players, and run

a draft with the '98 expansion teams. Tuned for novices and pros alike,

the gameplay's rewarding and fun, iind really brings to life the intensity

of the pitcher-batter confrontation.

On defense, detailed, responsive controls enable you to execute

almost iiny strategy. Pitchers ;ire endowed with their real-life arsenal,

while fielders can speed burst, dive, jump, and even climb the wall. On-
the-fly strategy lets you tune your fielders' positioning, but on the down
side, player switching c;ui be too finicky.

Offensively, batters blast away with a thorough selection of swings

and bunts that are effective and easy to use. The directional pad lets

you pull the ball and go lor fly balls or grounders. Disappointingly,

though, one of the original game's coolest features—adjusting the

batter's stance—was axed. As for base running, the controls are more

complicated than they need to be, but the ability to play as a base run-

ner while the CPU bats is a nice touch.

Grand Slam Scenery "Jj^
Graphically, Triple '98 erupts witlTOme of gaming's shiupest baseball

visuals. The excellent polygonal players sport authentic details like names,

numbers, uniforms, stances, and faces—you'll recognize Nomo and

McGwire in a heartbeat. But best of all, they move cleanly and quickly

with jaw-dropping realism, whether they're hopping over sliding mnners

to turn a double play or

jackknifing away from

inside pitches.

PROTIP:If.vouhavea

power hitter at tlic plate

and the wind's on jour

side, go for the homer
liy using the directional

pad and D to send it

flying down the line.

PROTIP:Ifyou don't mix

up the speed and placement

of your pitches, you'll get lit

every time. It's also crucial to

use aftertouch to keep the ball

moving as it crosses the plate.

$59.95 Challenge: Adjustable

Available May Replay value: High

Baseball ESRB rating: Kids

8 players (with adapter) to Adults

Multiple views
The sounds deliver the same

dazzle with fantastic two-man commentary that's remarkably detailed

and accurate. The onfield effects, especially the crack of the bat, keep

you in the game.

This Is Hard Ball

Although intriguing prospects like Major League Baseball '97 won't

step up until late summer. Triple Play "98 already boots the current

crop of competing games back to the minors. If you're looking to buy

a baseball game, it's the only field in town. Q
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A Long Out Is Still

Just An Out
Grand Slam
By Johnny Ballgame

PlnilQ^ilNnn
'^'and Slam might not approach the plate with the power™
list of features or awesome iooic baseball fanatics de-

mand, but it does provide enough fast-playing hardball action to satisfy

the occasional fan.

Nomo Mister Nice Guy
When it comes to options, for eveiything Grand Slam does right, there's

something equally wrong. There's an MLBPA license,

but no big-name rookies like Vladimir Guerrero, no

Deion Sanders, and no MLB license, so you're forced

to play on generic teams. There's Season and Exhibi-

tion play, trades. Practice, and Tater toumamenLs, but

no create-a-player (you caji't even create Deion), drafts,

offensive managerial strategy, or double switches. You

can't move your pitcher on the mound or adjust your

batter's stance, or move him up and down in the box.

The Curve
Where Grand Slam shines is in its line-drive game

speed and revolutionary pitching control. Pitches are

thrown via a swinging incier, as in PGA Tour Golf,

which determines the s[iced and accuracy of each one. It takes timing

and skill to master—one slip-up and you can hang a curveball in the

middle of the plate or bean a would-be batter. Other all-star control

elements include .speed bursts, jumping for liners, take-out slides, and

three batting modes with varying skill levels.

Unfortunately, Grand Slam's graphics fall below the Mendoza line

for 32-bit ba.seball games. Player movements, like diving for grounders,

aren't well detailed, and there i\TC no cool player collisions or stadium

flybys like in Triple Play "98,

The sound strikes out with limited crowd reactions ;md repetitive

PA music that never makes you feel like you're playing in the big

leagues, A boring announcer who's often late on his calls adds to the

audio trouble.

Warning Track Power
Grand Slam's gameplay is fairly

fun, and if you can overlook tlie

game's faults, you'll have a pretty

good time playing. But with an

exn^aordinarj' game like Triple

Play '98 (see ProReview, this is-

sue), on the mailcet, why settle

for anything less? Q

PROTFP: When pitching, the farther

the meter goes into the red, the harder the

throw: Rut the harder the throw, the more

stamina your pitcher loses. To avoid tiring

your ace, only let loose with the hard stuff

when you need a key pitch.

PROnP: Keep batters off balance by varying

the speed of your pitches.

Grond SIflm Tips

<^

PROI IP: When you hit a ball into

the gap. don't avsuiiic it's an auto-

matic double. The lieldi'rs run ex-

tremely fast and will gun you down

at second if M»u"re not careful.

PROIIP: In (irand Slam, pickin;-

a team with strong hilling is more

to your advantage than sflccling a

Grand Slam by Virgin

Price not available

Available now

Baseball

2 players

Multiple views

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults
.puter s an ag-

, er. When il 'son

bast, throw fastballs and be pre-

pared for an attempted steal.

e basepaths, get-

ling in rundowns is pointk-ss

against the compuler. Tlie licl-

(ler's speed is greater than the

CAMEPRO (^ June 19S7



Boffom of file m '97

After delivering some excellent gameplay in its first at-bat. Bottom of

the 9th '97 returns to the diamond, looking to shine with a new list of

features and an improved 3D batting interface. At press time, Konami
was being tight-lipped about giunepiay options, revealing only that

there will be night games, more stadiums, an MLBPA license, and
added camera angles. These pix give you an idea of where the game's
headed. We'll have more info in an upcoming issue—Johnny Ballganu

Norld Series Boseball '98

Saturn IGenaais

Another round of Saturn ;ind Genesis baseball is set for action with

World Series Baseball '98. Although there's little word on the Genesis

game, in the Saturn version, Sega's bumping up the play by implement
ing a new polygon-ba.sed engine that will aid in simulating the real-life

movements of the players with the help of motion-capture technology.

The list of features includes all the pro teams, players, rosters, and ren-

dered 3D parks. WSB '% also added interleague play and enhanced

commentary that includes more than 3000 new voice combos. Gamers
can swing for the fences in Season, All-Star, and Playoff modes, as well

as in a Home Run Derby. You can also track ;md store season statistics

in over 10 categories.—7/?^ Rookie

Note: These screens are from the Japanese version of the game.

Developed and published by
Sega Sports

Available July

fikfOMPLETE
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"The Best

Multiplayep Game Ever"
Next Generation March Cover Story

"Ednors' Top Ten"
Ultra Game Players

Since 1989 Bombcrman has

been defined by gamers as

the ultimate multiplayer

game. Now "the man" is i

available in an enhanced
]

10-player multiplayer i

package complete with 3D

rendered graphics, new
character animations, and a vast 9|
repertoire of spiteful canned and cust

taunts. Keeping true to the original adv -

gameplay, you better think fast as you vie for

deadly power-ups, race against the clock and

__ blow your

opponents to

smithereens.
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^ t^
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,0.y^

BY GAMERS. FOR GAMERS.

1^

YOU'RE
.TOAST!

r
BLOW
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Previews

A few more fat fastballs are screaming your way...along with some wild

brealcing pitches. We've scouted the rest of this summer's upcoming
baseball games, which weren't ready to be previewed by press time,

and broken them down. Watch upcoming issues for more info.

By Air Hendrix

Major League Baseball '97

First up is Major League Baseball '97 for the PlayStation, which

is slotted for an August release. Last year's version was titled MLB
Pennant Race, and along with

the new name, Sony has a new

design group hard at work on

jazzing up the action with the

hopes of an impressive late-

in-the-season debut. Graphi-

cally, Sony's going 3D with
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

polygonal players and a fully 3D game engine. New motion-capture

data will imbue the players with more lifelike movements, including

backhand stabs for balls going over the fence, fielders who throw ftt)m

the knees, and more. On the feature side, highlights include inter-

league play, souped-up stats, all-star rosters based on your season's

performance, and major improvements in load time.

Ken Griffey Jr. Baseball

Disappointing news for N64 ba.seball fans:

The latest word on Ken Griffey Jr. Base-

ball is that there's a slim chance it'll be

ready for release by late summer. Safe

money's on this highly anticipated title not

appearing until the start of the '98 season,

though. Nintendo's keeping a tight lid on

any details about the game itself, so we can

only hope it'll deliver the s;une caliber of

gameplay found in last year's awesome

Winning Run for the Super NES.

Ken GrifTev Jr. Baseball

(Nintendo 64)

All-Star Baseball Featuring Frank Thomas
All-star Baseball Featuring Frank Thomas is in the loop for late May

on the PlayStation and Saturn. To

improve upon last year's mediocre

outing, Acclaim's focusing on re-

vamping the pitcher/batter interface

and brushing up the graphics. Ac-

claim's talking about all the right

things, but the tme telling's always

in the playing. We'll have more on

this one as soon as we can score

some hands-on gaming time.

All-Star Ba<>el)all Featuring Frank
rhoma.s (PlayStation, Saturn)

HardBall 6

Accolade's also plugging away on

HardBall 6 for a July release on

the PlayStation. This long-mnning

series is also making the jump into

3D, and its designers are promising

to maintain its trademark sim-style

action. This year's game should
HardBall 6 (I'layStaUon

)

^Iso have a more console-friendly

feel (HardBall 5 played too much like a PC game sUick on the Play-

Station) as its designers are concentrating on bringing more action to

the gameplay, particularly on the fielding side.

Aaron vs. Ruth Baseball

After a long delay, Mindscape's ready-

ing Aaron vs. Ruth Baseball for a

July release on the PlayStation. This

historical baseball title should be a treat

for hardcore fans because it stars past

greats like Shoeless Joe and the Babe.

AvR also uses old-time mles and uni-

fomis to capture a nostalgic atmos-

phere. Given this title's troubled history and recent rumblings of diffi-

culties at Mindscape, however, AvR might not come out this summer.

Minor League Prospects

After a rocky ride, MVP Baseball

for the PlayStation has surfaced again.

Following the demise of Data East

(MVP's original publisher), this intrigu-

ing prospect was snapped up by Psyg-

nosis. Since the game's developers,

BlueSky Software, created the out-

Aaron v.s. Ruth Baseball

(Play.Station)

MVP Ba.scball (Play.Station)

Standing World Series Baseball titles for the Genesis, the game has a lot

of promise just on the basis of BlueSky 's rep. However, Psygnosis sent

MVP back to the minors for a graphical overhaul that .should bring its

visuals in line with 32-bit standards. Expect this one in spring '98.

On the rumor-mill side, Crystal Dynamics is mulling over a sec-

ond 3D Baseball title, but no firm plans had been made at press time.

And finally, recording this year's first at-bat in console baseball

gaming, VR Baseball '97 for the PlayStation hit stores shelves in early

April. For more info on this game, check out our review in "Sports

Pages" in the May issue.
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al Doom^niBTr ___

be. Enhanced lor the N64 with even more twisted

challenging levels plus new lool<s for all your

old friends and weapons. Only the N64 could

handle a Doom this tough. So now you can go

out in a blaze of glory. Or a body bag.

"- r" (01 993, 1997 id Sotlware.li-M: All rights reserved Disrri" " " - . -

:. MidwaytVi is a regisrered Iradeniarh of Midway Games liic Used by permission All olher trademarks are Itie properly o

respective owners. Nintendo. Nintendo 64 and the 3-D "N" logo are ttadcmarks of Nintendo of America Inc

<^ 996 Nintendo of America Inc Licensed by Nintendo

C0. MiDWj
. midway. cortf;
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Gofll Sform '97

By The Rookie

Goal Storm '97 sprints into summer with intense arcade-

style soccer action, using the same tried-and-true for-

mula of football games past. Konami, however, bumps up the gameplay

a notch with a simple one-button touch pass that adds a much-needed

element to this year's game.

Football the World Over
Gamers choose from a list of 32 international teams—including Ger-

many, Brazil, and the U.S. GS '97 covers the field in Exhibition, Inter-

national League, and International Cup play. You can also hone your

penalty-kicking skills through a special P.K. mode.

Players can customize their game by making substitutions while

choosing between four stadiums, three difficulty settings, three weather

conditions, and night or day play. GS '97 also features eight strategy

settings and 13 formations.

Stormin' the Field

GS '97 delivers with solid graphics, smooth gameplay, and user-friendly

controls. Every player is defined in the familiar polygonal style, exhibit-

ing fluid lifelike movements when executing everything from slide tack-

les to blistering shots on goal. The game's simple controls enable you to

move the ball up and down the field effectively with relative ease. GS '97

PROTIP: On a corner kick, hit the middle of the pack for a good chance at

scoring a header.

also features an easy one-two pass that enables you to perform give-and-

go passes to your man racing downfield, which can make for some excit-

ing goals. The only minor annoyance in the giime cxcurs when the com-

puter arbitrarily chooses which man you should control, but this usually

works to your advantage.

GS '97 receives a red card, however, for sound because of the

inconsistent and spotty announcer, uninspired crowd chants, and

an annoying clicking effect as you kick the ball downfield.

Solid Goal

Goal Storm '97 offers up a

healthy round of fast-paced

soccer. If you're looking for

a larger list of teams and op-

tions, you should stick to the

front-mnning FIFA '97. The

best bet is to rent both and

see which game sets your

net on fire. Q

.^^.M
40 30 40

4^ VMX Racing
^^^^^^^ By Four-Eyed Dragon

?\i\\Mm With dirt and mud flying everywhere, VMX Racing

wipes out on the PlayStation as just another bland

motocross game that takes you on a bumpy ride without the thrills.

Because the game's six tracks and four bikes look and feel

the same, VMX quickly grows

repetiUve. The graphics don't help

either as the opponents look choppy

and coarse, while the background

scenery's an eyesore. Adding to

the game's maladies, VMX is best

played with the sound off because

of the monotone engine noise and

one-track music. Sadly, VMX's
only real plus is the control; it's

easy and basic without the fuss of

power slides or braking techniques.

Don't get stuck in the mud
playing this game. Training wheels

or not, VMX Racing won't give

you the ride of your life. Q

^ Price not available Challenge: Adjustable

Available now Replay value: High

Soccer ESRB rating: Kids

2 players to Adults

PRO! IP: On turns, use the blast

instead of the brakes to get ahead

of the pack.

PROTIP: Pa.ss your opponents more
quickly by avoiding jumps that give

big air.

Price not dvaiiabie

Available now

Motocross

2 players

4 views

6 tracks

Cballenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

CXMEPRO (fgo) Jane 1817
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^ LIABILITY

rOTEK WARRIOR

'*•••• Ten-thrill-Q-second

CKDCr'IGnCC —Nent generation

"96. a must have for

shooter fans!' —p.s.x.

"A classic Q^amer*s

Q"Q,me . —ps EHtceme

"An intense blaster with

Challen9[-in^ stages and

awesome bosses" —gamepro

tnantiteMt
lujarriarl

Novu availoble at retailers everywhere or

ord.^itoll free l-888-v[^;coMI WWW.VIC.COm

©1997 Virgin Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved, NanoTek Warrior is a trademark of Tetragon and Vlrgm Interactive Entertainment, Inc. Virgin is a registered trademark of

Virgin Enterprises, Ltd. Sony, iho Sony PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are all trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.



SeoRTs Insider Previews
SI ASM M C.

(proviclec^^^^^Be taken dur-

ing instnnl^^^^^Mey doni paint

an entirely accurate picture of Power-

play '%\ sm/7\ polygonal graphics

in action. One obvious—and cool

—

ivlinement is tliat the players now

wear real-lil'e unifonns with names

and iHimlx:rs.

Virgin also indicated that liie

players and their motions were re-

vamped and will include their real-lifc

individual styles. Hasek. lor instance,

will charge out of (he goal It) challenge

breakaways. Five new camera angles

iuid slightly larger players shouki also

pull you closer into (he action, and an

aulozoom feature will keep the camera

as tight as possible on the play.

>

For this year's face-off. NHL Powerplay "98"s packing in .several promising addi-

tions. Fighting leads the lineup as brawlers will now lie able to drop their gloves and
gel busy with shirt grabs and several punches. Virgin's declining the management
sule of the game as well by adding in trades, player creation, and sea.son-long stat.s.

Poweiplay '98 will also ramp up the coaching feature ihai hel|X-d it stand out from

last year's crowd, expanding the original selection of strategies while adding tactics

for power plays and penally killing.

All the pro players and teams will hit the ice. sporting new moves like fake

shots, stumble passes, and sizc-baseil hooking (small players won't have an) effect

on big guys like Lindros). Finally. Virgin's putting a lot of work into the A.I. with

the goal of eliminating "sure thing" shots ;uid allowing the CPU players and goalies

to behave more realistically.

BIMEPBO (92) Jnne 1917
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Srorts INSIDER Previews

NIISCHR '98

PlayStation I Saturn

By Air Hendrix

The creators of (he outstanding Andretti Racing head for the NASCAR
cireuit with souped-up gameplay and graphics in a game that could turn out
to be the race of the year.

Gropliics& Sounds

Feflfures

locked Li_

gun ilsonj......

life cars and ilrivcis |xt race.

including ihc likes of Dale ^
Eanihardi, Rusiy Wallace, and

JcIT (jordon. 'i'he ruhlx-i will

bum on 17 (racks—three licensed road courses, eight licensed

ovals, anti six fantasy tracks jiackcd with tougher turns, The one-

or two-player split-screen action goes down in Practice, Single

Race, and Season niodes. ;uid of course you can tune your car's

downforce. tire pressine, and niore. Track telemetry readings even

rate your performance, so you can tweak your liiming style and

cai- setup to optimize your race.

Striving to capture the NASCAR experience, the gameplay

(it four cars abreas(. Smart drafdng and pi( s(ops will also be a cru-

cial part of winning. Finally, each CPU racer will also have i(s

own iiuleix-ndeni A, I., giving each car its own trails so the pack

won't ix-have identically.

Visually. NASCAR "yS's cars look

gorgeous, sporting smooth polygons

EA Sports also promiseil that these

races will have much Ix'tter load times

than Andretti Racing's and will move

along at a "lightning-fa.st" clip. As for

sounds, TV commentator Boh Jenkins

sets up each .season race and calls the

action. The NASCAR team also took

recordings inside cars during races and

alongside the track, so the .sound elTecls

should flat-out roar.

,rrarr^^
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I Son le I 'IdvSt til iori an d
Sega Sal urn games are tough.

This one's MUKDEK.

I

%

itti. i

£!*:

4^

Mystery. Mayhem. I'ure terror. .^ mansion ol lost souls holds the secrets of Matinirus Island.

Only qiirk wit^ can unlock its parariornial mysteries. Onlv a qiick trigger finger cdn keep you alive.

First-person shooting with a brain. .^ puzzle-solving labyrinth with ai; altitude.

Time is not on vour side' - j

3D0. Studio 3D0, the 3D0 logos and Killing Time are trademarks and or let

1996 The 3D0 Company All rights reserved PlayStation and the '

.fi. logo e

imarksolSECAENTERPRISF"
' " '

;laim Enlerlainment, Inc. All nc;
PlayStation " seGA SATURN
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IF BATTLINCTHE
CYCLOPS AND THE

FOUR-HEADED HYDRA
ISN T FUN ENOUCH^
YOUCAN ALW
CO TOflADE
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In addition to all the other freaky

creatures, you'll have to battle a boar.

Which is anything but a bore.

Zeus not only has to conquer Hades, ]S—

^

but also conquer the heart of Atlanta.

(A Herculean task, indeed.)

In HeRC's AdvE>4TURES, unlike life, to

have a happy ending, you'll have to wind

up in hell. After all, that's where you

must duel with Hades, god of the

underworld, to save civilization.

STRENCTH OF

CHARACTER. You 11 go

into battle as one of three

heroic, mythological characters,

each one with unique powers:

Hercules possesses super strength.

Atlanta has lightning speed. And,

Jason - savvy street smarts.

WEIRD WEAPONS. Sure, you get th,

usual arrows, slingshots and swords. But,

[Bl lr?]R)[?l[zl[;)Rl[?)B][;lRiBlizlRl[zlrg]|?l[E][HJ[a]p

you can also arm yourself with ray guns,

houses, sheep and inflatable cows.

EVEN WEIRDER BAD 6UY$.

Freaky weapons are perfect for

fighting even freakier enemies:

A one-eyed Cyclops, the four-

headed Hydra, and snake-haired

Medusa. Plus sword-swinging

skeletons, crazy clowns, nasty

Martians and more. No wonder

Electronic Gaming Monthly says it "...has

you laughing too hard to fight." In the

end, it's up to you to save the world in this

crazy twist on Greek mythology. And, if you fail?

Well, at least you'll die laughing.

-4—^ So many Martians, so little time! And,

to make matters worse, they've got

Jason surrounded with ray guns.

Unfortunately for Atlanta, the Cyclops

has a huge appetite for destruction.

Not to mention beautiful warriors.

http://www.lucasarts.com aJrEJfzireJrglfzrifo]

Here's Aiiventures'" and® 1997 LucasArts Entertaimem Company. All Rights Reserved Here's Aduentures is a trademark of LuiasArts Entenainment Company Ttie LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd PlayStation

and ttie PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Compirter Entenainment Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, UD. Tlie ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.
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RUNNING MOVES

Tap A to run at your opponent,

then tap x or to perform a

running move like a Clothes-

line or a Shoulder Tackle.

BLOCKING
rariiiiiwiiXBEB

rw .^^li c 1

1^
To block a punch or a kick,

tap D. Double-tap D to take a

step back from an opponent.

Climb Into the ring with some

of the meanest wrestlers

to hit the PlayStation!

We give you the best

mat maneuvers and hidden

grapplers in the hottest

wrestling game of the year.

By Johnny Ballgame

NAN DOWN OFF THE TOP ROPE

When your opponent's lying on

the ground, stand by his torso

and tap A to attempt a pin.

SPECIAL MOVE

When your opponent's down,

tap X to stomp him. To per-

form more

painful

holds like

the Boston

Crab, stand

near either

his head or

feet and

tapO.

Each wrestler has a special

power move that usually

knocks down opponents

with one hit. To exe-

cute this move, tap R2.

To climb onto the top rope,

point the directional pad diag-

onally toward the

corner you want

to climb, and

while bumping

against it, tap x.

Each wrestler has

two moves off the

top rope depend-

ing on whether

the opponent is

standing or lying

down.

Conrroller Legend
Various moves

a = Block

X = Punch/Kick

O = Various moves

L1= Jump/Fall

R1 = Duck behind opponent

SONY A
O

A = Run/Pin R2 = Special move

Motion = Move the joystick in one smooth,

continuous motion.

Tap = Tap the buttons and directions indi-

cated in sequence.

( ) = Execute commands in parentheses
"^^^ simultaneously.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is facing to the

right. If they're facing left, reverse any •» and 4- dinctions.

GAMEPRl (102) June 1887



SLAPS AND SLAMS
FROM A DISTANCE

To hit your opponent with a

forearm or a chop, stand ap-

proximately a body's length

away and tap 0.

If you want to smack your op-

ponent with a different fist or

forearm attack, stand a body's

length away and tap 0, then

press and hold t.

From a body's length away,

tap 0, then press and hold i

to flip or slam your opponent.

SLAMS AND
SUPLEXES FROM

IN CLOSE

Stand in close to your oppo-

nent and tap to perform a

basic wrestling hold.

MOVE REVERSAL

While in close to your oppo-

nent, charge for two sec-

onds to perform a more po-

tent move.

To perform other moves in

your wrestler's repertoire, tap

0, then press and hold t or

I; or charge for two sec-

onds, release 0, then press

and hold t or 4-.

REVERSALS
You can perform reversals ei-

ther during a puncli or a fc/c/c

attacl< or at the beginning of

an opponent's power move.

PUNCH AND KICK

REVERSAL

When your opponent is punch-

ing or kicking you, simultane-

ously press D and x to block

his attack and strike him down

with a move of your own.

As your opponent begins to

grab you for a power move,

simultaneously press D and x

to maneuver out of the hold.

SPIRIT METER

The Spirit Meter represents

the power and adrenaline of

your wrestler. As you pound

your opponent and get the

crowd involved with your

taunt (press L2), your meter

turns from red to white.

When the meter begins to flash

white, your wrestler flexes his

muscles to show off his added

strength. You can now knock

down your opponent with one

punch, perform reversals eas-

ier, or use your wrestler's Su-

per Spirit move.

To perform Super Spirit moves,

move in close to your oppo-

nent and charge until your

wrestler raises both arms. Re-

lease to unleash your most

devastating maneuver.

INTO THE

TURNDUCKLE
To whip your opponent into

one of the four turnl^uckles,

press the directional pad diag-

onally toward the desired cor-

ner and tap O. When the op-

ponent's in the corner, you

can do one of the following

three options:

Option 1 : Run at your oppo-

nent by pressing A, then press

X to nail him with a basic move

like a Clothesline, a Drop Kick,

or a Shoulder Charge (the move

depends on your wrestler) while

he's stunned in the corner. Fol-

low this move with a special

hold by pressing either when

you're standing by his head or

by his feet when he collapses.

GAMEPRB (103) June 1197



WCW VS THE World ProStrategy Guide

Option 2: Run up close behind

your opponent while he's dazed

and press and hold for two

seconds. Release to hoist him

onto the top rope and perform

a high-risk maneuver like a

Superplex.

Option 3: Follow your oppo-

nent while he's running into

the corner, staying about one

body's length away. While he's

dazed in the corner, begin to

charge 0, and when he stum-

bles out of the ropes, release O
to deliver a powerful move like

a Piledriver or a Powerslam.

POWER MOVES:

HOW 1000 THEN
EARLY IN THE MAKH

To perform the more power-

ful, neckbreaking moves, you

must charge O for about two

seconds, then release it while

close to your opponent. The

problem with doing this move
early in the match is that while

you're charging your move, your

opponent can start punching

you or attempt a less power-

ful but quicker maneuver and

pummel you to the mat.
AHACKS FROM

BEHINO

the direaion you wish to jump,

and tap 0.

To punish your opponent early

with your most powerful moves,

whip him into the ropes by

pressing either -> or « and

tapping 0.

When your opponent heads

back toward you, charge

for at least two seconds and

release the button just as the

wrestler runs into you.

If you don't have room or

time to charge your move,

and your opponent is coming

toward you, press LI to duck

or to jump over him. As he

runs to the other side of the

ring, you'll have ample time

to charge your move.

Each wrestler has several moves

that can be performed only

from behind an opponent. To

execute these moves, pound

your opponent to the ground,

then press D to pick him up.

If he's dizzy, press Rl to duck

behind him, then press or

charge while holding t or

i> to perform different moves.

OUTSIDE THE RING

When your opponent is stand-

ing next to the ropes, knock

him outside the ring by either

hitting him with a charging

blow like a Clothesline or a

Drop Kick (tap A to run,

then tap x or to execute

the move), or by using your

special knockdown move
(press R2).

Certain high flyers like Eddy

Guerrero and The Ultimo

Dragon can flip over the ropes

and onto opponents outside

the ring. To do this, simply

lean against the ropes, facing

1^:,:,,^^. . ..^.. -
:

,

Wrestlers who don't have the

ability to flip can climb the

turnbuckles by pressing diag-

onally toward the corner they

wish to climb and pressing x.

They will then pounce on their

opponent with their normal

top-rope maneuver.

Outside the ring, you can throw

the opponent into the steel gate

or into the side of the ring by

pressing the directional pad

toward the area you're aiming

at and tapping 0.

One cheap way to win a match

is to put your opponent in a

submission hold outside the

ring when time is almost up.

To do this, run at your oppo-

nent and clothesline him, then

walk by either his feet or head

and tap to execute the move.

If you do this at around the

count of 15, you should be

able to perform the move and

still roll back in the ring before

the count of 20, leaving your

opponent behind for the loss.

If you need to break the sub-
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mission hold early, repeatedly

tap X to let go, then climb

back into the ring.

SUICIDE DIVES

Certain insane wrestlers like

the Black Ninja can perform

suicide dives when their op-

ponents are outside the ring.

To execute these death-defy-

ing moves, you must first

knock your opponent over the

top rope and outside the ring.

Press A to run to the opposite

side of the ring, away from

your opponent, and bounce

off the ropes for momentum.

As you head toward your op-

ponent, press at about mid-

ring to perform these incredi-

ble maneuvers.

Unbelievable high-flying action!

STAYING ALIVE

When your opponent has you

in a submission hold, rapidly

tap any button while pointing

your directional pad toward

the nearest rope. When you

get close to the rope, the ref-

eree will make the wrestler

break his hold.

A good strategy when you're

about to lose the match is to

stay near the ropes. Your op-

ponent can neither pin you

nor make you submit when

you're near the ropes, so you

still have a fighting chance.

HIDDEN WRESTLERS
Hidden wrestlers can be used

only in Exhibition, Elimination,

and Belt Challenge modes.

•^•nmtm

\k 1
UijMOuknx

i Snlo/Icvcn k jSr

I rowrrumcnt ^h

WCWv: 1rhe World cor ta ins

eight hidden wrestlers. To find

them, you must enter

League Challenge mode

and fight with a junior

heavyweight wrestler,

such as Chris Benoit.

HIDDEN WRESTLERS
Hidden Wrestler Organization Defeated

Steel Talon World Championship Wrestling

Grizz Lee Empire Wrestling Federation

Shanghai Samurai Wrestling Federation

Major Tom Dead or Alive

Le Masquerade Independent Union

JeffJarretl Neo Strong Wrestling

Jaguar Super Junior Heavyweight

-
, The Giant Super Heavyweight

^/ -%».

hfM
^

mA J £T(«IIteJlnjfe*r»l« k h
k i

r ¥f
"FW"

You will see a list of six wres-

tling organizations to chal-

lenge, including the WCW.

Enter the league of your

choice and wrestle for that

circuit's championship. When

you win the belt, you'll see a

little belt next to the picture

of the new champion in the

wrestler-select screen.

ing offscreen. Move the cursor

to the arrow, press i and you'll

find the first hidden wrestler.

Return to the League Challenge

mode, use the same wrestler

you won the first belt with,

and challenge another league.

For each championship you

win, another arrow pointing

to a new hidden wrestler will

appear in the wrestler-select

screen located in the Exhibi-

tion match setup.

—L'i.'^n'.iWirr

fMOW

njus iWKA xc naxnci anuta homa
hkk uttu iHRoo Cium xtui oota
uon Mittfc BccAi livmu'imiadWuMm
til MKCH (liOKOlHlAgT 'MAHUr^CHU'

__ WU^ OAW BOIT OOK)

fi^'fili^iwpSifH? «x:oi iiiKca MJfOJi

Select the Exhibition mode and

at the wrestler-select screen,

you'll notice a red arrow point-

After you win all six belts with

the same wrestler, a new league

will appear called the Super Ju-

nior Heavyweight Division. Use

the same wrestler to win this

belt and the seventh hidden

fighter will appear.
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LUCK "Tj' ™ 'Imxi^
STING <V W ».Ji iJMjUM

acK viiMi imaoa
] qauiii! hjuh torn

Kon MAum nccAL nxnua fittm^^mi
nt mcon CHOHo hcaut Manflibai''

ffANC fiMOAUOOHrASnPA SiOOB TIWK
fiUtWJ r«0«f(;f8M(|- OAHU BOLT : COJO

To unlock the eighth hidden

character, you must pick a

new wrestler. He must be a

heavyweight from a different

wrestling organization than

your first wrestler and you

must win all six belts again,

each with this same new man.

This time, after winning your

sixth belt, the new league

that's formed is called the

Super Heavyweight Division.

NOCiW
KMOn

nAIS AKItIA MC WWM WMfiW MOHM
mcH uoAHi mmoa eum kau oom
uorr mimo ukal fHomaifmame^MAm
ni mem cHO>io\Hijm \HAnivWaitr
Wi&mtSM^Sim' AtopA HOOD mm

^ o»m Botr Don
•UMirinuKimjaeBaSmMoi ovuai mtom

After defeating this group and

winning its belt, the final—and

biggest—wrestler in the game
appears: The Giant.

PowerMove
MOVES FROM

BEHIND OPPONENT
BasicMow

Although each wrestler has

his own unique list of moves,

you perform each type of

move with the same button

presses. Use the following

list of button presses to pin

your opponent with the

fiercest moves, no matter

which wrestler you select.

IN-CLOSE MOVES
Note: Perform the following moves
when you're standing close to an
opponent who 's facing you.

Bask Move

Charge for two seconds, release

Power Move

TapO

Basic Move

Charge for two seconds, press

and hold t

Power Move

^fc^f^s <^^

Tap 0, press and hold i or t

PowwMove

TapO

Basic Move

Charge for two seconds, press

and hold 4'

Throw Opponent
into the Ropes Charge for two seconds, release

PowerMove

Tap 0, press and hold t

Bask Move

Tap while pressing t , i , -», or
*- depending upon which ropes

you want to throw him Into

Throw Opponent
into the ThmbuMe

Charge for two seconds,

release, press and hold i or t

Tap 0, press and hold i>

Tap while pressing ^, i^, ^, or

^ depending upon which comer
you want to throw him into
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Call GamePro'^e Hot Tips Hotline

1-900-860-TIPS
Call today to hear the hottest game tips and strategies.

Plus hot new video game news every week!

WtIBIiM I Eilfll ^^^^^IJ^^ A new slammin' 32-bit tip every week!

Getta ClueTOURNAMENT WINNIKG COMBOS AND STRATEGIES

Call to hear complete move lists for every character

in the hottest fighting games-like Ultimate Mortal

Kombat 3, Tekken 2, Killer Instinct 2, and Street

Fighter Alpha 2. New games every month.

Tips

Woeic!

The latest tips for: Nintendo 64, Sony PlayStation,

and Sega Saturn!

Hit Us With Your Best Tip
Leave or pick up tips and cheats from some of the best

gamers around! You can leave a tip for the PlayStation,

Saturn, 3D0, Genesis, or Super Nintendo systems.

Get A Classic Clue
Dust off those old carts and get the best tips for your

favorite system. Call for a different tip every day.

Scary Larry's Hot Piclts
Leave your best tip for Scary Larry...you may get picked

to win a free t-shirt!.

Calls average three minutes in length and cost $1.29 a minute. Be sure to get your parents'

permission to use GamePro's Hot Tips Hotline if you are under 18 years of age. IVIessages

subject to change without notice. A service of GamePro Media Group in San Mateo, CA.
Also available in Canada! 1-900-451-5552

Calls cost $1.49 a minute (Canadlan^^

I';^ frrjirrirrrtj-bTmr-J)are ycujunp infeo

Calls cost $1.29 a minute and

average six minutes in length.

Available to louchlone and rotary

phones. Be sure to get your parents'

pennission to call Scary Larry's

Adventures if you are ur>der 16

years o( age.

Message subject to change without

notice. A service of GamePro

Media Group in San Mateo, CA

CANADIANS
join the fun!

Call:

1-900-4S1-333S

Only $1.49

per minute

Most summer camps are fun anc{

games, but not at Scary Larry's

Haunted Summer Camp! Watch out for

creepy crawlies, hidden traps, sudden

perils, and other nasty surprises!

Escape from camp in the shortest

time and you are eligible to get

your name and winning time printed

in the pages of GamePro magazine!

The Grand Prize Winner will receive a

Next Generation system of their choice!

Honorable Mentions Winners will

receive a GamePro t-shirt.

Winners
David Adams • 44 sec.

Nashville, TN

Honorable Mentions

Eric McBroom • 59 sec.

Jacksonville, FL

Eric Regul • 1 min. 12 sec.

Clialfont, PA

Dan Tothil • 1 min. 21 sec.

New York, NY

James Adams • 1 min. 24 sec.

Nasiiville.TN

Jay Farber • 1 min. 29 sec.

Santa Barbara, CA
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DOWNED CHARGING
OPPONENT MOVES OPPONENT MOVES
Note: Perform these moves wlien

your opponent is on the ground.

Pound Opponent

Note: Perform these moves when
your opponent is running at you.

Basic Move

TOP-ROPE MOVES
Note: These moves are performed off

the top rope.

Air-MatAUack

Tap X when standing next to your

opponent

Ann or HeadAttack

TapO

Power Move

Tap when standing near oppo-
nent's head

LegAtlack

Charge for two seconds, release

Jump or Duck

Tap when standing near oppo-

nent's feet

RUNNING TOWARD
OPPONENT MOVES
RumdngMove

TapL1

SUPER SPIRIT MOVE
Note: Perform this move when your

Spirit Pfleler is flashing.

Charge until hands are raised,

release

Tap A to run, then when near your

opponent, tap x or

When your opponent is on the

ground, climb the nearest ropes

by pointing the directional pad
diagonally toward the desired

corner and then tap x

JUr-AirAUa(dc

When your opponent is standing,

climb the nearest ropes by point-

ing the directional pad diagonally

toward the desired comer and
tapping x

High-RiskAttack

When your opponent is in the cor-

ner stunned, stand in front of him

and charge for two seconds,

then release

PUNCH OR KICK

REVERSAL
Note: Perform this move when
your opponent is attempting a

punch or a l(icl(.

Reversal 1

Simultaneously tap D and x when
your opponent's arm or leg is com-
ing at you

BASIC OR POWER
MOVE REVERSAL

Note: Perform this move when your

opponent is attempting a basic or a

power move.

Reverse2

Simultaneously tap D and x when
your opponent tries to lift you off

the ground

SPECIAL MOVE
Note: This move can be performed

anytime.

TapR2
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Explore the Universe of

ON 1.1N
On The WEB

http://www.gamepro.com

Hot This Month..
Check for daily game industry news updates,

the latest game tips, tactics, and strategies,

and more.

Rghter's Edge
• Complete move lists,

strategies, and cheats

• Plus, dedicated

Message Board

PC Games
• More PC previews and

demos on the hottest

new games

Sports Pages
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• Live conversation with other gamers
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Weekday afternoons

at 4:30 p.m. PST in
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• Post comments and

tips about your
' favorite games

• Download screen

shots, FAQs, game
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issues of GamePro
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The mightiest combatants from Fighting Vipers and Virtue

Fighter come together in one game! And the hidden characters

in Fighters Megamix will keep you coming back for more.

GamePro busts open 11 of the hidden fighters' moves.

By Major Mike

Note: All moves a e Japanese version of the garni.

flisSagIra

Air Recovery Running Stage

Finishing

IVIoves

When knocked into the air,

simultaneously tap (G K P)

to perform a midair jump.

This move can throw off an

opponent's timing if they're

In the middle of a combo.

However, it also keeps you

airborne, leaving you vul-

nerable to an air juggle.

Retreat

To run toward an oppo-

nent, tap ->, tap and hold

-*. You can also run by

holding (-» L or R).

Sidestep

Attaclcs
Now you can
sidestap attacks'.

To do a stage finishing

move, make sure your

opponent Is near the wall,

then do a running attack or

a Flash Move as the last hit

on an opponent.

Baci(fiip

To sidestep to the back-

step to the foreground, tap

(4- L)or(4. R).

opponent, tap ^.

Eleven Virtua Fighters, eleven Fighting Vipers,

and several hidden characters from games
lilie Virtua Cop 2 ami Daytona mix it up!

Fiasli iVIoves Wali Ciimbing

To knock off an opponent's

armor, use your character's

powerful Flash Move.

Armor
The Fighting Vipers charac-

ters' armor Is vulnerable to

blows during fights. Striking

It may cause it to break away,

opening up the unprotected

character to more damage.

When facing a wall, tap ^ . ^«*i

When you're about to

touch the wall, tap (tP). If

you timed the move con-ect-

ly, your character should

climb to the top of the wall.

From here you can then set

up an air attack.

Note: Not all the lighters can

climb walls. Candy. Tokio.

Grace. Raxel, Picky. Jane.

Mahler. B.M.. Pal. Kage.

Sarah. Jacky. and Lion can

all scale walls.

Wall Jumping

fllB^^WS

When an opponent's armor

Icon In the upper corner of

the screen flashes red, hit

'em with a Flash Move to

break away their armor.

GAMEPRO (Q^ June 1997

Tap ^ when your back is

close to a wall. If you did

the move correctly, you'll

jump off the wall. You can

then use the height to set

up an air attack.



Conrroller Legend B = Punch (GP)

C = Kick Y = Guard and Kick (GK)

LorR= Sidestep Z = Guard, Kick, and

Punch (G K P)

Motion = Move the joystick in one smooth, con-

tinuous motion.

Tap = Tap the buttons and directions indi-

cated in sequence.

( ) = Execute commands in parentheses

simultaneously.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is facing to Vne

right If they're facingWyHMOi^ny -» and «- directio

Bean's a cute, cool-looking fighter with some nasty moves. His bomb-throwing

abilities give him range for his attacks. Most of his moves are awkw/ard, however,

JLi; -ii and like Bark he's a big target and has no throws. You can play as this character

from Sonic: The Fighter by beating the Muscle course in the IP mode.

M i.*A A^

Ground

Attacks
Note: Perform these moves

on a downed opponent.

Bomb Roll

J TapKP)

Pancake Stomp
Tap (i K)

.unning

Attacks
Note: Perform /he fottowing

moves wtiife yourctiaracter

is running.

Big Beak

Power Donkey-Kid(
TapK

Donkey Kick
Tap -», (-» K)

Bomb Kick

Tap {-> K)

Side Kick

Tap(^K) ;

Dual Bomb Throw
Tap ^, (-» P)

Air-Bomb Throw
Hold t, tap P

Step-Back Kick

Tap <-, (^ K)

Standing Smash
Tap(tP)

Forward Smash
Tap(^P)

Retreating Sma^
Tap (^ P)

Skip Kick
Tap (^ K)

p

Mid-Kick
Tan (G K)

Standing Wind-Up Forward Kick

Combos Six-HitAir-Juggle Combo

Five-Hit Beak Hit

Tap P, P, P, P, P

Three-Hit Goose Step
Hold «-, tap K, K, K

Tap(-»P)

Wind-Up Uppercut
Tap(^P)

Machine-Gun Kick

Hold t, tap K

Standing Smash #2
Tap (*• K P)

Air Smash
Hold t, tap (KP)

Beak Di

Hold (t P)

Sneaker

i

Hold(t K)

Tap (G K)

Sidestep

Tap (-* G K P)

Wall Rocket

With your back agains

wall, tap (<- K)
,

Wall Climb
Run toward a wall and

you'll run to the top.

Tap(^P) Tap{4.P)



The Fighter's Edge

Janet
Of all the hidden fighters. Janet is the best.

She has several counters, throws, special

moves, and combos. Her gunfire has unlim,-

ited range and cannot be blocl<ed. If Janet
"^'

tal<es too many hits, tier gun will break. You can play as

this hidden character from Virtua Cop 2 by beating the Girls

course in the 1 P mode.

m
Fire Gun Stun Elbow

Tap <-, (^ P)

nvo-Palm Smash
Tap 4-, (4 P)

/ V > Low stun Elbow/^ Tapi,(^P) *-V^

Tap.<-,->,(KP) J| Tiimaround Smash
Tap -», (^ P)

Tap (-» K) Standing Smash

Elbow
Tap(tP)

T<?P(-^P) '^^^ Forward Smash
>ir__—._>« ^^^^^^F Tapi;"?)

Tap (MP)

Mid-Kick
Tap (M K)

Low Kick

1^ Tap(4.K)

Shin Kick
Tap (1^ K)

Hop Kick

Tap (;" K)

Frenzy Kick
Tap (- K), K

Palm Strike

Tap (G K P)

Sweep
Tap (kC G K)

Palm Knockdown
Tap <-, (<- K P)

TUmaroundJtmch
Tap<-,(«:^

Backhand
Tap (-* K P)

Axe Kick

TapK,K

Head Smash
TapC^KP)

Turnaround Chop
Tap and hold -», tap P, P

Midsection Backhand
Tap (- K P)

Pimp Slap
Tap (K P)

mbos
Jck, and Slam

Ground

Attacks
Wo/e.' Perform these moves
on a downed opponent.

Ground Pound
Tap (MP)

Flying Boot

Five-Hit Stomp Finish

TapP,P,P,(^K),(t KP)

Counter

Moves
Note: Perform ttiese counter

moves against tfie following

incoming attacks.

High Attack

Tap(tKP)

Flying Chop
Tapi.iTPj

.

!iS. .;

Tap («- K P)

Low Attack
Tap(4.KP)

Tap(iK) Tap(tP)

Running

Attacks
Afo/e. Perform ttie following

moves wfiile running.

Broadside Kick

lEJIRTi

In-Close

Attacks
Mote; Perform these moves

' in close to an opponent.

Mvn ff/oiv

Motion -> M 4 1^ <- (G P)

Shoulder Throw
Motion i M (G P)

Flip Throw
Tap (*r G P)

Ground Stomp

Smash Punch
TapP

Knockdown Slide

Tap (M K)

When behind an opponent,

tap (G P)

Crouching Grab
When an opponent is

crouching, tap (4. GKP)
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The Fighter's Edge

Yes. it's true, there's a hidden character that's a piece of meat

with a bone stuck in it. Despite his humorous appearance.

I

Chop is a tough fighter who has some nasty throws. To play

as Chop, you must turn on the Saturn 30 times with Fighters

IVIegamix inside. To select Chop, at the fighter-select screen, put the cursor

on Kumachan and press x

.

-

Flash Slap Down
Tap^,(->P)

nuo-Hit Uppercut
Tap(^P),P

Knockdown Blow
rap(iGKP)

Chop Is the nwst recent character uncov-

ered In hie game at press ^ne. Other se-

cret dmracters, however, may also lie In

the game: When you fight as Chop In the

1P mode, you fight the AM2palm tree If

I

you select the Secrets course! Wonder

what Aw secrets are In this course. .

.

Groun

Attacks

Running

Attacks

Flash Slide

Note: Periorm these moves

on a downed opponent.

Mr. Goodbar

Tap(^K)

Chest Smash
TapP

Butt Slam
TapK

Five-Hit Gnumd Slam

When standing by an

opponent's head, tap

Bone Drop
Tap (t P)

Big Stomp
TaplJ-K)

In-Close Attacks
Note: Perform ttiese moves

when in close to an opponent.

Bowling Throw
Tap(GP)

Backbreaker
Tap^,(<-GP)

Overhead Throw
Tap-l-.l^-GP)

Headbutt
Tap (^ G K P)

Single Backbreaker
Tap -», (<- G P)

Double Backbreaker
Tap^,(^GP),«-,(<-GP)

Motion -» ^ i Kf <- (G P)

Neck Ttv/sf

When behind an opponent,

tap (G P)

Overhead Slam
Motion -» ^ 4. 1^ <- (G P)

Triple Overhead Slam
Motion -» ^ 4. 1^ <- (G P),

tap -», (<- G P)

Double Backbreaker and Throw

Tap^,{«-GP) Tap«-,(*-GP) Tap(GP)

Combos
Seven-Hit Simple Jab
Tap(^P),P,P,P,P,P,P

TMple-Hit Knockdown
Tap P, P, P

Knockdown Blow
..Tap (4. G K P), (i P)

Knockdown
and Throw Up
Tap (J- G K P), (G P)

Single Slap

SMu:.

Three-Hit Slap Down
Tap <-. (* P), P

THple-Spin Slap

Tap <-, H P), P, P

Flash-Shm Punch
Tap^.l^P)

Standing Spin

Tap (G K P)

Moving Spin

Motion «- 1^ 4. ^ (G K P)

Body Drop
Hold t, tap P

Flash Uppercut
Tap(<-P)

Flash Butt

Tap (<- K)

J^^\
Tap -,(«-GP) for two hits Tap -», {* G P) for two hits
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The Fighter's Edge

R«ii(ah«ro
Rentahero starts with five power cells that deplete overtime. Once they expire, he
loses his armor. And once his armor is gone, he loses most ot his special moves
and the ability to throw. You can play as this hidden character from the import-oni;

Genesis game Rentahero by beating the Smart Guys course in the 1 P mode.

Combo
Rentacombo

W^
Running

Attacks
Note: Perform the following

moves wttile running. The

moves can be done only when
Rentahero is wearing armor.

Flying Kick

Ground

Attacks
Note: Perform these moves
on a downed opponent. The

moves can be done only when
Rentahero is wearing armor.

Ground Kicl(

Tap (<- K)

[&
Power Puncli

Non-Armor
Armor Moves Moves
Note: The following moves Note: These moves can be
can be performed only when performed when Rentahero
Rentahero has his armor. loses his armor.

tnergy Wnaa Spiruiiny

^m
Note: This move also hits a

downed opp

Poifi/erKit

Tap«-,(<-K)

Uppercut 1

Tap (^ P)

Knee
Tap (* K)

£76oiv .?

Tap(-»P)

RoumUwuse Sweep ^

Tap(4.GK)

GAMEPRD ^^ Ji

4^ ^

Tap (G K)

Standbig

Roundhouse
Tap(tK)

Forward Roundliouse
Tapl^iK)

Quick Swe^
Tap(-1. K)

Standing Smasit
Tap(tP)

Forward Smash
Tap(/P)

Reverse Smash
Tap {^ P)

Tap(4.K)

Flying Chop
Tap(t P)

In-Close

Attacks
Note: Perform these moves
when in close to an oppo-

nent. The moves can be

done only when Rentahero

is wearing armor.

Kick to the Groimd'%

When at an opponent's

side, tap (G P)

Piledriver

When behind an opponent,

tap (G P)

Throw to die Wall
Tap (G P)

Wall Smash
When next to a wall,

tap (G P)

Shoulder Throw
When next to a wall,

tap (<- G P)



HE Fighter s Edge

UDA Bahn
URA Bahn is almost identical to his Vipers' counterpart;

the only diflerence is that he's a little faster and his

moves do more damage. You can play as this hidden

fighter by beating the Vipers course in the IP mode.

Mid-Level Kick

Tap (^ K)

Spinning Uppenut

Motion 4 ^P

Uppercut
Tap(^P)

Shin Kick

Tap (4. K)

Quick EHmw
Tap(-*P)

Standing Smasli

Tap(tP)

Higli Smasli

Tap (^ P)

Back Smash
Tap(^P)

Downward Smash
Tap(PK)

Power Headbiftt

Tap(GKP) ^--"

Power Pu
Motion i "^

Power Elibw
Tap(<-P) ,

F/as/r Uppercut

Motion*-
4. 'evPt^

Double Uppa^
Motion <- i tf P, tap P

Sidearm Sweep
Hold 1^, tap -^.P

PalmSMk^ ^
Tap(4'GKI^ J^

Backgroiml^UMa
Tap(*-GKfMMP*~

Foreground Sidestep

|BP(->GKP]^

Attacks
Wo/e; Perform these moves

when in close to an opponent.

Wall Throw
Tap (G P)

Tap («- G P) ^ .7-

Headh
"

Tap<-,(^G

Bedtime Story

Tap (4. P)

Stomp
Tap (t P)

When behind an opponent, Kick

tap(GP) TapfiK)

Ground

Attacks
Note: Perform these moves

on a^^umed opponent.

Ground Punch

t Running

Attacks

^^^^ 'V' . J^

Note: Perform the tallowing

moves while running.

Power Gut-Punch

Power Knee
TapK

Kids Akira
and

Kids Sarah

You can play as these characters from Virtua Fighter Kids by beating the Virtua Fighter

course in the 1 P mode. Although many of their moves are identical to their adult coun-

terparts. Kids Akira and Kids Sarah are better off against Deku and Bark. Their stubby

limbs limit the range of their attacks, and their oversize heads make them big targets.

Standing

Rabbit Punch
Tap(TP)

Forward
Rabbit Punch
Tapl^iP)

Forward Hop Kick

Tap (^ K)

Standing Hop Kick

Tap (t K)

Palm Strike

Tap (G K P)

Charging Palm
Hold 4., tap (^P)

Sidearm Sbike
Tap^,^,(-*KP)

Lightning Elbow
Tap («- G K P)

Thunder Uppercut
Tap ^, (^ P)

Overhead Smash
Tap (t P) .

BodyFIl^
Tap (;» P)

Flash Upward Kick

Tap (1^ K)

Curly Spin

Tap (>>i G K)

Double-Chin Kick

Tap(4'K),K

Rabbit Kicks

Hold ^, tap K, K, K

Flying-Knee lOck

Hold «!-, tap (-)K)

Flash Flip-Kick

Tap (*- G K P)

Flip Over Kick

Tap(^K)
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The Fighter's Edge
Sitaa has few combos, but his iinblockable sword attacks

make him a formidable foe. If you hit him enough times,

though, his sword will break. Only a few fighters can match
his cheapness. You can play as this discarded character

from Virtua Fighter by beating the Bosses course in the IP mode.

Ground

Attack

Running

Attacks

In-Close

Attacks
^..Mwnv

Note- periorm these moves
Note: Periorm the following when in close to an opponent.

moves while running.

Flash Slide

Note: Periorm this move
on a downed opponent.

Sword Stab

J.J—»..j4!E|Ji*u. JJim:a A

standing Sword Jab itut Smash
Tap(*-P) (^

Dashing SwordJab
Tap -», (-» P)

^na

Shoulder Throw
Tap (G P)

Neck Cracker

r̂
i iAimiimi

Standing Smash
Tap (t P)

Lunging Smash
Tap(^P)

Retreating Smash
Tap(^P)

^"^nipercut
Tap(^P)

Spinning
'

Roundhouse
Tap(tK)

:Mji
Tap(4.P)

Tap(^K)

Flying Knee
TapK

Power Punch
TapP

From an opponent's side,

tap (G P)

Ground Kick
TapliK)

Tap(KP)

Headbutt
..Tap(GKP)

Elbow.
Tap(->P),

Roundhouse

Combo
Three-Hit Sword stab

Tapl^P) Tap(«-P)

This racer from Daytona can use his effective special moves
only when his armor is gone. Dynamic attacks, like his Charging

Punch, make him an above-average fighter, though. You can play

as this character by beating the Secrets course in the IP mode.

In-Close

Attacks
Note: Perioral these moves
when in close to an opponent.

Jack Drop

Ground

Attack
Note: Periorm this move
on a downed opponent.

Fender Bender

Speeding

Attack
Note: Periorm this move
when speeding toward

an opponent.

Speeding Slide

Screeching Smash
Tap (G K P)

DouMe-Wheel Kick
Tap {\ K)

Speeding Car
Tap^,^,(-^P)

Mid-Punch
Tap«-,(->P)

Engine Blow

When behind an opponent,

tap (G P)

Bum Rubber
Tap(GP)

,

Throw Down
Tap (<- G P) <:;

Tap(^K)

T;ip {*- K r

Note: The lollowing 11

moves can be done only

alter the Engine Blow move.

Charging Punch
Tap <-, ^. (-) K P)

Screeching PumA
Tap ^, (-> P)

Tap (4- P)

Overhead Smash
Tap(t P)

Forward
Overhead Smash
Tap(^P)

Back
Overhead Smash
Tap (^ P|

Roundhouse Kick
Tap(tK)

Forward
Roundhouse Kick
Tap (^ K)

High-Wheel Kick
Tap-*,(^K)

Power Punch
Tap {-* P)

Knockdown
When in close, tap {*- G P)

Accelerated Punch
Motion 4. ^ -> P
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The Fighter's Edge

Big and bulky. Dekii tias a few iiotewortliy at-

tacks, but ultimately ranks v.'itb Bark. Kids Sarah.

and Kids Akira. You can play as this character by

beating the Dirt\' Fighters course in the IP mode. Dcku
Dashing Elbow

SUmding Smash
TapliGKP)

forward Smash
Tap(^P)

Quidi Smash
Tap(t GKP)

Belly Flop

Hold t, tap P

Split-Ground Kick

Tap(i K)

Standing r
Roundhous
Tap(tK) J

Forward npundhous
Tap(^K)

Mid-Kick

TapC^K) ,'

Forward Knee
Tap (^ K)

Step to the

Background
Tap (<- G K P)

Step to the

Foregrouml^ If*
Tap (-^ GKP) '

^'

Runninj^^
Attacks
Note: Perform the lollowing

moves witile running.

Flash Slide

Tap(^K)

Bean Bop
TapP

Butt Slam

Ground

Attacks
Note: Perform these moves
on a downed opponent.

Stomp
Tap (-1. K)

Butt Drop

K
In-Close

Attack
Note: Perform this move when

in close to an opponent.

Bowling

Tap(tP) Tap(GP)

Of all the hidden characters, Bark is the worst. His moves are slow and

awkward, and he has no throws or counters. His best attack is his Windmill

Punch. Otherwise, this fighter is all bark and no bite. You can plav .is Bnrk

fium Sonic: The Fighter by beating the Muscle course in the IP uiodu.

Regular Windndll

Flash Windmill

Tap (^ K P)

HeadUppercut
Tap(<-KP)

Sway Punch
Tap (t K P)

Gut Punch
Tap(<-P)

Lunging Stomp
Hold(t K)

Lunging

Overhead Smash
Hold (t P)

Ground Attacks
Note: Perform these moves

on a downed opponent.

Wind-Up Stomp
Tap(4.K)

Sit-Down Stomp

Hold t, tap K

Running

Attacks
Note: Perform tlie lollowing

attacks while running.

Power Knockdown
TapP

Flying Drop-Kick

Tap (K P)
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TUrok: Dinosaur Hunter

All Weapons, UnlimitedAmmo,
Infinite Lives, God Mode, and More

^
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At the title screen, select Enter Cheat. Input any of the following

cheat passwords, then start a game. To activate the cheats,

pause the game, select Cheat Menu, and turn on any of the

cheats you've entered. Unpause the game, and the cheats will

take effect.

All Weapons: cmgtsmmggts

Dana Mode (tiny enemy mode and show credits): dnchn

Disco Mode: snffrr

Gallery Mode: thbst

Greg's Mode (all weapons, unlimited ammo, big head, and
show credits): grgchn

Pen and Ink Mode: dlktdr

Infinite Lives: frthsthttrlsck

Spirit Mode: thsslkscl

Robin's Cheats (invincibility, all weapons, unlimited ammo, big

head mode, and show credits): rbnshth

Show Credits: fdthmgs

Unlimited Ammo: blltsrrfrnd

Howanl Ballard

Btrifalo,NY

f

Re-Loaded

Level Skip, Unlimited Health, and UnlimitedAmmo

Enter the following cheats while the game is paused.

Level Skip: Simultaneously press and hold LI and L2 for 10
seconds. While holding the buttons, press Left, A, x, Right,

O, A, Down. A level-skip option will appear on the Paused menu.
To skip to the next level, highlight Skip Level and press x.

Unlimited Health: Simultaneously press and hold L1 and L2
for 10 seconds. While holding the buttons, press Down,
Right, Left, A, Right, Down. A health option will appear on the

Paused menu. To refill your health meter, highlight Health and
press X

.

Unlimited Ammo: Simultaneously press and hold LI and L2 for

10 seconds. While holding the buttons, press A, Left, Left,

Left, O, A, Down. An ammo option will appear on the Paused

menu. To get more ammo, highlight Ammo and press x.

DaveBarem
Bayside,NY

Mortal Komliat Wlogy

FigM Khameleon

putrix out
aer ite/toT a

a MuiT anTTLt WITH
VIKOVtKED wurrior
>M MORTM KOMBtIT

.tPimc YoaRsur

EAMEPR8 (1

On the Star Bridge stage in a two-player game, perform an

uppercut to make the "toasty" man in the lower right corner

appear. When he does, the person performing the uppercut

must simultaneously press Down and Start. If you did the

cheat correctly, the words "Prepare Yourself!" will appear. You'll

then be taken to the Living Forest stage to fight Khameleon.

RayaanlBasio

s Vegas, HV

me 1S97 I^B

^.



ffJIMFPHO CONTIEST WINNIERS!

GamePro Magazine's 100th Issu
'a--'.-\;A.r-..u-j'*^.

Grand Prize Winners
Andre Brown, Chicago, IL

Joey Lanyon, Northglenn, CO
Kristofor R. Taniey, New Market, AL

First Prize Winner
Sean Fitzsimmons, Bishop, CA

Second Prize Winners
Matt Birch. Burke, VA

Theresa Brewer, Bethany, OK
Loretta Diaz, Wells, MN

Jesse M. Ford, Santa Rosa, CA
Tara Gilliam, Anchorage, AK

Melissa Rose, Warner Robins, OA

Third Prize Winners
Frances Abdul-Azeem,Warner Robins, GA

KImberly Capps, Fayetteville, AR
Jonathan Cheser, Indianapolis, IN
Dale W. Coleman, Chula Vista, CA

Jlllian Crump, Trenton, IL

Karen Hatfield. Elizebethton, TN
Nicole Hopper, Orange, CA

Jon Hutchinson, Elk Grove, CA
Michael Ingusan, Vlctorvilie, CA

Brandy Midura. Spring, TX
Emerson Naswood, Ft. Defiance, AZ

Chris Stump, Wilmington, NC
Ryan Sutphin, Dayton, OH

Jason Williams, Syracuse, NY
Eric ZaIeskI, Clinton Twp, Ml

Fourth Prize Winners
Joshua Barclay, Binford, ND

Angela Beauchamp, Somervllle, MA
Earl Books, Alexandria, VA
Frank Cavezza, Neotsu, OR
Wilfred Chang, Honolulu, HI

Jonathan M. Charlie.Toksook Bay, AK
Edward Felix. Seattle, WA
Steve Files, Vancouver, WA
Daniel Fogg, Rochester, NY
Desrree Frazier, Pueblo, CO

Karen Hearn, Sandy Level, VA
Jacob Allen Inlong, Reseda, CA
Sherry Isaacs, Walnut Creek, CA
Johnson R. Kendall, Louisville, KY

Chris Largent, Pipersviiie, PA
Gerard Lumban, Thousand Oaks, CA
Clifford Manly, Fall River Mills, CA

Richard D. Miller, Bowling Green. OH
Jill Moore, Charlestown, IN
Linda Nielsen, Ogden, UT
Joshua Page, Bronx, NY

Jaime N. Polopolus, Alta Loma, CA
James Reilly, Toms River, NJ
April Rizzo, Colchester, VT

Michaela Rowland, Chico, CA
Tyler Sackett, Boulder City, NV

Denise Schoen, Dover, DE
Bryan Schuler, La Mesa, CA
Daniel Slkora, Clifton, CO

Jennifer Stockford, Worhcester, MA
Russell Vaneska, Haslett, Ml
Brian Vaneska, Fowierville, Ml
Richard Walker, Fennville, Ml
Jessica Wallis, Claremore, OK

Catherine Williams, Jackson, MS

Nintendo - Donlcey Kong ill

Grand Prize Winner
Robyn Garbacz, Lisle, IL

First Prize Winners
Bree Armbruster, Baton Rouge, LA

Joe Bodnar, Euclid, OH
Andrew Brady, Sacramento, CA
Becky Brewer, Lebanon, OH

Chris Cremeans, Palm Bay, PL
Toby Davis, Stanley, NC
Brian Gee, Mill Valley, CA
Ahren Hoy, Columbus, OH
Adam Huerta, Clovls, CA

Jake Johnson, Peshastin, WA
Ramonita Lebron, Camden, NJ

Daniel Lopez, El Paso, TX
Juias Martin, Union Gap, WA

Aaron Mathieu, Churubusco, IN
Melissa Matthews, Saugertis, NY
Thomas Miller, Winston Salem, NC
Ryan Muessiey, Washington, CA

Jeffrey Musonte, Miami, FL
Jonathan Nardl, Garden City So., NY

Shee NaVang, Kansas City, KS
Raymond O Hare, Ablngton, MA
Michael Parkes, Cohasset, MA
Jessica Pertain, San Diego, CA
Paula Proulet, Warrenton, MO
Manual Santana, Brooklyn, NJ
Corey Sims, Columbia, MO

Gary Sookdeo, Pasadena, CA
Josh Wanless, Fremont, CA
Wajdl Yasia. Oak Lawn, IL

Second Prize Winners
Cedric Bautisto, San Jose, CA

Paul Bess, Linn, MO
Carter Breazeale, Orlando, FL
Justin Canty, Wilmington, NC
Justin Celani, Sierra Vista, AZ

Eric Cheng, Los Altos, CA
Sean Connor. Tlmonlum, MD
Nick DePratt, New Lenox. IL

Jason Franczak. Spokane, WA
Carlos Garceli Jr., North Bay Village, FL

Arlln Masulls, Saratoga, CA
David Piccolino. Brooklyn, NY
Colin Ruth, Susanvllle, CA

Jason Silvia, East Providence, Rl
Justin Sugalskl, Oldsmar, FL
Sharon Toothaker, Leeds, ME
Steven Walton. Hillsboro, NH

Blake Walton, Broken Arrow, OK
Mike Watson, Mahopac. NY

Third Prize Winners
Omar Al-Zokeir, Auburn Hills, Ml

Rashiyd Aieem Ferrell, Durham, NC
Jeremy Alinea, American Canyon, CA

Eric Bair, San Jose, CA
Nathan Bautlsta. San Jose, CA
Jenny Bialecki, Onalaska, Wl
Sam Cravtrford, Portland, OR

Anthony Drumgole, Monroe, LA
Ron Frazier, Kahoka, MO

Chris Hamby, Gadsden, AL
Dzon Lu, Flushing, NY

Nicolas Masky, Tampa, FL
Kevin McCarthy, St. Louis, MO

Greg Mlady, Dubque, lA
Miguel Natev, Grand Rapids, Ml
Nicole Nemore, Kosciusko, MS
Anthony Ortega, Jersey City, NJ

Brian Rasnlck, Mesa, AZ
David Robbins, North Myrtle Beach, SC

Lynard Salarda, San Diego, CA
Jose Santacruz, Inglewood, CA
Zack Swlndall, Sweet Home, OR
Chase Thornton, Lakeland, FL

Jeff Wang, Tucson, AZ
Alex Wlsniewski, Garfield Heights, OH

I.M:f:WF:rn»y^rraTTi:»

First Prize Winners
Lorri Kaufman, Palos Verdes, CA

Wendy Keefe, Mt. Wolf, PA
Joe Lorenz, Grafton, OH

Sheila B. Mandel, West Hills, CA

Second Prize Winners
Michael Bucior, Bondsville, MA
Judith Carstensen, Hemet, CA
Joe Cheser III, Indianapolis, IN
Jenny Coleman, Mc Kinney, TX
Barbara Crump, Crossvllle, TN
Ron Demann, St. Paul, MN
Laura Graham, Laurel, MS
Carol Hawkins, Milford, IN

Ambrose Hince, East Trot, Wl
Edward Holmes, Chicago, IL

Michael Kaplan, New York, NY
Randall Kehr, Grandville, Ml
Roslyn Mark, Ogden, UT

Christy Morgan. Seward, AK
Wllma Nash, Bunker, MO

Kimberly Naumann, Austin, TX
Linda Pressly. Laurel, MS

Jason Pressly, Ellisville, MS
Zachary Romine, La Granos, OR
Freda Schwarm, Claremore, OK
Dan Schwarm, Claremore, OK
Dorothy Spence. Surf City, NC
Jason Stehmeyer, SO. Hero, VT
Michelle Thomas, Norfolk. NE

Norene E. Titus, Albuquerque, NM
John Willis, Hurricane, WV
Sandra Wood, Ft. Worth, TX

Electronic Ar
Soviet Strike

Grand Prize Winner
Eric West, Westport, CT

First Prize Winners
Damone Broderick, Brooklyn, NY

Glen Lebitsch, Clifton, NJ
Ben Listen, Bismark, ND

David Rodriguez, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Darren Thompson, Fort Washington, MD

Second Prize Winners
Jaimell Burt, Baltimore, MD
Joe Hercik, Chicago. IL

Robert Kosbie, San Diego, CA
Ian Lachowlcz, Lake Mary, FL

Art Malacarne, State College, PA
Matt Maloney, Yardley, PA

Abraham Schenck, Chesapeake, VA
Neal Wall, Crestview, FL

Grand Prize Winner
John Massie, Patriot, OH

First Prize Winners
Virginia Nines, Atlanta, GA
Chris Sipos, Chardon, OH

Second Prize Winners
Jeremy Brendel, St Peters, MO
Matthew Donovan, Peabody, MA
Peter Gerontakos, Bethpage, NY

Ehimare Irumudomon, Heathrow, FL
Justin Kim. San Bruno, CA
John Moeller, Simsbury. CT
Mark Selon, St Paul. MN
Robert Sllva, Bacliff, TX

Tyler Swofford, Windsor, CA
Thomas C. Turner, Brandywine. MD



l<[ni Video Game Strategies;

Rampage World Tour

Fatty Foods, Food-0-Rama, and Load Up

ir—.-•

m

During any face-off, while waiting for the puck to drop, press L1

,

L2, LI, R1, followed by one of the buttons below to access

various power-ups. If you entered the cheat correctly, the word
"Entered" is displayed on the screen.

Add Extra Cameras to Instant Replay: Press D.

Speeds Up Gameplay: Press x.

Increased Penalties: Press L1.

Increased Penalty Shots: Press R1 .

Shots Have More Accuracy: Press L2.

Easy Goals: Press R2.

Flyby

After entering any of the Cheat 1 codes, abort the game. Pick

any team and start a new game. Watch the weird flyby!

Cheats 2

During any face-off, while waiting for the puck to drop, press L2,

L2, L1 and R2 simultaneously, R1, followed by one of the but-

tons below to access various power-ups. if entered correctly, the

word "Entered" is displayed on the screen.

Turn Off All Collisions: Press x.

Home Team IVIore Powerful: Press O.

Twenty-Second Periods (must abort and restart to take effect):

Press R2.

Fatty Foods: At the end of the Jumbo Jet ride, before every

World Tour, enter the following button presses to triple the

value of any health power-up:

For George: Press and hold Up, and press Jump, Jump, Jump.

For Lizzy: Press and hold Up, and press Punch, Punch, Punch.

For Ralph: Press and hold Up, and press Kick, Kick, Kick.

Food-0-Rama: Simultaneously press and hold Jump for

George, Punch for Lizzy, and Kick for Ralph in order to fill the

^ buildings with food items.

Note: The Food-O-Rama cheats work only on every fourth city

in a World Tour, along with London, Kiev, Casablanca, and Rio.

Load Up: Press Jump, Jump for George; Punch, Punch for Lizzy;

and Kick, Kick for Ralph to load a city with every special power.

Note: Use the Load Up cheats on Philadelphia, Carbondale, and
Honolulu.

[)

Ik

OflLD TOOK

Beyond the Beyond

Opening Cinema

When the PlayStation is turned off, simultaneously press and
hold Up and A, then turn on your PlayStation. Before the game
starts, you can watch a rendered cinema.
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Funco Mail Order
Nintendo SNES SEGA PlayStation GameBoy

Steel

eiasief Master

. i His Blob

w Bobble

:fBnyBday

"'

Barnes
' Skytwwk

^'levania 2

....evania 3

.^mp Bowlif>g

^jmmarKtO

Contra

DetenOef!

Disney Adv
Donliey Kong 3

Dofitiey Kong Cis

Double Dragon

Double Dragon 2

Double Dragon 3

Double Dnbble

DrMano
Dragon Warr

Dragon Warr 2

Duck Tales

EiciteOike

Faxanadu

Festei's Quest

Finaf Fantasy

Friday 131ti

Gaiaga

Gauntlet

Gaunttel 2

Ghost Bslrs

Gtxnts & Gblns

GoK

Goon«s2
Hogan's Alley

Hoops

Ice Hockey

[kan Warriors

Iron Sword

Jackal

Jaws

Jeopardy

Jeopardy 25tfi

John E aback
Jordan vs Bird

Jousi

Karate Cbamp
Karate Kid

KiOicanjs

Kirtiys Adv
Kung Fu

Ltle Force

LrtI Nemo Dream
Major Lo BsU
Marble Madness

13

2 Mario Brothers

5 Mega Man 1

2 Mega Man 2

9 Mega Man 3

9 Mega Man 4

3 Mega Man 5

!5 Mega Man 6

3 Metal Gear

3 Metratd

3 Mickey Mouse
Millipede

Monopoly

3 Ninja Gaiden

7 Ninia Gaiden 2

5 Operatwn Wo«
7 Pac-Man

5 Papert»y

25 Plnball

3 Play Act Flbl

4 Pro Am Raong
4 Pro WrBstling

15 PuncfiOut-MT

13 QBen
5 Rad Racer

4 Rad Racer 2

2 Rampage
5 RBI Basbl

5 Renegade

7 Rescue Rangers

15 Ring King

S RoOo Cop
9 Roger Rabbil

13 Rush N Attack

5 Rygar

15 Sesame St 123

25 Sesame St ABC
5 Shadowgate

5 Silent Senflce

13 Simpsons-B vs SM
3 SimQsons-6 vs Wrtd

5 Skate Or Die 1

4 Spy Hunter

29 Spy vs Spy
5 Star Tropics

5 Supr Contra

4 Supr Mano 2

3 Supf Mano 3

9 Supr Mano/Dk Ht

3 Supr cm Road

25 Tag Tm Wresl

5 TecmoBowl
4 Tecmo Bowl 2

4 Tecmo NBA BsktU

5 Telfis

4 Terns 2

5 Tiger Heli

7 Tmy Toons

4 TMNT
5 TMNT 2

4 TMNT 3

3 Top Gun
5 Top Gun 2

5 Track & F«k)

13 Track A FiekJ 2

IS Vegas Dreams

2 Wheel Forlune

4 Wheel Fortune Fam
9 Wheel Forlune Jr

3 Wards & Warrs

4 Wrath BIk Mnta

15 Wresdemania
15 WWFCh8Her>9e
5 Yoshi

4 Zalda

4 Zekfa 2

2

5 Nirttertdo Deck

7lhSaga
Ad Raiser

ActRaser2
Aladdin

Aliens

Aliens/Predator

Batman Forever

Batman Relums
Beavis & Butthead

Big Hurt Baseball

Boxing Legends

Brain Lord

Breath of Fire

Breath of Fire 2

Bubsy

Bugs Bny Rampage
Bulls vs Blazers

Capt Amenca
Casltevania 4

Chessmaster

Chrono Tngger

Clayfighlers

College Slam

Contra 3

Cool Spot

Daily Duck

Death Valley RIy

Desert Strike

Donkey Kortg Cty

Donkey Kong C^2
Dortkey Kong Cty3

Doom
Drakkhen

Earth Bour>d

Earthworm Jim

Earthworm Jim 2

FZero
FIFA Soccer

Final Fantasy 2

Final Fantasy 3

Final Fantasy MO
Final Fight

Flashback

Gradiu>3

Gfltfey's Baseball

GrtBey'8 Winning Run
Home Atone

Home Alone 2

Illusion ol Gaia

Joe&Mac
John Madden 92

John Madden 93

John Madden 94

John Madden 95

John Madden 96

John Madden 97

Judge Dredd

Jurassic Park

Killer Instinct

Lethal Enforcers

19

Magical QuesI

Mano Is Missing

Mano Kart

Mano Paint Game
Maximum Carnage

Mech Wanior

Mega Manx
Mega Man X2
Midey Mama
MLBPABaseban
Monopoly

Mortal Kombal

Mortal Kombat 2

Mortal Kombal 3

Ms Pacman

NBA Jam
NBA Jam-Toum
NBA Live 95

NBAUve 96

NBA Showdown
NCAA Basketball

NFL QB Club

15 NHL Hockey 94

25 NHL Hockey 95

19 NHL Hockey 96

15 NHL Hockey 97

29 NHL Stanley Cup
35 NHLPA93 3

55 Nigel Mnsell-Wld Ch 25

39 Papertwy 2 25

25 Pilot Wings 15

4 Pitfall Hany
1

5

Populous

15 Power Rangers

39 Primal Rage

48 Ren & Stimpy-Vdls

9 Robocop vs Temi

15 Samurai Shodown
25 Secret 01 Evemwe
35 Secret OtMana
25 Shadowrun

19 Shaq Fu

35 Sim City

35 Simpsons-B NBiv

45 Slam Masters

65 Spiderman/X-Men

29 Star Fox

15 Star Trek Next Gen
35 Star Wars

29 Streel Ffr 2

35 Streel Rr 2-T«
19 Stunt Race FX
19 Supr Bases Lded
45 Supr Double DfBgon 19

49 Supr Enipire Strks 29

9 Supr Ghouls 9

9 Supr Mano Allstars

15 Supr Mano Allstr/WrW 39

13 Supr Mano RPG 45

15 Supr Mario WrW 7

35 Supr MetroK) 9

19 Supr Play Act Fb 4

19 Supr Punch Out 19

15 Supr R Type 5

15 Supr Return Jedi 39

4 Supr Scope (6in1} 2

4 Supr Sffeet Fir 2 19

5 Supr Tennis 5

9 Tecmo Super Bowl 9

1

5

Tecmo Super Bowl 3 45

45 Tecmo Super NBA
9 Tetris2

25 Tiny Toons Buster

18 TMNT 4

TMNT Toum Firs

Top Gear
49 Toy Story

19 Ultimate MK 3

19 UN Squadnan

45 Vegas Stakes

5 Wing Commander is

19 Wizardry 5 15

19 Wrestlemania 9

25 WWF Raw 25

48 WWF Royal Rumble 15

25 WWF Wrestlm-Ared 25

13 X-Men 19

59 Yoshi's Island

9 ZeM3 3

Zombies Ale Nghbr

29

19

59

25

25

29

39

29

39

18

25

65 Super NES Deck 55

After Burner 2

Aladdin

Altered Beast

Barney's Hide Seek
Batman & Robin

Batman Forever

Batman Returns

Beavis S Butthead

Bill Walsh Ftbl

Bill Walsh Ftbl 95

Bubsy
Bulls vs Blazers

BuHs vs Lakers

Buster Douglas Bxg
Capt Amenca
Castlevania Blood

CoachKBsktbl

College Ftbl

College Ftbl USA96
Columns
Comix Zone
Contra Hard Corps

Cool Spot

Desert Strike

Earthworm Jim

Earthwon:nJim2

Ecco The Dolphin

Ecco Tides of Time

Eternal Chmpns
Evander HlyM
F 22 Intercptr

Fatal Fury

FFASocOTf
FIFA Soccer 95

Flashback

General Chaos
Golden Axe

Golden Axe 2

Greatest Hvywts

Hard Dnvm'

Hardball

Joe Mnlna

Joe Mnlna 2

Joe Mnlna 3

Joe Mntna 94

John Madden 92

John Madden 93

John Madden 94

John Madden 95

John Madden 96

John Madden 97

Jungle Stnke

Jurassic Park

Kid Chameleon

Lakers Celtics

Lethal Enforcers

Lion King

Maximum Carnage

Menacer Game
MichI Jksn Mwk
Mickey Mama
Mickey Ms CsH
MLBPA Baseball

Mortal Kombat

Mortal Kombat 2

Mortal Kombat 3

Ms PaC'Man

Mutant Lg FtU

NBA Action

NBA Jam
NBA JanvToum
NBA Live 95

NBA Live 96

NBA Live 97

NBA Showdown
NFL 95

NFL QB Club

29 NFL QB Club 96

19 NHL Hockey

5 NHL Hockey 94

35 NHL Hockey 95

19 NHL Hockey 96
19 NHL Hockey 97

13 NHLPA93
19 Pat Rtly Bsktbl

2 PGA Tour Golf

5 PGA Tour Golf 2

19 PGA Tour Golf 3

3 PGA Tour Golf 96

3 Phantasy Star 2

5 Phantasy Star 3

9 Phantasy Slar 4

19 Pitfall Harry

13 Pitfighler

4 Power Rangers

7 Power Rangers-Mov

19 Pnmal Rage
19 Pnme Time NFL
25 Ouackshot

19 RBI Basbl 4

29 Ren & SItmpy

29 Road Rash

35 Road Rash 2

1

5

Robocop vs Tenn

1

5

Samurai Shodown
5 Shadow Dancer

5 Shadowrun

19 Shaq Fu

9 Shining Drkns

7 Shinmg Force

13 Shinobi 3

5 Skitchin'

19 Sonic 4 Knuckles

7 Some Hdghog

9 Sonic Hdghog 2

15 Some HdghOQ 3

13 Sonic SpinbaTl

4 Sptderman

3 Spidennan/X-Men

1 Sports TIk Bsbl

2 Star Trek Next Gen
2 Streel Fir 2 SCE
2 Streets Rage
2 Streets Rage 2

2 Subterrania

5 Supr Street Ftr 2

15 Tazmania

39 Team USA Bsktbl

29 Tecmo Super Bowl

9 Tecmo Super Bowl 3

9 Temiinator 2-Arcd

1 TMNT Hyperstone

19 TMNT Toum Ftrs

19 ToeJam&Eari
15 ToeJam&Eari2
2 Tom Lasorda Basbl

7 Tony La Russa
29 Toughman ContesI

25 Tnpie Play 96

7 Urban Strike

9 Vector Man
13 World Series 95

29 World Senes Bsbl

35 WWF Raw
9 WWF Royal Rumble

7 WWF Sup Wratmnia

8 WWF Wfestlm-Arcd

13 X-Men
9 X-Men 2

19 Zombies Ate Nghbr

3 Sega Genesis 1 Deck 39

4 Sega Genesis 2 Deck 39

5 rJomad Uml 99

2Extreme 39

Alien Tnlogy 35

Andretti Racing 45

Battle Arena Tsh 15

Battle Arena Tsh 2 29

Beyond the Beyond 39

Big Hurt Baseball 25

College Slam 19

Crash Bandicoot 45

D {3CDs) 35
Dark Stalkers 25

Descent 13

Destruction Derby 29

Destruction Derby 2 49
Die Hard Trilogy 55

Discworid 29

Doom 45

ESPN Ektrm Gmes 29

Fade To Black 29

FIFA Soccer 96 29
Flrwl Doom 49

Gex 29

Hardball 5 19

IntI Track & Fiek) 29

Jet Moto 59

John Madden 97 39

Jumping Flash 19

Jumping Flash 2 29

Kitoak-ONA Impertv 13

Kings FieM 29

Legacy o( Kam 49

Loaded 25

MLB Pennant Race 39

MLBPA Bottom of 9th 19

Mortal K-Tritogy 45

Mortal Kombat 3 25

Namco Museum V1

1

49

NBA In The Zone 28

NBA In The Zone 2 49

NBA Jam-Toum
NBA Live 96

NBA Live 97

NBA Shootout

NCAA Gamebreakrs

Need For Speed
NFL Game Day
NFL Game Day 97

NFL QB Club 97

NHL FaceOff

NHL FaceOff 97

NHL Hockey 97

on Work) Extreme

PGA Tour Golf 96

Project Overkill

Rayman
ReskJent Evil

Ridge Racer 29

Ridge Racer Revltn 35

Road Rash 45

Sim Ci^ 2000 55

Soviet Stnke 45

Star Wrs-Rebel AstI 2 49

Street Fighter-Alpha 25

Suikoden 45

Tekken 29

Tekken 2 55

Tobal No. 1 39

Tomb Raider 48

Tnple Play 97 39
Twisted Metal 45

Twisted Meiaf 2

Viewpoint

War Hawk
Wing Commander 3

Wipeout

WWF Wrestlm-Arcd

Playstation Deck

Saturn

Astal 19

Bttle Arena Tsh-Rmix 29

Black Fire 25

Bug 29

Clockwork Knight 25

Clockworit Knight 2 35

College Slam 25

Cyberia 25

D 35

Daylona USA 13

FFA Soccer 96 25

Gex 35

Ghen War 19

Goklen Axe-Duel 25
Guardian Heroes 35

Iron Storm 55
John Madden 97 49

Legend of Oasis 39

Mansion Hdn Souls 29

Mortal Kombat 2 25
Myst 15

Mystana 45

NBA Action 45

NBA Jam-Toum 25
Need For Speed 49

NFL Ob Club 96 19

NFL Ob Club 97 39

NHL Allstar Hockey

49

35

49

25

149

NHL Hockey 97

NHL Powerplay 96

Night Waniors

Nights

Off Worid Extreme

Panzer Dragoon

Panzer Dragoon 2

Pebble Beach Golf

RoDotIca

Sepa Rally Champ
Shining Wisdom
Shinobi

Street Fighler-Movie

Street Ftr-Alpha

Ultimate MK 3

VirluaCop

Virlua Cop 2

Virtua Fighter

Virlua Fighter 2

Virtua Fighter Remix
Virtua Racing

Worid Senes BsW
Worid Senes Bsbl 2

Woridwide Soccer

WWF Wrestlm-Arcd

X-Men-Chik) Atom

Alleyway

Baseball

Bases Loaded
Batman

Batlletoads

Bo Jackson

Bugs Bny
Caesar's Palace

Castlevania Adv

Donkey Kong
Donkey Kong Land

Donkey Kong Land2

Double Dragon

Double Dragon 2

Dr Mano
Duck Tales

F 1 Racer

Final Fant Adv
Final Fant Leg

Final Fant Leg 2

Final Fan! Leg 3

Fortress Fear

Gargoyle's Qsl

Golf

Home Alone

Home Atone 2

Jurassic Parit

Killer inslincl

Kifbys Dmilnd

Kirt>ys Drmlnd2

Kirbys Pinball

Kwtrk

Mega Man 1

Mega Man 2

Mega Man 3

MelmkJ2
Mortal Kombat

Mortal Kombat 2

Mortal Kombat 3

13 Motor Cross Mmac
9 NBA All Star

9 NBA Jam
18 NFL
15 Operation C
9 Pac-Man

19 Papertwy

19 Play Act Flt)l

9 Qix

29 Ren & Sbmpy-SC
38 Revenge Of Gator

35 Simpsons-B vs Jug
13 Simpsons-Escape

17 Skate Or Die 1-B4R
15 Solar Striker

19 Spidennan

15 Sp(derman2
37 Supr Mano Lnd

29 Supr Mano Lnd 2

39 Supr Mario Lnd 3

39 Supr RC Pro Am
"

Tecmo Bowl

Tennis

Terminator 2

15 Tetns

15 Tetns 2

19 Tetns Attack

19 TMNT 1 FFC
22 TMNT 2

35 TMNT 3

22 Worid Cup Soccer

12 WWF Superstars

24 WWF Superstars 2

25 Yoshi

25 Yoshi's Cooke
13 ZekJaLink

22

22 Game Boy
25 Game Boy Pocket

12

Game Gear

15 Saturn Deck

Aladdin

Batman Returns

Clutch Hitter

Columns
Ecco The Dolphin

Ecco Tides of Time

Fred Couples Golf

GLoc
Garfleto-Caught

George Fnnn
Incredible Hulk

Joe Mntna

John Madden 95

Jurassic Park

Leaderbrd GoH
Lemmings
Lion King

Mickey Ms CsU
Mickey Ms Legend
Mortal Kombal
Mortal Kombat 2

NBA Jam
NFL 95

Ninia Gaiden

PGA Tour Golt

PGA Tour Golf 2
Power Rangers

Power Rangers-Mov

22 Pro Baseball

9 Ren & Stimpy

4 Road Rash

9 Road Runner

17 Shining Force-Swrd

15 Shinobi

6 Shinobi 2

9 Sonic Blast*

1

7

Sonic Chaos

4 Sonic Hdghog
12 Sonic Hdghog 2

5 Sonic SpinbaTl

17 Sonic Tnple Trouble

15 Slar Wars
4 Streets Rage

17 Streets Rage 2

16 Supr Cdunvis
17 Supr Monaco GP
19 Supr Monaco GP 2

13 Tazmania

22 VR Troopers

13 Worid Senes

9 Worid Senes 95

9 WWF Steel Cage
7 X-Men

9 X-Men 2-Legacy

12

15 Game Gear

^^^k ^^^
Personal Checks and Money Orders

Are Also Accepted.

RUSH
DELIVERYI

is available on all in stock items.

These are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!

We also offer: Sega CD
Nintendo 64, & 3D0

Want Something? Can't

Find It?

WE'VE GOT IT!

We Sell Previously Played

Video Games and

Accessories at Great Prices.

We also Sell New Product!

CALL FUNCO TODAY!
612-946-8101

Funco Order Form

Name _
Address

Phone (_

System Title Qty Price

Tax

Shipping

Handling

Total

$4.00

To purchase Call for Current Prices, send check,
money order, or credit card number to Funco, Inc

,
1 01 20

West 76th Street, Mpis, MN 55344 Add $1 99 per item

($3 99 per control deck) for shipping and $4 00 handling
charge For Canada, Guam, Puerto Rico, and Virgin

Islands please double the per item charges CA, CT, IL,

IN, KS, MA, MD, Ml, MN, MO, NJ, NY, OH, PA, TX. VA,
& Wl residents please add applicable sales tax All prices

based on US funds WE DO NOT CHARGE YOUR
CREDIT CARD UNTIL YOUR GAMES HAVE BEEN
SHIPPED Most games delivered within 5-7 business
days. Whenever possible games come with boxes
and/or instructions but this is not guaranteed Rush deliv-

ery is available All sales are final Defectives replaced
with same item All prices are subject to change. (We
reserve the nght to refuse any purchase or sale ) PR

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612-946-8101
Look for us on the World Wide Web!

http://vwvw.funcoland.com

rwin a $25 Funco Gift cfertificate!"|

]

3

4

DOWN

2. Mega Man racing game Battle &

3. Taliso

Mortal Kombat movies.

ACROSS

. plays Kitana in

1. Muscle bound Soulblade warrior

3. Street Fighter 3 Brazilian.

i
4. Powerslave takes place in ancient

Contest Rules No purchase necessary to enter Complete the crossword puizle. cut it out and then

mail, along with your name address and phone number to :

June Mail Order Contest, Funco. Inc . 10120 West 76th Street, Mpls. MN 55344 All correct entries

I
will be entered in a drawing. Enthes must be postmarked no later than June 30, 1997
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JetMoto

Unlock All nacks

Rally Cross

Easter Eggs

RALIY

entai nanie|9r season^

no.wheels

/move '^ chanffc back done

To unlock all tracks, enter the Options menu and change the

skill level to Amateur and the trophy presenter to Male. Press

Start to return to the main menu, then press Up, Right, Down,
Left, Up, Rigtit, Down, Left. Go back to the Options menu and
change the skill level to Pro and the trophy presenter to Rider's

Choice. Press Start to return to the main menu, then press Up,
Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right. If you did the cheat

correctly, you'll hear a confirming sound.

Kevin Horn

Clendale, CA

MechWarrior2
Passunwds
These passwords are for the Trial of Refusal campaign as the

I

Wolf Clan:

Flame Tounge: l#ooa<o+#4

Blade Splint: o/ooa<++u=

Temper Edge: l/ooa<l+<#

Trial 1:ooooA<<4YT

Sable Flame: iiOoo/<o4YL

Burning Chrome: oxoo/<+4tt

Scorching Sand: lxoo/<14oa

Trial2:#Yoo/<>UTL

Silver Staff: lyoo=<outa

Aquiline Fire: oaoo=<+uy>

Trial 3: IiAOo=<lu+l

I

Cold Crescent: o<oo*<<=<=

Velvet Hammer: l<oo*<o=v#

Golden Spade: o>oo*<+=#o

Final Trial: l>oo*<l=l4

Start a new season and type in one of the following codes for

the name of the season to access these power-ups.

Makes Vehicle Tires Wide: fat tires

No Cars, Just Wheels: wheels

Cars Float: no wheels

Elements Like Mud and Water Have No Slowing Effect on Car:

noviscous

Turn Off Collisions With Other Vehicles: banzai

75 Percent Gravity: feather

i^ 50 Percent Gravity: float

Double Gravity: stone

H
Realistic Gravity: radbrad

Car Wheels Turn 90 Degrees: spinner

>lciySibcit?iori
Tiger Shark

Leva Select, No Colliskms, andMore
Enter the following passwords for these cheats.

No Collisions: buran

Collision Boxes: dnepr

Random-Colored Terrain Boxes: volga

"Clean" Pause: russi

Start at Level 2: akula

Start at Level 3: pasha

Start at Level 4: miras

^ Start at Level 5: nakat

Random-Colored Terrain Polygons: rogov

Bug Riders Preview Movie: buggy

Sound Test Menu: kamov

Reset All Cheats: minsk

IRB 1987T Jl
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I
Now everyone I

(who plays winsj
a free six

month
magazine

subscription!!

I
You can't lose!

J TheHttJmate over s2o,ooo^ in prizes!

1 earning Rigll
mmmm

SONY

1

|PlayStationn

A

Playstatl,

You have the POUUER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the

draw. YgiLdetermine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of

skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple,

but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles get a little harder. But this time it's all

up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours.

With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win!

Ih'lifl il '
i (i-i JK']rl(4-if l>I^NIlLilt:KHiltlIllilll(^AVilliVVIIIIn iriL'ilnV

Penhum, 24 meg. RAM, 4 Gig. HD, 8X CD-ROM, Windows 95, modem and more!

Video Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up:

Sony Playstation w/ ASCII control pads; Sega Saturn; Game Boy Pocket; and
Nintendo 64! Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options

include: 33 inch monitor, $1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more!

Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 60 inch monitor,

130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround Sound, and all components shown.
Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!!

We're taikin' GAMING HEAVEN!
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words poing across that spell

out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue.

ui<i iMuiic. iiicic Will uc luui iiiuic |juuieb HI M.uu Bduii diiu uiie ire-

breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve

each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the

highest score possible score to Phase 1, 43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, and 32%
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will

split the value of the grand prize they are playing for.

1 Mystery
H

M
y— s
T
E

w 5

w— o
R
D

EmMim P I N C H

Grid R
S

EiUTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY EiUTRY FEE:

D ($3.00) Video Game Contest

D ($3.00) Media Rig Contest

n ($3.00) Computer Contest c
D ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) >

Name

Address

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chait

PINCH W PRESS K BLAST A WRECK D
BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY C TURBO V
STOMP T STAND R PRESS E DREAM. ...O

CRUSH I SCORE H SLANT L CHASE P
MYSTERY WORD CLUE;

WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST YQU HAVE IT

City State _Zlg_

D^ SEND CASHp m.O., OR CHECK TO: <Q/

PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE. POSTMARKED BY AUG. 23RD, 1997 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED
Only one entrv per person, You musi be under 30 years old to win. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are

ineligibie. Judges decisions are final. If judges are in error tfie sponsor's liabitity is limited to entrv 'ees paid. Not responsible

for lost or delayed maii. Open to residents of tfie U.S. and Canada, You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing

Pandemonium, Inc, 7204 Washington Ave, S.. Eden Prairie, MN 55344, Merciiantlise names and models are trademarks of tfieir

respective companies who, along with this magazine, have no affiliation with this contest. © 1996 Pandemonium, Inc
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Spiden The Video Game
Level Passwords

wi inaatticiHiNtiaiu

Enter the following passwords at the Load Game Control Center

screen.

Laboratory

Lab Floor: lFMIiC939GPR8F3BF7KTl

Sinks: CHMLC939GPR8F3LWGTS3

Lab Top: 86MLC939GPR8F3VFQ5S4

70s Room: FW1MC939GPR8F3BF7KT1

Factory

Boxes: FW1MC939GPR8F336DTTS3

I Conveyors: BSRMC9 39GPR8F3VTKKT1

Machine Room: wdrqc939gpr8F3lm8S95

Tubes: 8WV5L939GPR8F36DTTS3

Mechanical Arm Boss: 8wv5L939gpr8f3giqjb4

City

Down The Street: 9wv5L939gpr8f3lrt6S4

Side Of Building: 6sxxs939gpr8f3lrt6S4

Crusader: No Remorse

Full Health, Energy, All Weapons, and Items

i^
To access these cheats, enter losr at the Passcode screen.

You'll be told the password is invalid. Then do the following:

Full Health and Energy: Start a game, and simultaneously press

D and R1 any time during play to replenish your health.

All Weapons and Items: Start a game and simultaneously

press O and R1 any time during play to get all the weapons
and other items.

Park: W9PNT839GPR8F3B9LVS3

Under The Street: n7kb3y19gpr8F3V95hr5

Along The Street: n7kb3yi9gpr8f3ggk4T3

Museum
Display Cases: p7kb3y19gpr8F3bpfgc3

Volcano: G7KB3Y11GPR8F3BPFGC3

Dinosaur Bones: h7kb3yiqfpr8F3qxsds4

Model City: J7KB3Y1GWPR8F31766D1

Temple: k7kb3yib15S8F3qxsds4

Museum Boss: k7kb3yibi5S8F3btqbb4

Sewer

The Wells: v7kb3yibi5S8F3qs7qci

Along The Sewer: w7kb3yivbvp8F3lcim95

Food Cartons: X7KB3YlVIiN7BF31CHlC3

Up The Well: y7kb3yiw16qf3qs7qci

Ryan's World: q7kb3yildrtqd3vkcdti

Evil Lab

Circuit Boards: q7kb3yildrtqd3lcqsr3

Lab Top: R7KB3Y118H56T1WTY4R4

Hard Drives: s7kb3yii8h56titcqsr3

Brian's Folly: t7kb3yii8h56tifny4R4

On the Ceiling: t7kb3yii8H56titc4ldi

Kip's Bonus: 68KB3Y118H56T151P6C4

Brain Boss: 68kb3yii8H56titmvm35

) Crusader No Remorse

Full Health, Energy, Ml Weapons, andHems

To access these cheats, go to the Teleport to Mission option

and enter losr at the Passcode screen. You'll be told the

password is invalid. Then do the following:

Full Health and Energy: Start a game, and simultaneously

press A, B, and C any time during play to replenish your health.

All Weapons and Items: Start a game, and simultaneously

press X, Y, and Z any time during play to get all the weapons
and other items.
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It's a game enhanCer

and turn it on.

Reveal the hidden.

Unleash the fury.

Fegd on weakness.

Never lose

and never die.

AlA^^e the PoWe/
lor PlaySlalion'- and Sega Saturn-, Coming soon for Ninlendo''64 ©1997 InterAct Acoessones, Inc A RECOTON COMPANY All rights reserv
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